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PREFACE

Itcan n otbe n ecessary tow rite a form al preface tososm all a book .B utIm ay be allow ed
tom ak e use of the space fortw opurposes.First,Ihav e toexpressm y than k stoP rof.W .
J.A shley,M .A .,of H arv ardUn iv ersity,an dlate Fellow of L in coln Colleg e,O xford,n ot

on ly forthe sug g estion thata shortaccoun tof the In dian v illag e shouldbe w ritten ,but
forv aluable adv ice an dcriticism in the course of w ritin g it.

S econ dly,Ihav e tosay a few w ords aboutthe (n otv ery frequen t)In dian w ords (H in di,
P ersian ,etc.)w hich occur.Ihav e av oided them w herev er Icould;butsom etim es they
are n eeded for the sak e of readers in In dia, or because there is n o satisfactory
equiv alen t; partly also because they show that the thin g in dicated is, or is n ot,
in dig en ous; that it has been borrow ed from the M oslem s, or is an older H in du

in stitution .N ow ,the on ly tolerable w ay in w hich such w ords can be g iv en in prin t,is
by tran sliteratin g in to Rom an character;an d people then say “w e do n otk n ow how
they shouldbe pron oun ced.”

B ut for practical purposes, it is quite easy to pron oun ce In dian w ords at least
in tellig ibly.O n ly rem em ber thatthey are not English,an d in particular,thatthe letter

“a” (w ithoutaccen t) w hich so com m on ly occurs m ustn ev er be pron oun ced w ith the

peculiar soun d of the En g lish “flat,” “that,” “m an y,” etc.Itis un iform ly lik e the u in
“bun ,” sothatthe H in di sy llables m an i,e.g .,are read lik e the En g lish w ord “m on ey.”
Each v ow el hasa shortorun accen teduse,alsoa broadoraccen ted,thus

a – â (asin E n g lish)“bun ” – “ba(r)n ”
i – î (asin E n g lish)“pit” – “peat”
u – û (asin E n g lish)“pull” – “pool”

(ê)isreg ardedas a diphthon g ,an dis alw aysw ith “ay” (têl = “tale”),ô is alw ays lon g as

in “post.”

These soun ds are in v ariable.Ihav e n otm ark edthe v ariation s in the con son an ts,except
to w rite q w hen the A rabic (k )is in dicated.B utitw ill be w ell to state the th is never
sibilan t(asin “this” or“thin ”)in In dian dialects,itison ly tw ith an aspirate;g isalw ays
hard,never asin “g in ” (w hich w ouldbe j).

O xford,July,1899. B .H .B -P .
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Indian Village Communities

Chapter 1 – General History of the Question of Indian Village Origins

The object of this little book is to explain, in the compass of a few pages, and as
untechnically as possible, the nature and origin of Indian village communities, with

special reference to the commonly received theories about them. Many people have
heard vaguely that the villages represent an ancient “communal” holding of land;
others have heard that this theory has been much doubted. They would perhaps like to
know more about the subject without having to make a prolonged or very detailed
study.

These Indian communities are living, and not, like the “Teutonic mark,” dead. The
importance of observing and understanding them for the purposes of the comparative

history of institutions, and for economic science in general, is admitted on all hands. But
often as “the village” is alluded to in histories or other books on Indian subjects, it is
dealt with chiefly as the creature of theory – a thing in the air, rather than an existing
institution, which can be studied with reference to historic facts, times, and places, and
to tribes and families of known race and location. And the year 1870 (or some nearly
approaching period) may be taken as the birth-time (in England) of a general theory
regarding the origin and nature of Indian villages. This theory obtained such wide

currency that it soon seemed to be beyond the reach of question. All Indian villages
were regarded as having been originally constituted in a single (typical) form; this form
being, consequently, spoken of as archaic date and of “Aryan” parentage. So conceived,
“the village community” was asserted to represent a group of persons or households
who cultivated and owned their land “in common”; it was, in short, an important and
widespread oriental survival of that “ownership in common” which was believed to
have been universally antecedent to the development of individual property in later
times. The best known exposition of this theory is to be found in the works of the late

Sir H. S. Maine, especially in his “Village Communities of the East and West1,” and in
several lectures, afterwards collected in a book entitled “The Early History of
Institutions2.” Let us, however, not misunderstand the author’s position in these works.
He treats the conception of “the village” as if it were based on a certainty. The evidence
he possessed established so much, at least, that they were joint-bodies or close, self-
managing communities. That was enough. He never proposed to go into detail, or give
a complete account of their origin or history. The village is conceived in the abstract,

and is introduced as a well-known phenomenon. It is the extreme generality of his

1
T hefirsteditionisdated1871.M y quotationsarefrom thethirdedition,andindicated by theletters“ V.C.”

2
Dated 1874– 5;indicatedas“ E.H.I.”
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view, expressed, as it is, in lucid phrases, that caused it to be so easily and so widely
read and remembered.

About ten years after the publication of these works, it fell to my lot (under

circumstances which need not be detailed) to prepare an account of the Land Systems
and Land-Revenue Administration of British India. This was first published in Calcutta.
And ten years later a new and more complete work on the same subject was prepared
and published at Oxford3. At this time the village theory was in full possession of the
field, and was supported by all the authority of Sir H. S. Maine’s name, as well as
recommended by the charm of his style and the suggestiveness of his method. It is true
that, as far as concerns the general prevalence of primitive communal ownership and
the “Teutonic mark,” the works of M. Fustel de Coulanges and others had already

raised serious doubts; but their argument hardly touched the Indian phenomena – at
least directly. However that may be, all this time the materials for a detailed study of
the Indian villages in all parts of the great empire had been rapidly accumulating.
Evidence, far superior in character to anything that had before been obtained, was now
in print; and it covered a much wider field of inquiry, including provinces about which
little or no information was available before 1870. Administrative Systems in India, and
the Land Revenue System more especially, cannot be dealt with without giving an

account of the land tenures. And to describe the village tenures according to the facts as
they appeared in the light of the fuller evidence, was to make something of a new
departure. It was not, indeed, necessary, in describing the Land Revenue System, to
discuss the origin of villages, or dispute theories; but even the limited account that was
indispensable could not fail to suggest a widely different view of the subject. In order,
therefore, to examine still further the facts in the light of later information, it was
desirable to collect the available evidence in a separate book4. Of this I will say no more
than that it cannot be easy reading, because so much detail is necessary, and because it

is so very difficult to marshal the matter in such an order that it shall be intelligible to
those who have not any long Indian experience. I find, in fact, that my meaning has
often been misapprehended. It seems, therefore, desirable that an opportunity should
be taken of offering (in as brief a compass as the nature of the subject will admit) a
general re-statement of the case and of the general conclusions which appear to be
justifiable. In doing this, it is necessary to indicate why it is that many facts of which
evidence is now abundant were unknown to Sir H. S. Maine, and how it is that the

information available to that distinguished exponent of historical jurisprudence seemed
to him so conclusive, and was really so imperfect, and in some respects misleading5.

3
“ The Land Systems of British India,” 3 vols.:ClarendonP ress,1892.Inthesequelthisisreferredtoas“ L .S .B.I.”

4
“ The Indian Village Community,” 1 vol.:L ongm ans,1896.T hisisreferred to shortly in the sequelas“ Ind.Vill.

Com .”

5
S irH.S .M aine severaltim esspeaksofthe com pletenessw ith w hich the Indian village had been observed;and

thoughhesuggeststheneedofre-exam iningtheevidenceonsom epoints(“ V.C.,” pp.12,13),hebetraysnosense
thatthe evidence itself(in general)w asdeficient,and thatthe areacovered by itw asbutsm allcom pared to the
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And when this has been explained, it will be proper to indicate the nature of the later
and improved evidence that has become available. Next, after some preliminary
explanations regarding the agricultural population of India, I shall endeavor to account
for the two separate forms of village (and the several varieties of one of the forms), and

to show how they really came into existence. And then it will be desirable shortly to
criticize the , hitherto accepted theory, showing how it fails to satisfy the conditions in
the case of either kind of village. Finally, I shall add a few general remarks on the
subject of village ownership, and note some considerations suggested by the economic
aspects of village life.

extentofallIndia.“ N o Indian phenom enon,” he says(“ V.C.,” p.103),“ hasbeen m ore carefully exam ined,and by
m enm orethoroughly inearnest,thantheVillageCom m unity.” Butthis“ observation” w asfrom theadm inistrative
revenue pointofview ,and w asvery little directed to the history orethnography ofthe villages.T o anyone w ho
hascom pared the docum entsavailable before (orabout)1870 w ith the m aterialssince m ade accessible,S irH.
M aine’srem arkw illappeartruly astonishing.
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Chapter 2 – Explanation of Terms

There are certain terms which must be made use of in this discussion, of which I had
better at once interpolate an explanation; and this of itself will, perhaps, not be quite
devoid of interest to anyone who cares to know about Indian economic conditions
generally. One of them, the term Village, we have already more than once employed;
and in speaking of village institutions it is hardly possible to avoid, allusion to tribes or
clans and their customs, for into such groups the Indian people once always were – and

still are, in many cases – divided. Then, too, we shall often have occasion to allude to
the Revenue Settlement and the Settlement Report. These three subjects may be shortly

explained, by way of introduction to what follows, and this plan will avoid
subsequently interrupting the course of argument by explanations.

What is a Village?

(1) First as to a village; the term does not refer merely to a street or group of buildings –

as in England of to-day; it includes both the cluster of houses and the surrounding lands
cultivated. Such a group has always a local name and known limits. It is a fact that the
level plains of India6 were originally brought under cultivation in groups of holdings,

each group ultimately, but not always at first, having defined boundaries, and covering
from a few hundred to two or three thousand acres. It depends on the density of the
agricultural population whether these groups are actually contiguous and cover the

whole district like the squares of a chess-board, or whether they are more dispersed –
stretches of barren waste, or jungle land dividing one from the other.

So much for the village area. But in all cases alike, the body of persons residing on,

owning, or cultivating the land thus separately circumscribed, must necessarily tend to
form, in some sense, a “community” more or less self-contained. In the first place the
inhabitants reside together, very often in one central group of houses or cottages, built

on an elevation at some convenient point within the village area7. Such a village
dwelling-site is often surrounded by mud walls, having gateways which lead into
narrow and tortuous lanes. Outside is an open space, on which all the village cattle
assemble in the evening, and where the village weavers stretch the webs for the cloth
they are going to weave for local use. There is often a common “tank,” or a pond, or a

6
T here are certain placesnot only in the hilldistrictsbut also in the plains,w here (from physicaland clim atic

causeschiefly)villagegroupsarenotfound.S ee“ Ind.Vill.Com m .”

7
In som e casesthe tendency,especially oflatertim es,isforseveralsm allham letsto be form ed,orforsm all

groupsoffarm sto be scattered about.Itw illbe understood thatm y descriptionisvery general,and thattheform
ofbuilding,ofm ud,brick,bam boo,thatch,tiles,etc.,etc.,variesextrem ely.Ihavecollected anum berofnoticesof
thesubjectinm y “ Ind.Vill.Com m .”
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public well, for the general use; also the village temple, shrine, or mosque, as the case
may be. Usually there is a small grove, or at least a spreading tree with a raised
platform round it, which forms the common meeting place. Beside the dwellings of the
principal landholders are also the cottages of dependents and subordinate tenants, as

well as of the farm laborers, village servants, and artificers.8

The term “village servants” needs a word of elucidation. Every village is obliged to
provide for itself the means of supplying the simple wants of life. The people could not
go to a perhaps far distant town to buy shoes or find a carpenter; and hence they attract
to themselves, and provide for, a little group (varying in different parts) of resident
artificers and servants – a potter, a blacksmith, a cobbler, carpenter, washerman,
sweeper, cattle-keeper, men to keep watch and ward, a barber to shave them (who also

practices a rude kind of surgery and carries messages connected with betrothals), and
so on. These servants live permanently in the village, and become hereditary; they are
not paid by the job9 but work for every village resident for a fixed annual (or harvest)
allowance of grain, cash, and perquisites.. In some parts they have small holdings of
rent-free land, which (like the duty itself) are hereditary10. So are the village officers, of

whom I must next speak.

Provision has to be made for managing village affairs and local governance. And here it
is that one of the fixed marks of distinction between two great classes of village, which
will henceforth need to be distinguished, comes into view. In one class an important
hereditary Headman (called patel and by other names11) is an essential part of the
constitution. He occupies a central building (in some places called the garhi, i.e., fort); he

has privileges of dignity and precedence on ceremonial occasions, and frequently a

8
In S outh India,ow ing to caste arrangem ents,the village m enialsoflow caste (orno caste at all)are kept

together,justoutsidethevillagers’ dw ellings.T hisfacthasbeennoticed by M aine(“ V.C.,” p.127)– oneofthefew
placesinw hichhem entionsthevillagesofthesouth.Butitisnot,ashesays,am atterof“ certainvillages,” itisthe
universalfeatureintheM adrasdistricts.Itshould berem em bered,m oreover,thatthelow castem enials,etc.,ofa
northern village are not a bit m ore part of the “ village com m unity” than these southern out-castes; the
“ com m unity” really consistsofthe “ colonistsand invaders” – the landow nersofthe village.T hissubject w illbe
m entionedfurtherinthesequel.

9
T hepersonsrequiringw orkdonesupply theirow nm aterials,orelsepay forthem ;therem ay bespecialcustom s

inthisrespect.

10
T he institution ofhereditary land attached to village service ischiefly observed (w hereithassurvived atall)in

thatclassofvillage w hich isprevalentin the Dakhan and the south ofIndia.T he rem ark(“ V.C.,” p.126)thatthis
form ofpaym entism ostcom m oninthe(joint)villagesofthenorth(therereferredto)iscertainly notcorrect.

11
Itisstated in som e booksthatthe patel, orheadm an,w asfirstappointed by the rulerofthe state.Itisquite

possible thatin m ore recenttim esofM ughaland M arathadom ination,the governorm ay have assum ed to m ake
and unm ake such appointm ents,forhisow n purposes;butthatdoesnotalterthe factthatthe headm an isreally
an integralpartofthevillage constitution;he w as,in fact,the leader,the head ofthe eldestorchieffam ily ofthe
originalsettlers.Itw asthe accountant,notthe headm an,w hose office w asadded on by the state – to lookafter
therevenue.
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valuable holding of land (watan) which is his in virtue of hereditary office12. Such an

officer is often assisted by executive deputies. In former days, the villages relied greatly
on the protection given by this official: his moral influence, and even his material power
(for he often had a considerable following), helped to keep oppression at bay. Certain it

is that some vestige of old clannish loyalty13 must be invoked to explain the attachment
of the people to the old patelgi family. If a ruler wished to restore cultivation in an

abandoned village, he would hardly succeed without taking pains to trace out a
genuine representative of the old patel’s family to head the returning party. If another

headman had to be appointed, it was always understood that he would vacate the post
directly a real descendant made his appearance.

But in another form of village, where the landowning body is composed of a dominant

class, holding the whole jointly or in shares, no such headman is found14. Village affairs
are, or formerly were, controlled by a council of elders or heads of the co-sharing
householders – all being equal in rank – not official chiefs15. The co-sharing families are
in fact too jealous of their equal position to allow any one man to take the lead as the
patel of a Central Indian or Dakhan village did. But in both forms of village an
“accountant and registrar” (patwari, kulkarni, or karnam, etc., in the south) early became

a necessity; because very probably hardly any other person could write or cast accounts.

Such an official has, in the north, only a limited claim that his son should succeed him;

12
S ee m y “ Ind.Vill.Com .,” pp.14,15.S uch holdingsare now only locally intact;butthe institution itselfcan be

very w idely traced.Asaprivileged holdingitw asnaturally one very likely to becom e surcharged,and lost,in days
ofharsh revenue adm inistration,and disregard ofrights.S irH.M aine (“ V.C.,” p.123)speaksofthe villagesunder
headm en ascasesthat“ frequently occur.” T hisishardly an adequate expression ofthe factthatthisform isone
thatuniform ly prevailsoverprovincesaggregatingm orethanhalfam illionsquarem ilesinextent.

13
Ishallexplainfurtheronw hatism eantby thesereferencesto“ tribe” or“ clan.”

14
Forofficialpurposesconnected w ith the R evenue,P olice,etc.,aheadm an (orone foreach section ofvillage)

hasbeenappointed,andtheofficehasbeenallow ed tobecom epartly elective.T hislam barday (ashishalf-English
designation of “ num ber-holder” indicates) isno part of the originalconstitution,but m erely the agent or
representativeofthevillageinitsdealingsw iththedistrictauthorities.

15
S irH.S .M ainehasim plied ratherthanstated thatthecouncilistheoriginaluniversalform ,and thatw herethe

headm anisfound itisalaterchange;see,forexam ple,“ V.C.,” p.123 and p.154 (w hereheusesthephrase,“ Even
w here the governm ent hasgassed to one hereditary officer,” etc.)T here isno w arrant forsuch asuggestion.If
anything,it isthe reverse;avillage w ith aheadm an m ay becom e dom inated by ajoint-body,and the headm an
m ay disappear,or at least hisdistinctive position and authority m ay. W here the headm an isfound (allover
peninsularIndia)he certainly hasnot superseded any otherauthority.It w illbe understood that the councilor
com m ittee spoken ofisthe standing body – m uch m ore in evidence form erly than itisnow – w hich m anagesthe
com m onaffairs.A panchayatorcom m itteeofeldersforsettlingdisputesisassem bled inevery form and condition
ofvillage,w hetherin the north orsouth,and quite independently ofw hat the village constitution is.It w as,and
stillis,to som e extent,the universalIndian m ode ofsettling caste,socialand land cases,and especially boundary
disputes.But the body (consisting only ofm em bersofthe proprietary fam ilies)w hich once governed the joint-
villageisastandingcom m itteeforreferenceinallaffairsofcom m oninterest.Itisnotam ereoccasionalassem bly
ofelders,called togetherw henthereisadispute,butthecontinuingand ordinary governingbody asopposed toa
single“ headm an,” ortheoligarchy ofafew chiefsand officers.
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and he may now (in some places) be transferred from one charge to another like an
ordinary public officer16. But in the south the karnam is always hereditary, and is (or

ought to be) reckoned as strictly belonging to his own village. There are also rural police
or guardians of the village and its lands and boundaries, sometimes “trackers” to follow

stolen cattle, and messengers who act under orders of the headman or other governing
authority, as the case may be17.

I have hitherto only incidentally said anything about the nature of the connection which
the personnel of the “village” – at least, the cultivating or landowning class – has with
the soil. To do that more expressly, I again am obliged to distinguish between the two
classes of village already intimated. Before I do so, let me emphasize the fact that every
village (whatever its difference as regards the interest in the soil) is a more or less

isolated group with its own officers, menials, etc., so that there must arise certain
common interests; and the group is sure to develop a certain sense of solidarity, quite
apart from any question of communal or collective ownership. The grouping of
holdings in a more or less compact village form was a necessity of (permanent)
agricultural establishment, under the early conditions of Indian life, both physical and
social. Their comparative isolation resulted from similar causes. Where the population
is sparse, it may be that the residents of a village rarely leave its neighborhood; their

own “community” is almost the only society known to them; the world beyond is
strange. Often the land-owning class of one village is (at the present day) of a different
tribe or caste to that of the next; and there may be no friendly feeling, if not a positive
feud, between them. Everything tended to make each village self-contained, and to
originate institutions that kept its caste, or family, or tribal connection (where such
already existed) in remembrance. So far, and so far only, is there any unity of type
which extends to all provinces alike.

But to return to the rights in the soil. Here we have two conditions marking two distinct
classes or kinds of village. In one – which also is distinguished by the hereditary
headman – there is no ownership of the whole village by a single proprietor, nor joint-
ownership of it by a body of co-sharers, but the whole area is divided into a number of
separate and independent holdings. Each separate holding may now have several
sharers in it, because the families have long become “Hindus,” and follow the joint-
family custom; but the holdings themselves are separate and always were so, as far as

any evidence goes. Indeed, by comparison with certain ancient but still surviving local
customs, we are able (at least with probability) to account for this form of village, on its
own basis of separately allotted holdings, as perhaps the earliest organized (though not
the earliest rudimentary) form of permanent agricultural village in India.

16
Asam atteroffact,intheN .W .P .and P anjab,inm oderntim es,thepatw ari,besidesbeingtrainedand taughtto

survey,isinchargenotofasinglevillage,butofa“ circle,” w hichm ay includetw oorthreevillages.

17
Fordetailsastovillageservants,andacertainclassificationofthem accordingtorank,see“ Ind.Vill.Com m .”
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In the other class of village we find the whole area claimed (in shares) by a dominant
class, who, in some cases, cultivate their own holdings (e.g., the Jat villages of the
Panjab), but frequently have a body of tenants under them. Such tenants may be either
the remnants and representatives of an original cultivating body dominated (under a

variety of circumstances) by the present co-sharers, or may be dependents and settlers
located by them. This class of village exhibits several varieties; and the principle of
sharing is different in each variety.

Most commonly the proprietors hold their shares of the cultivated land separately;
either a partition has taken place, or else the village may be in such a form that the
shares or lots were always separate, and were so arranged from the first foundation. In
the latter case, “the co-proprietorship” refers to the village site, or to any waste area

which is still joint property. Indeed, in many cases the “joint ownership” chiefly
survives in the joint responsibility for the revenue, which the whole body accepts, and
in some other customs maintaining union. But in one class of these villages it may be
that the entire area is held undivided. More commonly the cultivated land is divided,
and the waste left in common. Where the village is still held undivided, it may be not
only formally unpartitioned, but actually managed as a joint estate. These cases,
however, are exceptional. The causes of such a state of things will be noticed hereafter,

and I shall also explain in due course the different basis on which the shares of the
members of the co-proprietary “brotherhood” are arranged in the different varieties of
joint village. But I may take this opportunity of remarking that a not inconsiderable
number of villages have become included in the class of joint or co-shared villages
purely by reason of the application to them of the N.W. Provinces Revenue system (and
its official forms and records).

One other point requires mention – regarding the waste land or grazing and woodland

attached to (or adjacent to) a village. In villages in which there is no co-sharing body,
the landholder’s right is to his occupied holding only; there is no area of waste (for
grazing or for future division and cultivation) made over as the joint property of the
landholders. When an area of grazing land is available in the vicinity, the settlement
officer will mark it off for the use of the villagers, but (like other unoccupied land) it
remains the property of the State; and where part of such land is also available
gradually to be brought under the plough, any resident in the village can apply to the

local officer for a plot or “number,” and get it on terms of engaging to pay the revenue
assessed thereon. When we come (in the sequel) to inquire into the origin of this form of
village, we shall consider the question whether, at an earlier time, a definite area of
adjacent waste was ever considered to belong to the group which constituted the
village.

But in the second great class of villages, the body, family, or group constituting the
“community” of proprietors has always been acknowledged to have a uniform right

over the whole area included in the village, whether cultivated or not. If the “waste” is
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permanently left as grazing ground, the joint right to it as such is undoubted; if it is
such as will eventually be partitioned and brought under the plough, the owners of the
village will usually share it in the same proportion, and on the same rule of sharing as
applies to the cultivated area. In a joint village, in fact, the revenue survey always

includes an area of waste (where there is any available) as part of the property of the
joint body, and it is theirs to do what they like with; they may retain it as grazing
ground, or divide it, clear the wood, and bring it under cultivation as they think fit.

In order briefly to distinguish the class of village in which there is no joint ownership
from that in which there is something of the kind, I must use the rather uncouth terms
severalty village18 and joint village. I should like to call the latter “manorial villages” –
the village become subject to some kind of “overlordship19,” as it so often is; but the

term would only accurately fit one class of cases, and, moreover, would sound too
strange, at any rate in the present stage of the discussion.

It may be convenient to summarize the salient features of difference between the two
kinds of village in a short table:–

The severalty village, with its hereditary headman, is the prevalent form over the whole
of Bengal (excluding Bihar), over Central India, and the West and South20; while there is

18
Inm y “ Ind.Vill.Com m .” Icalledit“ raiyatwari” village,thatbeingtheofficialterm fortheseparatetenure.Here

Iw ant to avoid the use oftechnicalterm sasfar aspossible. Itake the opportunity ofnoting that w hen a
vernacularnam eisadded in brackets,itiseitherbecauseitw illbeusefultoreadersfam iliarw ithIndiaorbecause
thew orditself(e.g.,patel, patwari,etc.)occursinEnglishbooks.

19
By “ overlordship” (hereand elsew here)Idonotm eanadefined politicalor“ feudal” superiority;Iusethew ord

solely asaconveniently w ide term forany kind ofvirtualsuperiority by w hich one m an (orone class)isable to
exactsubm ission,ortotakerent,from another.

20
AsInoted thattheseveralty villageisprevalentoveranareaofm orethanhalfam illionsquarem iles,Im ay add

here thatthe“ joint” form ischaracteristicinabout200,000 squarem iles.Itisw orth w hile addingthatalloverthe
country ofthe severalty villagesthere are avariety oflocalindigenousnam esforthe headm an (munda, mandal,
patel, gauda, reddi, etc.).T hroughout the N .W .P rovinces,P anjab,etc.,on the contrary,w here the joint form
(w ithoutaheadm an)haslong prevailed,the localdialectshave no currentw ord for“ headm an,” the only term in

I. Severalty (or Raiyatwari) village II. Joint village

1. Influential headman (often still possessing certain

privileges) is part of the natural constitution.

1. No headman originally, but a panchayat. In modern

times an official headman, appointed to represent the

community.

2. The holdings (sometimes joint) are shares of a unit

estate.

2. Holdings entirely separate, and not shares of a unit

estate.

3. No joint liability for revenue: each holding

separately assessed on its merits.

3. Liability (joint and several) always, for the revenue

assessed in a lump sum.

4. No jointly owned area of waste or “common” land

belongs to the village, or is available for partition.

4. The village site, and usually an area of waste,

owned in common, and is available for partition.
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reason to believe it was once prevalent in such parts of Northern India as were earliest
cultivated, until the conquering tribes and landlord families changed the constitution,
and the joint form grew up. However that may be, it is a plain matter of fact that the
joint village is confined, i.e., as the prevalent type, to the north of India – from the Indus

as far east as Bihar, though it is (or was once) found locally, and under special
circumstances, elsewhere. In this preliminary account of what is meant by “village,”
and dealing only with matters of fact and observation, I will not include anything as to
the causes of the difference between the tenure of Northern India and that of the
peninsula.

Tribes and Clans in India

(2) There is one other matter connected with Indian villages, and the Indian population
generally, which gives rise sometimes to no little misapprehension. In Europe, at the
present day, we live out of all contact with “tribes” or “clans “; we know of them only
in history, or in distant countries, and they have become the subject of theories as to
their origin and principle of association; and so we regard the mention of them with

some suspicion21. But in Upper India (especially) we live every day in close proximity
with people actually forming “tribes” or “clans,” which are either small and
independent groups or (frequently) sections of a larger “tribe.” And even where the
whole social constitution on tribal lines is not kept up, still we feel sure the people must
have formed tribes and clans at no very remote period, for they still use a common
designation, and record themselves at a census, or other occasion, as of such-and-such a
“tribe,” although they may have forgotten much of the customary life which would

have made the “tribe” a reality. But whether in perfection or decay, the tribe or clan is
quite a real thing in India; in some parts more so than others. We have also “codes” of
custom, of which a notable feature is that they apply to tribes, not to places, and are
often different in detail.

In modern life we soon forget any family connection beyond one or two generations. A
“family” we recognize as consisting of the head of the household and his children, and
possibly grandchildren; perhaps (collaterally) a certain number of brother’s or sister’s

children, and even second cousins, are pretty closely connected. But in those parts of
India in which there are recognized “clans,” and especially where the clan is known to
be a section of a larger “tribe,” we find that the people invariably recognize

use being either an Arabic w ord introduced by the M ughalR evenue Adm inistration orthe half-English w ord
“ lambar-dar” (= “ holderofanum ber” )belongingtotheBritishsystem .

21
Forexam ple,use ism ade oftheterm “ tribe,” althoughthe originalm ay be only such aw ord aspopulus.T here

isno suchm istakeinIndia;therearedistinctw ordsforthetribe,theclan(orothersubdivision),and thefam ily.In
the north the com m on term foraw hole tribe isqaum (borrow ed from the Arabic),w hile adivision orclan isgot;
and thereareotherterm s(givenin“ Ind.Vill,Com m .,” p.194).
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consanguinity, and even though in some cases this may be partly fictitious, i.e., various
elements have been associated only, still the people believe in their descent from a
common ancestor. In other words, the feeling of kindred is diffused over a much wider
circle than the unit “family.”

It is evident, from a variety of literary and traditional evidence, that the early Aryan and
other races invading India formed “tribes” with a certain organization; and we infer
also from the existing forms of village and land customs and from the names used, and
traditions preserved, that such (later) races as the Jats, Rajputs, and Gujars, were also
settled under the rules of tribal life, some of which they still observe. And lastly to those
“tribes” of which we have the evidence before our eyes, we find two conditions which
are established. (1) We find a single group – possessing lands in one place or in more

than one – but not known to be a subdivision of any larger body. (2) We find a whole
tribe, with its major and minor, and ultimate, subdivisions all complete.

In the first case, the existing group remembers only its descent from someone ancestor,
and is not numerous enough to be called a “tribe.” In all probability one man (or two or
three brothers) obtained a settlement in some region that was vacant, and the families
multiplied into a “clan,” keeping up the memory of their common descent and

acknowledging a certain solidarity. Among the Rajputs or other tribes which had
adopted a monarchical constitution, it is common to find that the ancestor became the
Raja and that the heads of the branch families held subordinate (territorial) titles (as
Rawal, Thakur, etc.), and there was a regularly understood method of territorial rule in
the Raja’s central dominion and those of the other chiefs lying round. The subjects of
each were bound to allegiance to the chief, and the chief to the Raja. On sending round
the message for assembly (gohar) every member of the clan able to bear arms would at

once join the chief’s standard.

On the north-western frontier of the Panjab we can observe not only “clans” like those
of the Rajputs or Jats, but a wider organization. We find a whole tribe, and its “clans”
which are the larger sections; and there are again smaller sections. Here the constitution
is not monarchical – the chiefs are not princes or Rajas. We observe this organization
both with reference to the land occupied, and also to the grouping of the people who
have settled on the land and divided it among themselves. It is not always certain that

such bodies are descended from one ancestor; but it is traditionally asserted and
believed, and often the genealogical tree is preserved. It is indeed often the case that
other tribes have been taken into association (hamsaya) as protected; and lands have

been given them by the principal tribe; but they are not regarded as amalgamated, nor
is the separate descent forgotten. Among the north-western frontier tribes, I may refer
to one instance in the Yusafzai country, where there is the domain (ilaqa) of a single

tribe; every member of it knows that he is descended from one ancestor, who, if he were
alive, would be the revered patriarch of their whole body. Beyond that, and the fact that

their land is all in one great territory, the tribe happens to be not so marked as the
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several primary divisions or clans. Of these there are three; and their territory is in three
great contiguous blocks. Each such territory is made into large secondary sections called
tappa. (The first contains two, the second two, and the third five.) Ordinarily these tappa

territories correspond to a group of descendants whose designation ends with the
syllable -zai (which in the local language [Pashtu] means “son of”). The tappa is finally
divided into a number of “companies” (or Khel). The Khel is a group usually much

larger than a “village22.” In the course of time what with the convenience of the
administration requiring it, and the growth of separate hamlets with their cultivation
lying adjacent, “villages” are gradually formed, and separately demarcated.

On the other hand it may sometimes happen, though the appearance of a clan is less
perfect, that we find a large extent of country containing several hundred square miles,

now divided up into “village” groups, all composed of landowners whose families have
a common designation and are reputed descendants of one ancestor; or of two or three
families, not more23. In such cases it is often difficult to say whether the existing group
originally came (in smaller number, but still as a group) and divided the land according
to their requirements at the time, or whether two or three adventurers formed little
settlements in the abundant waste, and in the course of a couple of centuries or more,
multiplied into the existing large group.

As regards the personal connection, in a tribe or clan, it is kept up and acknowledged
far beyond the limits within which we are accustomed ourselves to remember it. It takes
effect in rules of marriage, by which a man or a woman of one group cannot marry one
of the same group, but must go to another. It also produces a willingness of the whole
body to act, for defence or offence, in unison, and for convenient groups to undertake a
joint-responsibility (for example) for a total sum of land tax on the entire area, so as to
preserve the villages from an inquisition by a tax gatherer. It produces a willing

obedience to the “custom” of the tribe regarding adoption, the non-alienation of land
and other matters. Lastly, it produces a strong sense that every member of the “clan” (or
whatever group circumstances have kept together) has his right to share in the land
acquired by the adventure and settlement – perhaps by the conquest of the whole body.
And if the tribal system is fully maintained, it is a feature that as the clan expands, the
heads of the eldest branches or principal families, and (in turn) the heads of subordinate
families, should be known by their appropriate titles, as chiefs of the clan, of the sub-

clan, of the still smaller section, and so forth24. The authority of these chiefs may be
greater or less, and may extend to certain concerns of life only; but where it survives

22
T here isan account of thisvery perfect exam ple of clan territories,and adiagram w hich m akesthe

arrangem entvisibleatoneglance,in“ Ind.Vill.Com m .”

23
Forexam pleseethesam ew ork,p.271.

24
U sually the chiefisthe eldest(com petent)m em berofthe eldestbranch;butthechiefshipm ay be transferred

tosom eotherm em berforany specialreason.
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there is a very distinct sentiment of loyalty, and obedience is unquestioned. When,
therefore, it is mentioned (for example) that in the “severalty” village of the Dakhan, the
loyalty with which the headman’s family is still regarded is a relic of the clan spirit, I
mean nothing more than that originally the village was formed by a small section of a

then existing organized clan, that the “village head” was the hereditary leader of that
particular section; that he was loyally obeyed owing to that spirit of allegiance which is
well known to everyone who (for instance) has read about the Highland clans of
Scotland.

It is possible (in itself) that a “clan,” etc., may be constituted on a matriarchal basis or a
patriarchal. It may be that all descendants of a common mother form the essential
group; but all the more advanced tribes that we know of in India in connection with

organized village settlements (and often under monarchical rule) – such as the later
Dravidian people of the centre and south, or the Jats, Rajputs, and frontier tribes in the
north – are all clearly patriarchal: descent, chiefship, and inheritance all go with the
fathers of the expanding family. Some further remarks on this subject will be made
hereafter.

There is therefore no hidden assumption or doubtful theory involved in our allusion to

the “tribe” or “clan” with reference to Indian peasant landholding; it means nothing
more than we know, or at least have the strongest reason to infer, from all the facts of
the case, I will repeat that the degree of preservation in which “clans,” or aggregates of
clans forming tribes, exist is various; and in parts of India such an organization has been
quite forgotten; perhaps what was once the name of a tribe has now become a caste
name. But the existence of such tribal organization has had a great deal to do both with
village formation and with the constitution of the Hindu state.

I have indicated the fact (and without entering into details) that some tribes developed
a system of King or Raja and subordinate chiefs in a sort of “feudal” service, out of the
patriarch of the tribe and the chiefs of its sections. This often happened with the
Rajputs; but some Rajputs (like the Bisen Clan of Oudh) did not adopt the system. In

fact, whatever may be the reason, some Indian clans or tribes acknowledged the King
and “barons” (who were the chiefs of elder and younger branches of the stock), others
did not.

It will more conveniently appear at a later stage how tribal life and the allotment of
lands to the members has produced certain forms of village community.

The Land-Revenue Settlement

We have mentioned incidentally the assessment of the amount of land-revenue which is
payable to the State by these villages. That assessment is (in modern times) imposed by
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means of an operation called a “Land-Revenue Settlement.” What has such a Settlement
to do with the constitution and form of villages, and what is the “Settlement Report”?

It is probably known to most readers that in India the State has, from very ancient

times, relied for its chief source of revenue on the right or claim to receive a portion of
the produce of all cultivated land. At first this share was levied (and still is so in some of
the remoter native states) in kind; but in all the greater provinces, it had, for many
generations before British rule, frequently been converted into a cash assessment
calculated at a certain rate per “plough” (i.e., the area worked by one plough), or per
local standard measure (bigha, etc.) according to value and advantage of the different

kinds of soil. In some cases it was very oppressively levied, and swallowed up nearly
the whole “rent” or profits of the holding, so that land-holding was an employment

which was often a burden, and left the holder no more than a bare living. Under British
rule, it early became a principal object to assess this demand equally, and at such
moderate rates as would leave a substantial profit or surplus; at the same time
determining who were the persons to be responsible for payment and entitled to take,
or at least to participate in, the profits of the holding. The classification and valuation of
land for the purposes of assessment, as well as the inquiry into rights, which are the
chief objects of a Revenue Settlement or Survey Settlement, have always been duties

requiring skill and experience, and have always been entrusted to a class of selected
officers known as “Settlement officers.” Their work in the field began with a detailed
survey and a record, village by village, of every field and holding. Such a survey was
not only necessary for valuation purposes, but equally so for making a record of rights
and interests of all kinds in the soil25. Each provincial system varies in detail, inasmuch
as the mode of assessment and the fixing of the revenue demand, whether on a whole
estate on a whole village, or on an individual field, is different. And the system is
adapted in each province to suit the prevalent land tenure. It follows that, directly or

indirectly, the survey and the inquiry tend to make known the whole features of village
constitution and history, especially if the officer in charge interests himself in the
subject. I will only remark here that the variation between the joint-village, as I have
described it in the northern provinces, and the severalty (or raiyatwari) in others, has

been the cause of the difference between two prominent forms of Revenue
Administration.

When the whole process of a “Settlement” is over, and the term26 for which the
assessment is to hold good (without increase) is fixed, the officer in charge draws up (in

25
T he Bom bay and M adrassystem sdo notprofessto inquire into rights;butunderthe raiyatw aritenure,there

prevalent,therecord ofevery holdingand partholdingoftheryotand hisrelativesform sasgood arecord ofright
and title ascould be desired.T here w asalso one S ettlem ent m ade (1789– 93)in Bengalin w hich there w asno
survey;but that w asunderpeculiarcircum stances;and the plan ofdispensing w ith asurvey w asneveradopted
elsew hereasageneralsystem .

26
U sually forthirty years;buttheGovernm entsettlesthatonavariety ofconsiderations;noterm isfixedby law .
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English) a report on his proceedings. Speaking now of the “reports” of the N.W.
Provinces and some of the adjoining (and then included) south-eastern districts of the
Panjab, it may be explained that at the first settlements, time pressed, administration
was less elaborate, and it was of more importance to give only the salient features of the

actual revenue arrangements made. But when, in these provinces, the first – rather
tentative – settlements expired and a new series of district settlements began, the second
(in some cases later than the second) series of reports (dated after 1870) were much
fuller and more complete. Nor will any future revision of the assessment require the
repetition of such detailed survey and other information. The past history of the district
is given; its climate, soil, local features, and even its antiquities are described; the origin,
history, and customs of the principal castes and tribes are recorded; and (what more
especially concerns us) the details of village history and the peculiarities of tenure-

customs, and the nature and growth of the village proprietary bodies – when and how
they were established – are examined in detail. All these matters have an obvious if
more or less direct bearing on the condition of the people, on the question of their rights
and interests, and on the proper classification and assessment of their holdings. Hence
the “Settlement Reports,” when they belong to the later period of complete record are,
though of course in varying degrees of excellence, veritable mines of information.
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Chapter 3 – The Evidence Regarding Villages Before and After 1870

Now let us briefly glance at the evidence which was available before 1870 regarding
village institutions; why it gave so much prominence to the idea of “common holding,”
and why it was calculated to suggest that uniformity existed (far more than it really
exists) throughout India27.

Sir H. S. Maine came to India at the end of 1862, as member of the Viceregal Council in
charge of the Legislative Department; he remained till the end of 1869. His high duties
confined his residence chiefly to Calcutta (in Bengal), which is the winter-capital of the
Government of India, and to Simla in the Panjab Hills. On the way between one and the
other lies Allahabad, the capital of the North-Western Provinces. Now in Bengal the
village system – whatever its original form – had become almost completely overborne
by the growth of the great middlemen or “Zamindars,” whom Lord Cornwallis had

acknowledged as the “actual proprietors” of estates. At any rate, Bengal did not afford

many opportunities for gathering information regarding village institutions. But in the
North-West Provinces, Oudh, and the Panjab, the village system was not only
flourishing as, in fact, the prevailing tenure feature of the country, but the villages were
held by co-sharing bodies, sometimes of one family, and often of the same tribe or clan;
they were of that type which has already been indicated in general terms as the “joint
village.” Sir H. S. Maine’s attention was necessarily, almost exclusively, directed to this
region. It was to it that a great part of the more specific evidence at his disposal related;

and it happened, during his years of office, that special questions regarding the law of
tenants and subordinate landholders in these parts of India were awaiting treatment by
the Legislature. And when I say that a great deal of the evidence available before 1870
directly related to the Northern Provinces, it should be added that the more famous
official minutes and published accounts of “the village,” though couched in general
terms, and without indicating any particular locality, were chiefly based on the same
northern form of village.

Indeed, before 1870 but little specific information regarding India south of the Narbada
was available. The Revenue Settlement surveys of the Dakhan or Bombay Presidency28

were still in progress, and very little was known, outside the Presidency, about the

27
In speakingofthedefective evidence and ofthe greatim provem entthathassince takenplace,Ishould like to

calltom ind how m uchw eow etoS irH.S .M ainefortheexam pleofhisaim andm ethod,and forthestim ulusthat
hisw orksgavetoinquiriesw hichresultedinthelaterreportsand m onographs.Itisonly fairtorem em berthatitis
tothispioneerw orkthatw earelargely indebtedforthesuperiorcharacterandfullnessofthelaterrecords.

28
In Bom bay there w asalong period oftentative revenue adm inistration,and acom plete system ofsurvey-

settlem entw asonly broughtintopracticefrom about1847.
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matter. There is indeed an excellent sketch of the Dakhan village, in Elphinstone’s
History, which Sir H. S. Maine must have read; but it is unfortunately mixed up with
some details about the other forms of village, and altogether is not such as to induce a
reader already disposed to believe in a unity of type, to discover the real difference.

Indeed it is a common fault in Indian books which give an account of “the village,” that
they take various particulars from different places and combine them all in one general
picture. Of the “Central Provinces” some of the (then recent) Settlement Reports must
have been available; but a large part of the country was settled on a very artificial
principle, and the documentary evidence turned chiefly on questions connected with
that, so that the real form and history of the local village hardly received any notice. Of
Madras – the great Southern province, where the population is of non-Aryan origin,
and where the original customs are different from those of the north – hardly anything

was on record, or at least known to residents in Upper India29. The evidence available to
Sir H. Maine really applied to Hindustan or Upper India, and even then it did not, I
think, give him more than a very limited idea of the Panjab villages30. The connection of
the village and the tribe, so prominently illustrated in that province, never seems to
have come to his notice.

The evidence, in short, consisted of (1) the Settlement Reports of the N.W. Provinces,

and, perhaps, the Panjab; and (2) of official minutes and orders, among which I may
mention Thomason’s celebrated “Directions to Settlement Officers31.”

It is not necessary to speak at any length of these documents, familiar to Indian readers,
but strange to any others. It is only necessary to point out their insufficiency, and to
note that they had a special character which would foster the idea that “common

29
O nceS irH.M ainerefers(“ E.H.I.,” p.71)toavolum eentitled “ Mirasi Papers,” w hichrelatestoM adras;butthe

questiontheretreatedisofaspecialkind,andw ouldnotenlightenanyoneaboutM adrasvillagesingeneral.

30
Icould easily show from S irH.S .M aine’sw orksthathe had notbeen inform ed aboutthe tribalvillagesin the

P anjab frontierdistricts,orthefeaturesofthe Jatvillagesin the plains.O ne passage (“ E.H.I.,” p.83)show sclearly
thatthe village areaknow n to the authorw asthe com paratively densely populated region ofthe N .W .P rovinces
and O udh;forin rem arking on an interesting phenom enon ofvillage grow th,nam ely,the expansion ofasingle
village into anum ber,by throw ing offsm allderivative groupsw ho form ham letsin the adjacent w aste,in tim e
producingaw holecircleofvillages,hesaysthatthisisnotexhibitedby “ theIndiancom m unitiesplacedinaregion
ofw hich the population hasbeen from tim e im m em orialfardenser,” etc.Had the authorbeen acquainted w ith
the centraland S .E.P anjab – not to m ention otherplaces– he could not have penned such arem ark,forthe
population isnot at alldense,and the m ultiplication ofvillagesin thisvery w ay isquite acharacteristicfeature,
and,indeed,isone ofthe m ost im portant causesofw hat are,orappearto be,clan-settlem entsorgroupsof
villagesallofonedescent.

31
T heauthoralsospeaksofverbalinform ation;this,ofcourse,cannotbecriticized excepttotheextentofsaying

thatitw asnotlikely to be m uch in advance ofthe standard ofpublished inform ation available atthe tim e.Ihave
notincluded any m ention ofbookslike T od’s“ Rajasthan,” orthe w ritingsofColonelW ilks,S irJ.M alcolm ,Grant-
Duff,orDr.Buchanan.N o use seem sto have been m ade ofthese w orks.And,indeed,though valuable m aterials
forvillage history m ay here and there be found in them ,itisnotalw aysapparent,and hasto be disinterred from
othersubject-m atter.
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ownership” was a characteristic of villages in general. As regards (1) the Settlement
Reports mentioned, they are only those of the first (or at all events earlier) Settlements
in the N.W. Provinces. Having recently looked over some of them, I was almost
surprised to see how imperfect they are – imperfect, that is, for the purpose of

enlightenment about the true history of the villages. They take for granted the rough
and highly unsatisfactory official classification of villages which the “Circular Orders”
of the Revenue authorities had adopted – and to do them justice, had adopted merely
for official purposes, as briefly embodying the distinctions that were useful from an
administrative point of view. They are more concerned with describing the practical
financial features of the assessments than with giving any kind of detailed information
as to village custom. As to published Reports of the Panjab districts, I can find no
indication of Sir H. Maine’s having made use of the more valuable of the first series,

such as those on the Jihlam, Mukali, or Gujrat districts.

As to (2) the official minutes, some of these (e.g. Sir C. Metcalfe’s)32 are picturesque
rather than definitely instructive; others are conceived in general terms, and do not refer
to any local details. It must be borne in mind that none of them were written for any
purpose other than that of recommending certain practical measures; that they relate
only to such localities as the authors were familiar with. They were not intended to be

generally or universally applied. Moreover, many great names in India, like those of
Lawrence, Thomason, or Munro33, justly carry weight as regards their opinions; but it
does not follow that those eminent administrators had either the time or the inclination
to acquire or perfect the sort of information about village history, the origin of customs,
and the course of clan movements, which is what is wanted for the special purpose of
economic and historic inquiry. Hence their minutes must not be taken for more than
their actual scope warrants. I can hardly, perhaps, include the late Sir G. Campbell’s
clever essay called “The Tenure of Land in India” (in the “Cobden Club Papers”) as an

official document, but it is alluded to by Sir H. S. Maine34, who recognizes that it does
not profess to give any detailed information. Indeed, village institutions are only very
lightly and discursively touched on. The object is rather to describe the land - revenue
management in general, than to explain the facts about the villages. The same may be
said for the “Directions,” which, invaluable as they were as the first systematic guide to
revenue practice that had appeared, contain only a few brief (and very obscure)
paragraphs explaining how the joint villages should be classified for purposes of record

and revenue management.

32
T hisw ell-know nm inuteisgivenatp.68 ofthesixtheditionofElphinstone’s“ History of India.”

33
S irJohn(afterw ardsL ord)L aw rencehadbeenCollectorofDelhiintheforties,andhaddonesom eS ettlem ent

w orkthere,andw asafterw ardsChiefCom m issioneroftheP anjab,andultim ately Governor-GeneralofIndia.M r.
Jas.T hom asonw asthefounderoftheim provedR evenueAdm inistrationoftheN .W .P rovinces(1830– 42),and
afterw ardsw asL ieutenant-Governor(1843).S irT .M unrow asthegreatadvocateoftheM adrasR evenueS ystem ,
and w asm adeGovernoroftheP rovince(1820)

34
“ V.C.,” p.106.
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But most of these sources of information had one feature which I must notice: they laid
stress on one point – the “joint-ownership,” or else on the sense of unity manifested by
the villages, peculiarities which were especially important from an official point of

view, as making it possible for them to be held jointly liable for one sum of revenue
assessed on the whole village35. This recognition of the village as a sort of proprietary
unit is the distinctive feature of the special N.W.P. Land-Revenue System. It will be
remembered that when Bengal was permanently settled in 1793, the great desire of the
Administration was to put an end to the theory that Government (or the State) was the
sole and absolute owner of the land; and to find for each estate some private landlord,
who would at once be liable for the revenue demand, and also assure the well-being of
the cultivators on the estate. Now when the work of settling the revenue extended to

what were then known as the “Ceded and Conquered districts” (the N.W. Provinces) in
the beginning of the nineteenth century, there were (in most cases) no landlords
suitable to be recognized, but there were the independent co-sharing village bodies. At
first the idea was that someone proprietor or landlord must be recognized for each; and
it took all the ability of Mr. Holt-Mackenzie (Secretary to the Revenue Commission) to
convince the authorities that the whole village ought to be regarded as a “corporate”
body or unit, which, being jointly responsible, could be treated with through a

representative. The landlord principle was saved: the joint body is the (ideal) landlord
between the individual co-sharer and the State. Hence the joint constitution of these
bodies is the theme of minutes and orders. An inquirer, pressed with such evidence,
would easily conceive that “collective ownership” was the feature of villages, and that
this must surely be the ancient common ownership that was believed to be universal.
Add to this that in those days almost everyone believed that “Aryans” constituted the
bulk of the population throughout India, so that what was true of one part would be
true of another, and the idea of uniformity appears quite natural.

Since 1870 the new Settlement Reports gradually came in. We have them now for the
whole of the Panjab, North-West Provinces and Oudh, Ajmer and the Central
Provinces. We have excellent information on the tenures of Bengal, including the most
interesting part of it – the “Chota Nagpur” districts. We have a series of valuable
“District Manuals” for all the Madras districts; and in Bombay the published volumes of
the Gazetteer enter fully into the tenures, and have, in fact, reproduced most of the

material that is of importance in the local Settlement Reports and the special reports,
such as those of Pottinger, Chaplin, Gooddine, Pedder, and others36.

35
T hissum the co-proprietorsdistribute am ong them selves(so that the am ount payable by each isknow n),

accordingtothecustom andconstitutionofthevillage.T heprocessisknow nasthebachh.

36
Ihavepurposely said nothingaboutthegreatadvanceinethnographicalknow ledge,and intheeditingofcoins

and inscriptionsw hich throw lighton early history and the dynasticchangesand tribalm ovem entsthatIndiahas
w itnessed.
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Chapter 4 – A General View of the Agricultural Races of India

Before we can form an opinion about the history of Indian villages, and the value of
theories propounded about them, it is desirable to glance generally at the agricultural
population of India, as far as its origin is known or can be inferred with reasonable
probability, from the literary, traditional, and linguistic evidence in our possession. Too
much importance has probably been attributed to the Aryan immigration – in this sense
at least, that it is, or used to be, regarded as furnishing the principal element in the

entire population. But if one thing is more certain than another, it is that with the
original “village” settlements of a large part of India, Aryans had nothing whatever to
do.

The geographical features which are necessarily alluded to in speaking of the
population and its movements are not difficult to keep in mind. The great Himalayan
range (merging at the western end into the Hindu Kush mountains) forms a northern
barrier; and the principal passes from Central Asia leading to India are in the north-

west corner, beyond Peshawar and Kabul. Other passes into India cross the western
frontier mountains (known as the Sulaiman) from Baluchistan. Quite at the other end of
Upper India, at the north-east, there is another route of access to races, who certainly
found their way in that direction – races of a more Tibetan character. It is generally
allowed that the Aryan tribes came from the north-west passes; and by those on the
west, in all probability, the Turanian (or Dravidian) races entered India. The Tibeto-
Burman people of the outer Himalayan hills, and the ancient people called “Kolarian,”

both came from the northeast.

Let us note also, for convenience of reference, that India, as a whole, may be divided
into two great portions – one called Hindustan, or “Upper” or “Northern” India, which
(going from west to east), includes the Indus Valley, the Panjab Plains, then the Ganges
Valley (and Oudh), and then Bengal and Bihar, and Assam beyond. This great expanse
of plain country at the foot of the Himalaya is, roughly speaking, bounded on the south
by a double range of hills of great breadth and intricacy, though of nothing like the

height of the Himalaya. This group of hill ranges (of many local names) we generalize
(for convenience) under the name of the “Vindhyan Hills.” Through the middle of the
ranges, and traversing a large part of the whole breadth of the continent from east to
west, flows the great Narbada river in its broad and fertile valley. This “Vindhyan” and
Narbada “line” separates completely (and did so in ancient times more effectually than
at present), the people of the Dakhan, and Hyderabad, and the South, from any
extensive immigration from “Upper” India. This great barrier, however, terminates

before touching the west coast, and so leaves an open way for any tribes who came
down the Indus Valley, to reach the Upper Dakhan or Bombay territory – Gujarat and
the Maratha country.
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These features can easily be followed on a good general map, especially one of the
mountain maps in the “Statistical Atlas of India,” or in those attached to the periodical
Parliamentary Blue-book on the “Moral and Material Progress of India.” They had

undoubtedly a great effect in directing and controlling the movements of the tribes who
came to India in ancient times – the Aryan and Dravidian, and (so-called) Kolarian
races; and also, later, Turanian races, and still later Indo-Scythian (Su or Abar, the
Yuechi or Kushan and Hana) tribes37, who came in historic times, but at various dates,
roughly speaking, between the sixth century B.C. and the sixth century A.D.

For a long time it was generally supposed that the ARYAN (Sanskrit speaking) people
coming from the north-west through the passes just mentioned (much as Alexander the

Great did several centuries later), settled in India; and that, in the course of their
advance, they met with some insignificant black and snub-nosed “aboriginal” tribes,
whom they defeated and drove out, either to a refuge in the outer Himalaya, or to the
hills in the centre and upper South of India. From that time the Aryan (or at least a
mixed Aryan) race formed the chief or predominating element in the population
throughout India.

But such an idea can no longer be entertained. The literary allusions, traditions, and a
number of ethnological and local circumstances, when better understood, compel us to
the conclusion that the Aryans were a limited but very superior class: that they
established themselves in “Hindustan” or Upper India, only locally extending beyond it
on the west, and (after some time) on the eastern side also. Their establishment was,
however, so important an event that we will return to trace its history a little more in
detail presently.

Southern and Western India were peopled chiefly by Turanian or Dravidian tribes (the
name is from Dravira, the Sanskrit form of the local name of South India).

Even the great Northern Indian plain was not occupied, or brought under cultivation
for the first time, by the Aryans. There were besides the “barbarian” enemies mentioned
in early literature38 other (more advanced) tribes who most probably preceded the
Aryans, and perhaps were nearly contemporaneous with them in the time of their

settlement. These were also almost certainly of Turanian or Dravidian origin, the same
as those of the west and south. Their language was different from that of the Aryans,
and so remains all over the south country where its dialects (Tamil, Telugu, etc.) have

37
T heirhistory isw elltracedintheArchaeol.Reports for North India, Vol. II., forinstance,T hey gaverise(how ever

indirectly and by m ixture ofrace)to the localtribesin U pperIndia,know n asBala,Ahir,Ghakar,Jat(orJat),M er,
andGujar(Gurjar).M any oftheirleadingfam ilies,too,becam eknow nas“ R ajput.”

38
And w ho (considering the countriesknow n to the w ritersofthe Vedichym ns)m usthave been rude people in

thenorth-w esternhillsand theN orthernP anjab.
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only been moderately affected by the Sanskrit terms or grammatical forms afterwards
introduced by the Brahmans. In Northern India, however, the Dravidian was gradually
overborne – as a distinct element – by the Aryan and other later coming races (of whom
we shall say a word presently). Such early Turanians as were in Upper India, therefore,

became fused with these other races so that no trace of a separate language has
survived. There are good reasons for believing that the earliest Turanian or Dravidian
races originally came from the west frontier – perhaps by the Bolan and other western
passes – while the Aryans came from the further north-west. One part (perhaps the
chief bulk) of the Dravidian tribes then went down the Indus valley and across Gujarat
to the west coast districts, and thence spread over the Dakhan and Madras. Perhaps
some of them went by sea from the Indus mouth to the west coast. Whether the
Dravidians who went into Upper India, and so became cut off from intercourse with

those below the Vindhyan line of hills, came at the same time, only that they kept to
Northern India and struck due east instead of going south, can only be a matter of
speculation. But while the latter in time merged into the general Hindu population as
above stated, the Southern Dravidians never were disturbed by any extensive
immigration in after times, and so multiplied, and retained a distinctive character,
though they accepted Hindu caste and religious teaching from Brahmans, who with
their love of ascetic, hermit life, soon began to make their way south. Only the tribes in

the west of India (upper part of Bombay) became much “Aryanised “; at least we
conclude so, because the language of the west country was influenced by the speech of
the Aryan tribes who penetrated by the Indus route; and the western languages
(Marathi and Gujarati) became distinct both from those of the south and those of Upper
India. But these early Dravidians of prehistoric times were not the only representatives
of the stock in India. Besides the first races, who were serpent worshippers39 (at least
many tribes were), other races of the same stock, but of other branches perhaps,
continued to come to Upper, and even Eastern Central India (in later times); and

showed themselves possessed of a strongly organized system of government, which has
been likened to the “feudal” system of Europe40.

Besides the Dravidian races, another less numerous series, with a different language
called (not very happily) Kolarian, had in very early times come to India, as I have said,
from the north-eastern corner; and some who are called Tibeto-Burman – confined,
however, to Assam and to the districts along the outer slopes of the Himalaya.

39
Indicated by thenam esinliterature– Ahi,N aga,etc.

40
W eknow thattherew asanancientserpent(and sun)w orshippingraceinKashm ir;thatthepeopleofT axila,in

Alexander’stim e,w ere snake w orshippers,and certainly notAryans,Itispossible thatthe know n invasionsabout
the tim e ofDariusHystaspes(sixth century B.C.)brought new T uranian tribesto N orth India.A T uranian royal
fam ily appearsabout that tim e to have succeeded to the earlierAryan dynasty ofthe M agadhakingdom (E.
Bengal).From them arederived theAndhra,w hoatonetim edom inated theupperpartofthepeninsula,and also
theN agaorS nakeKingsofEasternCentralIndia.T heselaterinvasionsw ereofclansprobably identicalinracew ith
theearliestDravidians(“ snakes” orAhi)ofepictim es.
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Naturally, there are a number of small local tribes, now in a very backward condition,
who are generally spoken of as “aboriginal,” and whose classification is uncertain. And
the earlier Dravidians and Kolarians became mixed up together in some localities in a
perplexing manner. The Dravidians, regarded as forming the general population of

Southern India, have been slowly changed in the course of ages by climate and locality,
and by accepting caste and the Hindu religion and customs. So that we do not expect to
find their village and other customs actually primitive, but only showing some marks of
their origin. But there are places in Chota Nagpur, Orissa, and elsewhere, where some
Dravidian tribes have retained their original customs. From these we can find out what
was in all probability the earliest form of village. And we have traces both of an earlier
village and of a later and much more organised form, which latter we naturally
attribute to the latest rather than to the earliest Turanian immigrants.

It is only reasonable to believe that the Dravidians in Northern India had very much the
same kind of villages. So that the ruling and superior Aryans when they came to
Northern India found, at least in parts of the Panjab and in the more fertile regions of
the Ganges valley, cultivation already established. There is every reason to believe that
even the earliest Dravidians were agriculturists by nature; and certainly the later, but
still ancient, tribes knew how to form well ordered villages and to allot lands, and how

to make forts and buildings and to prepare reservoirs or tanks for irrigation41.

Now let us very briefly notice what happened when the Aryans began to spread over
the plains of India, leaving behind them some of their families and allies in the north-
west hills – e.g., in Kashmir, and the country north of Peshawar – only to mention fairly
familiar names.

When the Aryan tribes appeared in the plains of Upper India, the earliest Vedic hymns

give us some idea of their movement. And later literature carries on, so to speak, the
story of their establishment. One part of the tribes is represented as occupying the Indus
valley. Another and larger part made its way across the Panjab towards the south-east
to the Jamna river and the Ganges plain; they extended thence eastward, coming at last
as far as the mouths of the Hughli river and to Assam. These indications are confirmed
in various ways42. The two sections so separated had a different history and
development. The former – largely composed of a tribe “Yadava” (sons of Yadu) can be

traced spreading southwards beyond the Indus valley (and adjacent parts of the West
Panjab) till they reached Gujarat (North Bombay) and the Maratha country. The latter
group – probably much the larger – dominated the whole of the Doab and the Ganges

41
Itisw orthw hilenotingthat“ tank” isnottheEnglishw ord,givingtheideaofagreatvesselofironplatesbolted

together,but m eansapartly natural,partly artificial,reservoir,and isderived from anative (Dravidian)w ord of
som ethingthesam esound.

42
Forexam ple by traditions,localrem ains,existence oflinguistic traces,and anum berofothercoincident

circum stances.
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plain; they were separated by the dry Panjab plains from the Indus valley tribes (and
from such as extended thence into the West Panjab), and were cut off from peninsular
India, to the south and west, by the ranges of the Vindhyan hill series and the Narbada
valley already mentioned. It was the northern or Ganges valley Aryans who, in time,

developed the law, custom, caste, as well as the modified religious system and the
schools of philosophy, which we call “Hindu43.” These ideas gradually spread (in after
times) to the west and south of India – i.e., to the Bombay “Dakhan” and to Madras, by
the agency of Brahman missionaries. An Aryan (Yadava) tribe, in a very early stage of
development, came to the upper west, as has been stated; but into the upper part of
Madras (Telingana) and the region farther south, Aryans never came, .except in small
numbers – Brahmans as teachers, and advisers to kings and princes, and soldiers of
fortune seeking the command of armies, or posts of state.

Even in Northern India and the Indus valley the Aryan tribes (who were always
engaged in wars which must have been a constant drain on their numerical strength)
could not have formed a very large immigrant population. All the circumstances of
their history indicate that they constituted a limited and superior element, a ruling or
dominant class, establishing kingdoms and providing territorial chiefs with their
armies. They advanced, fully as much by alliances and the voluntary submission of the

inhabitants, as by conquest. When the Aryans established their kingdoms in the Ganges
valley, their armies and people generally (with the increase that certainly took place by
the rapid growth of mixed and dependent races) could not have been maintained
without a steady supply of grain, and without aid in building and other arts. This aid
was, we must conclude, largely given by non-Aryan tribes. To be sure the Aryan races,
or others originally associated with them, were not themselves ignorant of agriculture.
Even in the hymns of the Rigveda, allusion is made to the measurement of fields, to
corn and other agricultural produce; and the importance of the plough is sometimes

recognized. And so it is in later literature. But agriculture was never esteemed by any,
and was positively abhorred (as it is to this day) by the chief Aryan tribes – Brahmans
and Warriors (Kshatriya). The “Vagya” – originally the bulk of Aryan “common
people,” and which Manu represents as the third caste, became to some extent an
agricultural class44, and seem to have separated into two parts – one taking to trade, the

43
Im ay take it forgranted that the readerisaw are how the Hindu deitiesofthe bookscalled “ P urana” are

entirely differentfrom thosethatarefoundintheancientAryanVedicHym ns.

44
Ineed only say that the fourcastes– Brahm an,W arrior(Kshatriya),com m onalty orVaisya,and the added

fourth caste orS udra,m eaning m ixed races,orstrangersadm itted into the Hindu pale – are ratherterm sof
classificationthanactualcastenam es.EvenBrahm anshavetobedescribed by agreatnum beroflocalnam es;and
instead ofthe “ Vaisya,” w e have am ultitude ofcastesclaim ing respectable rank,though not ofthe w arrioror
priestly grade.T he S udrarepresent allthe converted races.T he w hole ofthe Hindu castesin S outh India(other
than Brahm ans) rank therefore asS udra. In avaluable paper (Dec.,1898) in the (Colum bia) P oliticalS cience
Q uarterly,M r.E.W ashburn Hopkins,ofYale U niversity,hasrecently given anum berofreferencesto S anskrit
literature bearing on villagesand agriculture.He thinksIhave allow ed (in m y “ Ind.Vill.Com m .” )too little ofan
agriculturalcharacterto the originalVaisya.But m y rem arksw ere directed against the popularnotion that the
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other to cultivation. The poorer and non-combatant families would almost inevitably
take to village cultivation in the course of time. It is impossible, however, on an
examination of the existing agricultural castes (whether of tenants or owners) to trace
the Aryan Vaisya as having at any time formed any large element in the agricultural

population.

It remains, then, briefly to note what became of the Aryan rulers, whose wars the great
epic (the “Mahabharata”) tells us of; and what other races come to Upper India. All we
can gather is that the old Kshatriya kingdoms, one by one, disappeared, and that for a
long period great parts of the Ganges valley were desolate; while in other parts,
humbler mixed, or earlier non-Aryan races, resumed possession of the soil, and even
produced chiefs and princes. Here and there, no doubt, Brahmanical and Buddhist

kings continued to reign.

Meanwhile we have information that for a considerable period – say from 160 B.C. to
100 A.D., and again later on – there was a great disturbance of the Saka or “Indo-
Scythian” and Yuchi or “Kushan” races beyond the west and north-west frontiers, and a
consequent move forward (first of one, then of the other), which brought new elements
into Indian life in the north-west. We have to take account of the invasion of races who

furnished the original materials of what are now the Jats, Gujars, and other similar
tribes45. In process of time these tribes obtained settlements – especially in the plains of
the Panjab and adjacent parts of the N.W. Provinces – we can easily trace the area over

Vaisyaw ere an extensive and specialcaste w ho introduced agriculture into India. S om e part ofthe com m on
people ofthe Aryan group,itm ay be accepted,tookto agriculture;but it can only have been alim ited num ber.
T hereisnothingw hatevertoshakem y convictionthatw hentheAryanscam eitw asasasuperior,rulingelem ent;
that they found Dravidian (and Kolarian)tribesestablished; and that these tribes(orsom e ofthem )possessed
irrigation “ tanks,” and had settled,organized villages. T here isno kind of evidence that Aryansintroduced
agriculture,orthat they invented any new village organization.T he w hole m assofvillages(asfarasthey are
ancient)inthepeninsulaareofnon-Aryanorigin,sincenoconsiderablebodiesofAryanseversettled atallinthose
countries.And in U pperIndia,there isno indication thatthe m assoflocalagriculturistsw ere connected w ith the
Vaisya,orm ore than partly Aryan atall.Forw hen the superiorAryansceased torulethroughoutthe greatpartof
the Gangesvalley,the country w asre-occupied by Bhar,P asi,Cheru,and otheragriculturaltribes,w ho w ere
certainly non-Aryan; w hetherany ofthem had been recognized by the Brahm an classifiersasS udraisanother
m atter.Iw illonly add thatIhave neversuggested that“ Indiaow esagriculture and every settled principle ofland
tenure” totheDravidianraces(Art.quoted,p.677);butIam glad totaketheopportunity ofacknow ledgingthata
sentence on p.190 (“ Ind. Vill. Comm.” )ism isleading.Im eantonly thatnon-Aryan raceshad established villages
foragriculturallife before the Aryans,and that the latterfurnished the elem ent of“ overlordship” and m anorial
grow th.T hisisnotinconsistentw ith allow ingthatthe low erranksofAryans,and especially the fam iliesofm ixed
blood,practicedagriculture.

45
Istate thisgenerally;itisnotm eantthattherew ere no otherinvasionsw hichbroughtothertribes;orthatw e

canbepositivew hichtribecam einatw hichperiod.W eknow historically ofoneperiod ofinvasionsinthetim eof
DariusHystaspes(sixthcentury B.C.);and theperiod spokenofinthetext,w hichinvolved thelossofGreekrulein
U pperIndia,the arrivalofthe kingsknow n asthe “ S atraps,” and then theirdisplacem ent by the Kushan kings
Kadphises,and(later)Kanishka,had thegreatestim portanceofany.
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which Jats, the prominent “community”-formers of the Panjab46, and the Gujars,
extended. At the same time, in place of the ruling “Hindu” race of the Kshatriya, we see
the uprising of several notable tribes known as “Rajput,” probably largely of Scythian
or other foreign origin, and some of them descended from the old Aryan stock, but at

most only semi-Aryan47. Some “Rajput” clans are traceable to an origin in Gujarat and
Upper Western India, and others perhaps further north. It is certain that although the
rule of Hindu or Buddhist kings never entirely ceased over Northern India, the local
wars and foreign incursions gradually drove the Brahmanic or “Hindu” tribes towards
the less fertile, but also more defensible, country of Rajputana, Malwa48, and
Bundelkhand – the tract roughly indicated as the country between the Jamna river and
the Narbada. The first raids of the Moslem armies in mediaeval times accentuated this
tendency of the “Hindus” to congregate in this country. Doubtless during the whole of

this period, the Jat and Gujar settlements in the Panjab (and adjacent districts in the
N.W. Provinces) were able to expand and to change considerably under the influence of
the climate and of intermarriage. But when the Pathan emperors had established their
rule, they began to employ and to encourage the “Rajput” chiefs, who were now
thoroughly “Hindu.” These often formed clans with a quasi-feudal order of
organization (wherever they were in sufficient numbers) and soon began to issue from
Ajmer, Mewar, and the rest of Rajputana, and to re-possess the domains once ruled by

Aryan princes in Oudh and the Ganges valley. This they did, sometimes under direct
encouragement from the Moslem emperors, and often by mere adventure, in parts
which had been left uninhabited, or were in the hands of tribes like the Bhar49. The
important feature about the village communities in the N.W. Provinces and Oudh is this
– that a very large number of them are Rajput villages, and they are almost, if not quite,
invariably the result of this reflex movement, and rarely, if ever, are older than
medieval times, i.e., from the date of the Pathan sovereigns of Delhi onwards. There are
no traces of any certainly ancient Aryan village communities; and very few of clans or

families having an ancient traditional connection with their present location, or said
(with any probability) to be descended from the old Aryan races.

46
Im ay m ention that in 1881 – Ihave not the laterfiguresat hand – Jatsform ed 195 perm ille ofthe entire

populationoftheP anjab.Gujarsarealsovery num erous.BothextendedasfarasR ajputana.
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W e feelsure ofthison m any grounds;butespecially because alarge num berw ere grouped by the Brahm ans

(w ho directed religiousand sociallife)into fourgreattribesorfam iliescalled “ Agnikula.” T hese w ere said to have
descendedeachfrom anancestorw how asm iraculously bornoutofthesacrificialfireonM t.Abu nearAjm er.T his
m eansthattheiroriginw asunknow n(ornotw ished tobestated),butthatthey becam eHindusby adoption,orat
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M alw aisthecountryinCentralIndiaofw hichU jjianw asthew ell-know nHindu capital.
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T hetraditionalevidence,borneoutby thefactsofthecase,appearsin“ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” pp.121– 9 and 309 ff.

S om etim esthe R ajputsappearin clans,butw ithoutam onarchicalconstitution;in othercasessingle chiefsw ith a
sm allfollow ing established “ baronies” and sm allseparate kingdom sin w hich there w asno opportunity fora
“ feudal” distributionofterritory.
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In the Panjab (and in the parts of the N.W. Provinces more closely adjacent thereto) we
have also some Rajput communities of a somewhat different origin50; but the great
feature is the prevalence of Jat, and (to a lesser degree) Gujar, villages. And, generally

speaking, at the present day the tribal constitution of agrarian society is more
prominent in the Panjab than it is elsewhere. There are a number of other clans or castes
of various names who have also joint-villages; but they are either partly Jat or partly
Rajput in origin, and may safely be classified with one or the other51. On the north-west
frontier again there are settlements of tribes of quite special character. They are now
(since some centuries) Moslem. These latter are very interesting, because we often
possess almost complete information, not only about the whole tribe, but about the
clans and sub-clans and ultimate divisions into which they are formed, and how they

divided the land on which they settled. And they retain various grades of chiefs who
still exercise authority. But these settled at dates which (at the earliest) do not go back
beyond five or six hundred years. They seem to have been, in their not very covetable
territory (Peshawar, Hazara, Bannu, Kohat, Dera-Ismail Khan), left undisturbed by the
greater sovereigns of the north, and probably professed a more or less nominal
subjection to them. Whatever may be the reason, these tribes had not adopted a
monarchical rule of their own; and their “Khans,” “Maliks,” and other chiefs but rarely

attempted to claim any extensive power or to attain large estates as local landlords.

50
T he P anjab R ajputsare largely clans(Bhatti,etc.)descended (though probably in am uch m ixed race)from the

originalYadavatribesofthe Indusvalley and neighborhood.In the partsofthe P anjab close to the N .W .P .,som e
R ajputsarefoundofthesam eclansasthoseintheN .W .P ,

51
i.e.,referredtooneorotherofthenortherninvasions:sucharetheGhakar,Aw an,Arain,etc.
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Chapter 5 – The Indian Village As It Is

(a) The Severalty (or “Raiyatwari”) Village

The preceding pages will have made it clear that all villages necessarily have certain
features in common, but that as regards the ownership of the land within the group
there is a broad distinction; and where this distinction exists, there is a concurrent

difference in the village government. In the “severalty” village the ownership is in the
form of independent holdings, and there is no acceptance of a joint responsibility for the
revenue and expenses; there is no joint ownership of the village site or of any adjacent
waste area, and the village is found to be managed by a hereditary headman. Where the
ownership is that of a joint body (in whatever shape), the co-sharers would never
submit to the rule of one man, nor to an oligarchy of the chief and his deputies or other
officers; they have (or once had) what I have called a standing council or committee of
the (equal) heads of the co-sharing families to manage village affairs52. I have to give

some account first of the “severalty” and then of the “joint” village, noting the races by
which each kind was established, and describing the principle on which each appears to
be constituted.

Of the severalty village there is, in the nature of things, only one form, and that form
has been maintained in essential features, although in the oldest villages it is extremely
probable that there has, in the course of time, been a loss of a certain tribal connection

which once existed. The original villages were, as I have said, constituted at a time
when the people lived in tribes and clans, so that the first organized villages were
constituted by little sections of clans, each under its own leader or chief, who became
the headman of the village. The land was distributed, according to custom, in lots to the
several leading families and to the associate settlers. But as time went on, fresh villages
would be started, not by considerable bodies of clansmen, but by numerous smaller
offshoots from the villages first established. Small parties would go out (under a leader)
and clear new plots in the jungle, and allot holdings among the settlers, so that the form

of village was very like that of the original organization though there was no longer any
question of tribal, custom in the establishment of new locations53.

Now, who were the people that first started organized villages in those countries where
they are chiefly noticeable in the form we are considering?

52
T hese headsconstitute the baradari,orbrotherhood proper.Allthe co-sharersand landow nersare often

describedasw arisanyak-jadi= “ heirsofthecom m ondescent.” (T hisreferstotheP anjab.)
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We have seen that while Northern India is, as a matter of existing fact, covered with
villages in the “joint” form, all India south of the Vindhyan hills i.e., all the central part
of India, the Upper and Lower Dakhan, Madras, and Bombay (not to mention a great

part of Bengal) – are entirely filled with severalty villages.

I think it is very likely that, at first, in Northern India also, villages were planted in this
form, and that the Aryan domination, and afterwards that of later tribes of Rajputs, Jats,
and Gujars produced the more compact or cohesive form instead. As far as Sanskrit
authors (in Northern India) allude to villages, they either mention them without any
specific mark indicating their internal constitution or else they indicate the severalty
village under a headman54. And having regard to the fact that the Aryans and other

conquerors became monarchical, it is very likely that, apart from the chief princes and
“barons” taking the rule over states and provinces55, cadets of the ruling families,
courtiers, and others would soon obtain the lordship over individual villages, and
become virtual owners of them, and so in time change the constitution in the manner
which will presently be explained.

The villages as established by the humbler and purely agricultural tribes, whether

Dravidian or Aryan, would be in the severalty form. All analogy of later times leads us
to this inference. In the history of the mediaeval Rajas of Oudh, for example, it is clear
that the subject villages were in the severalty form, paying the Raja’s grain-share from
each holding. And we have evidence how by grant (birt) of the king, or by the
association of some local family, the village became owned by the joint heirs of such a
grantee, and so acquired a different form56.

It is really, however, unnecessary to pursue this question, as it is one on which there is,

from the nature of the case, only “probable” evidence. Where we see the severalty
village now, and also for centuries past, entirely occupying the country, is in the region
of the Peninsula – beyond the Vindhyans. And it will at once strike us that to this part
of India the Aryan invasion, and that of the later Indo-Scythian tribes, hardly extended
at all. Circumstances evidently did not favor the development of lordships over

54
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villages, nor the constitution of bodies in a joint form. Joint villages did arise here and
there, as we shall afterwards notice, but they were due to special causes. So, then, the
severalty village is prevalent and characteristic in those very countries where the
Dravidian element was strongest, and where it was least mixed with Aryan and later

dominant races. This fact is entitled to weight as making it a priori likely that the
prevalent village form is derived from institutions of Dravidian origin. At any rate, it
seems manifestly impossible that the villages, as they exist, should be due to any Aryan
invention or introduction. Now in the S.W. Bengal (Chota Nagpur) and in Orissa, we
have some actual survivals which enable us to trace certain ancient undisturbed
customs, which there is every reason to believe are those of the non-Aryan tribes, both
Kolarian and Dravidian. In some of the more secluded districts we have distinct
Kolarian races like the Santal, Ho, Munda, etc.57, and also Dravidian, the Bhuiya,

Kandh, etc.; and an apparently later tribe, the Uraon, who gave the name to Orissa, and
furnished rulers over Chota Nagpur. And I do not think that anyone with local
knowledge will be disposed to doubt that those peoples were organized in tribes, and
that they established the territorial divisions still known as nad (and by other names
locally); and that the villages in these countries were, in the first instance, established by
distributing or allotting the territory among the smaller groups, each led by its petty
chief or chiefs, who in turn allotted the land within the village for the holdings of the

various families or persons entitled to be provided for. I say in the first instance,
because, as I have already remarked, as time went on new villages were constantly
established one by one, by small groups starting out on their own account into the
abundant waste, and clearing a new settlement, independently of the movement of a
whole clan or sept, or other such body.

The Chota Nagpur country, I should note, is admirably adapted to secure the
preservation of old tribal forms of settlement, since it is fertile within and inaccessible to

enemies from without, and does not lie in the track of any of the greater military
movements known in history. Here we have distinct evidence that the Kolarian
population was in part let alone and in part combined with (or supplemented by)
Dravidians, and all came under (later) Dravidian rulers. It is evident that the Kolarian
settlements were, and still are, very rudimentary, and do not seem to have been likely
to furnish a pattern to any more advanced tribes. The Kolarian tribes made small
territories for tribal sections, locally known as parha. The boundaries were known, and

each had a totem or distinctive emblem, which was (and still is) exhibited on a flag
carried on festival occasions. Inside the parha, a few – I believe usually from ten to
twelve – small and separate (family) groups of huts or cottages were built together. The
people lived chiefly by herding goats and cattle, and by the chase; and what little
cultivation was done was in a block adjacent to each hamlet. We are assured also by
local observers that originally in the Kolarian hamlet the group was composed (like a
“house communion”) of a body of persons all descended from a common mother, and

57
“ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.154 ff.
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that the land such bodies cultivated was really held “in common,” each block being in
fact a plot sufficient to supply the needs of the group58. Apart from the fact that we have
no evidence of any wide distribution of Kolarian races beyond the limits of the eastern
districts of the upper peninsula and parts of the Vindhyan hills, it does not seem that

this rudimentary form of village suggested to later Dravidians their larger and better
organized village, which we can also observe in the central Chota Nagpur districts. At
any rate, it was such a Dravidian village that can be argued to be the direct progenitor
of the surviving severalty form, whatever rudimentary form or forms may have a claim
to be earlier still in point of time. Very good accounts of the organized villages are on
record; and also a somewhat similar form is described among the Kandh tribe in
Orissa59.

The important feature of these typical village settlements is that certain leading families
of the group were the principal members (known as bhuinhar families), and that other
cultivators were associated with them, not necessarily, I believe, of the same clan. Out
of these leading families were selected the headman (who also had one or more
assistants or deputies), the pahan or priest, the mahto or “accountant.” And allotments
of land were made – one for the headman, one for the priest (and the maintenance of
the deities), one for the mahto, and one for the other cultivators. Also a (fifth) lot was set

apart to furnish grain for the support of the Raja, as tribal or local chief, which seems to
have been the mode of raising a royal revenue even before the custom of taking a share
in the grain from all the cultivators became general. As new cultivators joined the
settlement, or fresh land was taken up, the whole of the holdings (perhaps with the
exception of some of the privileged lots), were re-distributed or re-arranged. There was
no appearance of the headman or of the privileged families owning the whole village
(as superiors to the rest), or sharing it among themselves in fractions as joint-owners
would do. The time came when the local chief (now Raja) was not content with the

produce of the allotment of land in each village, but took a share in the grain of all the
holdings except those of the privileged families; and this exemption may be suggested
to have been the origin of the custom that the patel and kulkarni’s special holdings were
in former days allowed to be free of State charges.

I have said that there is no appearance of such a constitution having any dependence on
a “common holding,” or of the settlers forming a body of owners in common. And

though it is true that there were customs of periodically exchanging or re-distributing
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the holdings, I shall afterwards (in discussing the theory of primitive common holding)
show that it affords no indication of an idea of “common property.” The ruling idea
was allotment of a subsistence share in the tribal territory to every member, according
to his grade or position60.

It will be observed that in the severalty village, the nature of the existing constitution
prevents there being any jointly-owned area of waste or grazing ground, or area
available for eventual partition and extension of tillage. Each holding (in possession) is
registered as the right of the person or persons cultivating it, and there is no scope for
any joint-area. Nevertheless, where there is an adjacent area of waste, the village is
allowed the use of it, though the land remains the property of the State. Whether, under
such an organized tribal allotment of land as has been spoken of, each “village” was

made definitely to include a tract of waste, I have seen no sufficient evidence.

I think that it is highly improbable that any idea was entertained beyond the fact that a
wide area (over which the villages were scattered) was all, in a general sense, the
territory or heritage of the clan there located, and that each village might extend itself as
it required. I can find no indication of any tribal custom of allotting a specific area of
waste to each village – so much to this, so much to that, in the first instance. No doubt,

in course of time, when villages became contiguous, the area of each would become
definite. Should one village extend its cultivation so as to come into contact with the
area which was habitually used by the next village, a definite boundary line would
necessarily be arranged by the tribal authority. But we have no trace, that I can discover,
of the ancient village being regarded (in each case) as owning a definite area of adjacent
waste, and (as the necessary mark of such ownership) that this waste must (on partition
being called for) be shared in the same proportions as the cultivated holdings. It seems
more probable that, when the general tribal control of the whole area passed to a Raja,

each village retained the right to the actually allotted lands in severalty, but that the
waste was regarded as at the disposal of the Raja: though of course the king never
thought of depriving a village of the use and enjoyment of the area which was, by
custom, grazed over, nor would he object to their breaking up new pieces of waste
when the village needed to extend its cultivation. It cannot fail to be observed that when
the Raja made a grant of a “village,” the grantee was always understood to have the
right of improving the waste, though he would not have the right to oust the cultivators

from their cultivated holdings. This seems to show that the right of the original

60
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villagers, beyond their cultivated holdings, was not a definite right of ownership, but a
vague sort of user, though one limited to their own body61.

I shall not here pursue any argument that the existing form of severalty village is a real

and independent form; and that if its derivation from the early form to which allusion
has been made is not acceptable, then we must be content to say that its origin remains
hidden, but that it certainly is not the result of any decay of such a form as we find in
Northern India. That argument will come later. It will be observed that in those
countries where the severalty village is prominent, it has been found necessary to adapt
the revenue system to the tenure. Every holding is separately valued and assessed, and
pays separately; no responsibility of one member for another is possible62. The revenue
system which treats the village as a proprietary unit, and lays one sum of revenue on it,

is only applied to the “joint villages” of the North.

(b) The Joint Village

Just as the severalty village, with its headman and group of independent holdings, is
characteristic of a great part of Bengal proper, of Madras and Bombay and Central

India, so the joint village is found to be the prevalent form over the Panjab, the N.W.
Provinces and Oudh; and it seems probable that it extended over the adjoining districts
of Bihar (N.W. Bengal) at one time, only that the subsequent growth and
acknowledgment of territorial landlords has almost obliterated the evidence.

I have already intimated that these villages being “joint” are treated by the Revenue
Administration as units; that the land within the boundary is either (in a few cases) held
undivided by the co-sharing body, or it is divided into shares or lots separately enjoyed;

but still the people do not object to be held “jointly and severally” liable for the revenue
charge, local rates, and village expenses, the burden of which they distribute among the
co-sharers according to the rule and principle of their constitution.
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I have mentioned that the existing joint villages are not due to “Aryans,” in the sense of
any demonstrable connection with the old Aryan races. Some few communities may
really be relics of old Aryan stock which escaped the destruction of the older wars;
others may have a certain strain of Aryan blood but no more. In the main, it is true to

say that while here and there some indefinitely ancient local tribes have joint villages,
the formation of such villages in general is due to the later tribes – the Rajputs of
various clans, the Jats and Gujars, who are representatives of the various “Indo-
Scythian” and other invasions of post-Aryan times.

To put it a little more explicitly, we may classify the villages according to race, as (1)
Rajput settlers and adventurers (mostly mediaeval) coming to Oudh, the N.W.
Provinces and Panjab, from an earlier home in Rajputana, and other places; (2) Jat and

Gujar communities largely found in the Panjab, but extending into the parts of the N.W.
Provinces more closely adjacent. The Jat class tends to run into the Rajput class very
much; and it may well be that many in both ranks are of the same race, only that the
more aristocratic and military were recognized by the popular custom as “Rajput,”
while the humbler and more purely agricultural were “Jat”63; (3) a variety of other
tribes, some earlier, some later, probably of mixed race, but approximating to (1) and
(2); they are chiefly in the North Panjab (Awan, Ghakar, Arain, etc.); (4) we may

separate a group of (Moslem) tribes on the north-west frontier who are still living in a
very perfect state of tribal organization; (5) in the S.E. Panjab and elsewhere a number
of villages have accepted the conditions of life under the joint village system, and yet
are known to have started as associated colonists, forming village groups for defence
and society, or otherwise to have been groups of independent holders, who, for one
reason or another, have not objected to the joint constitution.

Next, as to the mode of formation, and the way in which the joint ownership arises. If

we regard the whole mass of such villages, we shall observe that the principle on which
the village body shares the land (waste and cultivated) within their boundary, is not
always the same. With the severalty village there is – perhaps can be – only one form.
But here the joint-owners may share the estate, some in this way, some in that; or, in
other words, the aggregate of co-owners may be formed on different principles or in
different ways, so that there is more to be said about the joint village. And the first great
distinction is that in one large class of villages the community (as a matter of fact) is a

body descended from one man (or from one or two brothers) who obtained at some
former time – maybe hardly a century ago, maybe six centuries or more – the lordship
or superiority of the village. The “lord,” however, in all cases, lived under what is the
common rule not only of Hindus but of the landowning castes generally – the joint-
family; this requires that when the head of the family dies all the male agnates who are
heirs, according to their place in the table of descent, succeed together; so that in these

63
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cases it is really a (much expanded) family that has dominated the village and now
constitutes the community.

In another class of cases the villages represent the fission of a whole clan or tribe; a large

area is found entirely covered with cultivating, co-sharing groups of one and the same
tribe, and governed by the same code of custom. Sometimes a number of villages are
formed by the gradually multiplying descendants of a single original family or other
small group settled on a wide space, which fortune preserved to it, till a number of
village bodies grew up and separated off Sometimes the village represents a body of
sharers traditionally descended from one original founder, but not such a founder as
pretended to any aristocratic rank (whose position the descendants continue to
represent). They are merely equal owners of shares in the village; each head of a branch

household possesses, and has always possessed, a divided share or lot. Sometimes the
village owners have come together by voluntary association, and may or may not
consist of families of the same clan or tribe. In all this large and varied class the shares
or lots (however formed) are not according to the “ancestral” rule, as in the first class,
and they have always been separately enjoyed from the first. As this second group itself
requires sub-dividing, it will be better to explain the whole under three heads, which
we will call – I. Ancestral; II. Tribal; III. Associate.

I. Ancestral

The first class will be the form of joint village community just mentioned, in which the
co-proprietary body is in fact a dominant family descended from one founder (or one or
two related founders), who first obtained the superior position and took the
“overlord’s64 share” of the grain from the village cultivators. As in the course of time

they gradually multiplied, they came to form a co-sharing proprietary community of
the village, numbering variously 30, 40, 60, or 100 members, or more, as the case may
be. It is this kind of village that may sometimes exist in an undivided state; that is, the
owners may never have divided the land at all, or may have never formally and finally
divided it, but for the time each holds a certain portion, which (in theory) may at any
time be recalled and adjusted, according to the “ancestral” share of each. In some cases
part of the land is held divided, and part not. The undivided part is either the waste,

grazing land, etc., which is more useful undivided, or is not yet required for the plough,
and will be some day divided; or it is held by tenants, and the rents, not the land itself,
are shared65.
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In order to explain what is meant whenever the “fractional” or “ancestral” scheme of
shares is referred to, let me explain that as primogeniture is never observed in peasant
or village estates, the shares are the fractions of the whole which naturally follow from

the principle of equal right in the same grade of descent or agnate male relationship,
and are therefore fractions of the whole. Suppose, for example, that the original
overlord leaves three sons; whether divided or not, there are three (major) shares (patti).
If one of those sons dies leaving two grandsons, the third share will be subdivided into
two sub-shares (thok); and if a grandson’s share comes to be divided between, say, four
great-grandsons (counting back to the founder), then we have four sub-subshares (behri
or tula), each consisting of one-fourth of one-half of one-third of the whole, and paying
the corresponding fraction of the charges. Later descendant families will continue to

succeed (within the major and minor groups to which they belong)66.

It will readily be understood that in paying the revenue and expenses, the fraction of
the total sum (so long as the scheme is intact) corresponds with the fraction of the land
owned67. But it often happens that in the course of time, owing to one accident or
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another, the shares cease to be exactly correct; and, especially if the case is one in which
there has been no formal proceeding of partition, the holdings are likely to be irregular,
and it is found impossible to remedy the variation (as will presently appear).

It sometimes happens that in a partly-divided village one part is correctly shared and
the other not, e.g., the cultivated holdings may be held according to existing
“possession,” but the waste (or other undivided) land may still be enjoyed (or its
income) in the correct ancestral shares, showing that the whole village was once
governed by that rule and belonged to this class68.

As in this class of village it is possible that the estate may be actually undivided, it will
be desirable to state the circumstances under which such a (rather exceptional)

condition is maintained. It is well to take note of this with some care, because it is from
such phenomena that the idea of “communal” ownership has emerged. I may mention
also that in a few cases (under any class) plots of land may be found held undivided for
some special convenience, and not connected with the custom of an undivided
inheritance. In the case of a joint inheritance of the whole village, partition may have
been put off owing to the jealousy of the heirs, who fear that one will get the better of
the others; or it may be that the land is held by tenants, and that there is no object in

dividing it, but a manager collects the rents and distributes the profits69. But what really
happens in most cases (though the village may, still be formally recorded as
“undivided”) is that every co-sharer has taken possession of a certain farm, or some
fields which he holds for his own benefit, the rest of the land (probably under tenants)
and the uncultivated waste land is managed “in common,” i.e., the rents or profits from
grass and wild produce are carried to meet the aggregate revenue charges and expenses
of the whole body. If they do not cover it, the owners have to make up the balance
according to their actual holding.

In the course of time such a state of things is very likely to become stereotyped. Each
sharer is practically content with what he has got; or the weaker ones who have less
than they ought see no chance of ousting the stronger; at any rate action is deferred till
it is too late. In that case, the “ancestral share” scheme will have fallen into abeyance,
and the de facto holdings (and proportionate payments) be recognized.

68
T hevarietiesresultingfrom the sharesbecom ingincorrectm ay beseenindetailin“ Ind.Vill.Com m .” p.338.It

isprobably to distinguish such casesasthose m entioned in the text that the officialclassification separatesthe
“ im perfect” (i.e.,partly divided)classofvillage.

69
In every village,it w illbe understood,there m ay be the incom e from rents,and from w ild produce,grass,

grazing-dues,fruits,w ood,etc.,andperhapssm allrentsorduesfrom shopkeepersandoccupiersofcottagesinthe
village site. P ercontra,there isthe land-revenue,the localratesorcesses(forroads,schools,etc.),and the
com m onexpensesofthevillage,entertainingstrangers,repairstopublicbuildings,etc.,etc.W hen allarebrought
toaccount,thesurplusisdistributedinthepropershares.
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In a few cases, either by consent or in consequence of the form of association, special
areas of land, perhaps unstable land, or land peculiarly situated with reference to
moisture received by percolation from a river, will be cultivated without (permanent)
division; strips or lots are marked out which are held in rotation70. This is the only

exception. Ordinarily, any really “undivided” village will represent the estate of the
joint descendants of one founder.

Such being the features of the tenure of this class of villages, it will be observed that it is
this kind which we might well call “manorial,” because, in fact, the village has been
dominated by an “overlord” (and his succeeding family), and has become a petty
“manor.” And although it is true that many such villages were newly founded in the
virgin waste, by the aid of specially located tenants and dependents, still the position of

the owner and his sons, as the superiors, is just the same, and they form the same major
and minor divisions as the diagram has shown.

I need make no apology for repeating that this form of village really depends on the
continuance (in an expanding circle) of the joint-family rule71. More need not here be
said; but I shall have some further observations to make in a closing section which
relates to ideas of property in land.

It may be observed that this form of village with its major and minor divisions (patti,
thok, etc.) is the automatic result of the growth of a family and of the partition of the
land. It is not an organization designed or pre-conceived; and most probably when the
“founder” of the village began his career, his first thought was not to dispossess the
older cultivators or overshadow the headman, or consciously to introduce a new form
of tenure, but merely to take the “lord’s share” of the produce, and to cultivate, for his
own benefit, what land he chose, which was not already under the plough. But such a

position was sure to develop into a virtual ownership, as it has in any case of
“landlord” tenure in India, whether the superior’s title is over one village, or two, or a
hundred. And when the “founder” was succeeded by his joint heirs, the village
“owners” became a community. I will further add that in this class of cases the
proprietary family are very often of Rajput or some other superior (or at least non-
cultivating) class, and that they almost always have tenants under them. Sometimes the
poverty of the family may have compelled them to work their own lands, with the aid

of the village menials at sowing time and harvest. It will be well to give some idea of the

70
S ee “ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.281,and in m y “ L .S .B.I.,” Vol.II.,pp.542,640,there isadiagram illustrating the

m ethodofdivisionandthereasonsofit.

71
S irH.S .M aine hasjustly observed that the joint fam ily isnot the sam e asthe village com m unity;butin the

classofcasesw e are considering the latterarisesout ofthe form ersim ply by continuing the division and re-
division ofthe shares,asfarasthe lim itsofthe village and the possible sm allnessofaholding w illadm it.It isa
group offam ilies,them selvesallsubdivisionsofone largerfam ily.O fcourse in the large classofjoint villages
constitutedby clansorby associategroups,the“ jointfam ily” ideahaslittleornothingtodow iththeunion.
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circumstances under which such a domination of villages has taken place – how such
families came to have the pre-eminence.

(1) A very common case (and one of the latest origin in point of date) is where a

revenue-farmer has grown into proprietor. He undertook to be responsible personally
for the whole sum assessed on the village, and what with taking over the lands of
persons who failed to pay, and by means of mortgages and purchases of this field and
that, the “farmer” became, in time, “owner” of the whole village. And be it recollected
that at the beginning of the nineteenth century, before the idea of a single landlord was
abandoned, managers of villages, principal sharers, and others, were constantly treated
as sole proprietors, and their families have actually expanded into dominant co-sharing
communities. This was not always attended with injustice; such persons (having a little

capital) often took charge of abandoned villages and restored the cultivation by their
own means; or they became responsible for cultivating groups too dispirited and
poverty-stricken (e.g., after the Rohilla troubles) to claim any independent rights72.

(2) A large number of villages (often of Rajput or other higher caste) derive their
proprietary communities from an ancestor who had received a grant of the village from
the ruler, the grantee being thus rewarded for military or other service, or getting it as a

means of support73.

(3) Similar “rights” were obtained by some energetic family settled in the place; their
growth being due to their superior wealth, energy, or influence74. In all these cases,
observe that the original grant or usurpation was not formally of the ownership, nor did
an usurping resident think at first of ownership. It was the “king’s share,” or perquisites
of authority, that were granted, or an “overlord” share of the produce that was
demanded from the cultivators, as the case might be; this was understood to include the

right of improvement of the village waste land; and so the dominant right grew into a
virtual proprietorship as I have said; the older inhabitants (if there were any) frankly
accepting the position of tenants.

(4) But a more curious mode of growth of “manorial” joint-bodies occurs, when it is not
the single village as such that has been the subject of a grant, but a larger area has
become the scene of the domination or territorial rule usually of some Rajput Raja, or

perhaps a Moslem chief, with his family and followers. In such a territory there were
sometimes separate portions which had been made over as the “fiefs” of some of the

72
S ee “ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.303,and the referencesthere given.In the Barelidistrict (N .W .P .)out of3,326

villages,2,611 hadbecom etheproperty ofdom inantfam iliesinthisw ay.

73
S ee“ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.301.Brahm anor(M oslem )S aiyad fam iliesconstantly ow nvillagesform ed inthisw ay

– thevillagehavingbeengrantedasaw orkofreligiousm erit.

74
S ee“ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.310 ff.,andp.321.
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Raja’s principal male relatives. At first this was all a question of rulership, or the
exercise of “baronial” jurisdiction, taking a share of the produce from the cultivating
bodies already established, and founding new villages in the waste by inviting tenants
and dependants and offering them a settlement. Then (in time) in village after village

the ruler’s rights and perquisites, were alienated or made over, one by one, as
appanages or as life-grants for the support of cadets and scions of the family. In time the
descendants of such grantees become the co-sharing owners of the whole group of
different villages. Very often, too, a petty barony or territorial estate, such as we are
speaking of, never adopted any rule of primogeniture, and became formally partitioned
(on the occasion of a succession) village by village; thus each relation getting a village
stood in the place of founder or ancestor, and his descendants form the “community75.”
Sometimes misfortune overtook the rulership; the principal members followed the Raja

to battle, and were dispersed or slain; then such of the descendants as survived clung to
a village here and a village there, while the conqueror took possession of the territory76.
The whole former “barony” (or the raj) then became a district of the Empire, but was
covered by villages, often held by bodies of descendants of the former ruling house.

It is in connection with these modes of the growth of communities of co-proprietors
over the villages that I have to mention a feature which is conclusive as to the character

of the process. There are cases in which the “proprietary communities” do not
correspond to the several geographical villages as they stand; but the co-sharing bodies
correspond each to a certain “estate” or group of lands (mahal)77 arranged by their
family division; some land lying in one village, some in another; and the entire group of
holdings which belongs confessedly to one “house,” to the descendants of one man
(who have to be assessed together in one sum), has to be represented on paper by
bringing together in a list, the several lots.

These features are more particularly noticeable in the N.W. Provinces and Oudh among
the higher caste village communities; but there are also cases in the Panjab; and it is
highly probable that something of the kind occurred in the Bombay or Dakhan villages
when they became held (in former days) by mirasdar families; only that in this latter
case the overlord families died out (see Appendix).

75
Instancesofthism ay be seen in “ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” .S ee especially the case ofthe (R ajput)Gautam Clan of

Argal, p.312.

76
Astothevillageproprietary body arisingondism em berm entofrulingfam iliesand theirterritory,see“ Ind.Vill.

Com m .,” pp.308 ff.,specially p.314.

77
W hich becom esthe unitw ith w hich the Governm entdeals.A notable instance ofthisoccursin the Azam garh

district(N .W .P rov.).
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II. Tribal

The next class of village is also marked by the cohesion of the landholding co-sharers,

who combine to accept a joint responsibility (at least do not object to it), and readily
accept the joint-ownership of such area of waste as is included in the boundary of their
village at survey. And when this land is partitioned – being wanted for extension of
cultivation for the increasing members – it will be divided out on just the same
proportions as those in which the older cultivated land is held78. But here we do not
observe that the village is divided into fractional (ancestral) shares, because the
villagers, though possibly of common descent, are not representative descendants of an
overlord; and the class I have here separately distinguished is, in fact, either derived

from a tribe (or smaller “clan”) settling on a sufficient area, and dividing the whole out
into shares – so much land for each person or each head of a house, or else the villages
originated in one centre, where a small group of settlers found a home on a wide space,
which fortune has preserved to it. In the course of time the families have multiplied and
filled the whole area, and the separating groups have formed so many “villages” which
at first were acknowledged as dependent on the parent centre, but in time became
completely independent groups, each with its own establishment, its own assessment as

a unit, and so forth.

It is often that we observe quite a large area now covered by villages all of the same
caste or tribe, and they believe rather mistily in a common descent; but they cannot
always say whether their predecessors came there as a body already existing, or
whether only a few men settled, and have, in the course of two centuries or more,
gradually grown into the existing number79. In these cases the tribe or group are
sometimes spoken of as constituted “democratically” – i.e., there was no Raja or

baronial government, and, as a rule, no dominant families to take possession of this or
that village. In many of these cases the village shares represent an allotment made by
the tribal chief of an (equal) share to every member of the clan or group settling there,
or they are merely the holdings which the growing households have added on, one by
one, out of the abundant area, without any formal process of division at all. This class of
village is more especially common in the Panjab, but is by no means unknown in the
N.W. Provinces and Oudh.

78
Ifam an ow nsland w hich isone-tw entieth ofthe areaofthe arable,he w illalso receive one-tw entieth ofthe

w asteareaw henitispartitioned.

79
Forexam ples,see “ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.266 ff.,especially pp.276,282.In som e cases,the (large)areaw illbe

found tobedivided ontheancestralprinciple,asfarasthefirstorprincipalsections– i.e.thesharesoftheoriginal
sonsofthe fam ily,and theirsonsand grandsons.T hat isbecause w hile the num berisvery sm alland the area
large,it iseasiest to m ake the allotm ent so.But afterw ards,allthe new descendantstake equally;theirlotsare
com paredand valuedinapeculiarw ay,sothattheshareofpaym entisinjustcorrespondencew iththeextentand
valueoftheholding.
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Under this class the most striking illustration is afforded by the north-western frontier
clans, who are so comparatively recently settled (from two to six hundred years ago)
that their constitution is well known, and the distribution of their land in sections and
subsections is plainly visible on the ground; while the tradition of the chief; and how he

made the distribution of lots – first the major territories and then the final groups – is
still well preserved80. This distinct evidence is peculiar to the frontier districts; but it
will be observed that very much the same thing most probably occurred when the Jat
and Gujar tribes settled down in the more central plains, and we have many instances
in which the exact rule or principle of their sharing is not now remembered.

It is not at all necessary that the shares or lots should all be made by nearly equal
measures of land. That would not suit if the territory were very various in quality of soil

or in advantages of irrigation. I must not go into details of each mode of distribution
which is followed both in this and in the next (III.) class. One method, however, is
curious: it consists in making the holdings consist of certain measures, which, though
called bigha, are not the standard land measure, but artificial lots made up of little bits –
usually long strips – of as many different kinds of soil as there are in the settlement81.
Where so much elaboration is not needed, the object of making the burden (of taxes,
etc.) is equal attained by counting the bigha of poor land as twice or thrice as large as

the bigha of rich.

It is very common in this class of village to find the holders of shares cultivating their
own lands, though tenants may also be employed.

One other special feature may be added. Cases are observed in which (in this class)
there were originally no “villages” at all to begin with. The whole area was divided out
once (or gradually as required) into lots for all the tribesmen. For instance, on the north-

western frontier, the land for the ultimate section or “company” (called Khel) often
formed an area far larger than the usual “village”. In other places also, the whole of a
large area is known to have been divided into shares for the households without
definite village groups82. But as time goes on, and families of the same connection
multiply, and their cultivation is more or less aggregated in blocks, the area becomes
divided up into villages, for convenience of survey and for other administrative
reasons. Moreover, as the cultivation extends, the connected families belonging to one

80
Fordetails,seem y “ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” pp.247 and 253.

81
Forasingularly perfectexam pleam ongJatsintheM athuradistrict(N .W .P .),see“ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.283.T his

isw hatisproperly m eantby the term bhaiachara.T he artificialm easuresare spoken ofasbhaiw adi-bigha,tauzi-
bigha,etc.T he bigha,asan ordinary aream easure in use in India,variesin different provinces.Com m only,it is
five-eighthsofanacre.

82
Forexam ples,see“ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” pp.270– 271,and also atpp.262,285,and asto the larger(frontier)Khel

areassplittingupintovillages,seeid.,pp.245,251,261,etc.
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stock set up their cottages in one hamlet, which soon becomes large enough to require a
separate staff of artisans, etc., and a separate mosque or shrine.

It is curious to observe that among tribes which, like the Jat, are, as a rule, agricultural

and “democratic,” some of the villages are found to have been dominated by single
families, and to be held on the ancestral (pattidari) scheme. This shows that here and
there a particular chief, or his son, or some leading person, has managed to get
possession of a village, and made it his “manor.”83

It is a fact, of which I have seen no satisfactory explanation, that some tribes have never
developed the monarchical (quasi-feudal) form, under which the clan and sectional
chiefs become “Raja” and “barons,” and establish a military and territorial rule. Even

among the Rajput tribes, where this system was often so fully developed, and is
described in Colonel Tod’s “Rajasthan” with so much animation, we observe some clans
who never had Rajas84, but merely acknowledged the “patriarchal” authority of their
sectional chiefs, and formed villages, or groups of tribal families holding land in
allotted shares, on a general principle of equality. In the interesting province of Benares,
where a “landlord settlement” was made according to the ideas of those days (1795),
but where, properly speaking, the joint villages should have been dealt with as such, it

is noticeable that the (Rajput) clans often adopted the (non-aristocratic) tribal allotment
plan, and had artificial lots or land-measures, so as to make the advantages and the
burdens of land-sharing as equal as possible85.

It will be asked: If this method of allotting equal shares (in one form or another) to all
the members for their several enjoyment is the feature of so large a class of village,
where does the joint property come in? It is really rather a matter of natural union
caused by the sense of common descent or common tribe, and, in consequence, the

observance of tribal custom of pre-emption, and of a rule against alienating land
outside the agnatic group, or to the prejudice of natural heirs. To this we must add the
knowledge that by becoming mutually responsible and acting together, the whole
village could best be preserved both from outside enemies and from the disintegrating
effects of a harsh and exacting government; – when a revenue-farmer is kept at a
distance, by the united body offering to pay a lump sum for the whole village, and
being jointly answerable for its being forthcoming at due date. Moreover, such a

83
Itw ould be very interesting,ifourstatisticalinform ation w ere such asto show (forthe P anjab),how m any of

theentirem assoftheJatvillagesareheld ontheancestralorpattideiriplan.Itisatpresentuncertainhow farthe
early JatraceshadR ajasand am onarchicalrulelikethe“ Hindus.”

84
T hose w ho care to pursue the subject w illfind som e excellent rem arksisthe O udh Gazetteer,Vol.II.,p.40

(ArticleHardoi).

85
And thisfeature sorely puzzled the R esident (M r.Duncan)in 1796,w hen he reported on the villages,and

noticed the bhaiw adibigha,orartificialm easures,w hich heattributesto quite aw rongcause.T hiscuriousreport
is,Ibelieve,thefirstinw hich“ joint” villagescam etonotice,anditoughttobereprinted.
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combination involves the joint ownership of the village site and the wells, etc., within
the boundary, which, from the nature of the case, cannot be partitioned, and also the
joint ownership of the grazing land or other waste not yet divided.

It will be asked also: How is it that a “tribal allotment” in Central and Southern India is
argued to have been the origin of the separate shares in the severalty village, while
apparently a closely similar arrangement in the north country resulted in the united
community villages ?

It seems to me that as the Dakhan (or peninsular) village must have received its primary
form centuries before these northern groups came into existence, there has been more
time for the sense of tribal union to wear out86; also that very likely there was not the

same necessity for combination against enemies, or perhaps not the same character or
cohesiveness. But, as regards the north-west frontier villages, they really are very much
like severalty villages, except that the tribal union is strong, and the custom of not
alienating land to the prejudice of heirs survived, and that the democratic character of
the tribes does not allow the sectional chief or headman to have so much direct
managing authority.

Indeed, it must always be remembered that the frontier villages (and the same is true of
the clan areas in the Salt Range country or Jihlam district of the Panjab) are not really at
all like the kind of joint village which the N.W. Province system first adapted itself to;
they have little in common with the pattidari, etc., of the text-books; only that, having
certain features of union, they naturally suited the system which was applied to them,
and so the villages have become classified in the statistical records as of the same nature
as the others.

III. Associate

The third class of village – still one that has features which enable it to be managed on
the “joint” principle – is rather a residuary one; nor is it easy to draw a sharp line
between it and the class II. There is the same absence of the “ancestral share” system,
i.e., there is no appearance of the village having been dominated or founded by one

man, whose descendants the present superior community or brotherhood represent.
The shares are either equal lots – where the soil is fairly uniform – or they are arranged
on the method of making each holding consist of strips of good, bad, and indifferent
land together; or the holdings are adapted to the “ploughs” – the number possessed by
each cultivating household. Or perhaps the village is an irrigated one; wells have been
sunk at suitable distances, and the land is shared with reference to the proportion of
labor and money which each village co-proprietor contributed to the (cooperative) well
sinking.

86
T hism atterw illcom eupagaininanotherconnection.
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(1) In these villages we sometimes see different sections (tarf) occupied by families of a
different origin, whose tradition is that they clubbed together and got lands together in
one circle for defence87. A still more interesting example occurs among various clans of

Jats, who settled – on being compelled to move from some earlier locations – in the
eastern part of the Panjab88. The villages not only belong each to a separate clan or sub-
division of fats, but inside each village will be found “sections,” each held by families of
a different clan, who have clubbed together for defence. Near the same locality may also
be found (in interesting contrast) large areas entirely occupied by villages all of one
clan. The land is here (inside each village) divided out into so many hal or “plough
lands,” a number being assigned to each family in proportion to its strength. And very
often (where the soils differ much in value) the lots are made up of specimen strips of

each kind.

(2) Another kind of village – notably in the S.E. Panjab – is known by uniform tradition
to have been formed, at no very distant date, by voluntarily associated parties of
colonists, each under a leader.

Here land-shares were at once made out, and were distributed among the cultivating

families by the process of casting lots89. Here there was nothing to distinguish the
village from the severalty form, except the willingness of the people to accept a joint
responsibility for the revenue. They did not settle under any special grant of privileged
tenure as in the (quite exceptional) case of the Madras colonists noted in Appendix I.
But the villagers had no objection to come under the “joint” system of the N.W.
Provinces, and gladly accepted the recognition of their joint ownership of such areas of
adjacent waste as the survey proceedings adjudged to be included in their boundary,
and to form part of the joint village estate.

It will be observed that in all these cases the origin of the village is known – all the facts
tend to confirm the tradition of origin. There are, of course, many other villages in
which the proprietors – each in possession of a certain lot of land which he cultivates
separately – have no recollection of their origin, nor of how they came by their “de facto
possession.” All they can say is, that the land share is the “gift of Providence,” or that

87
S eetheexam ple(Gujratdistrict,P anjab)in“ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.339.

88
In theL odianadistrictthereisavery fullaccountofthesecurioussettlem ents,w hichIhave abstracted in“ Ind.

Vill.Com m .,” pp.274– 6.

89
S ee “ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.323 ifAsto the tem ptation oropportunity forthe leaderofsuch aparty to erect

him selfinto apetty landlord,and theinstructivenessofthis,asillustratingthe w ay inw hichadom inantbody m ay
grow upinavillageofany kind,seem y“ L .S .B.I.,” ii.,p.691,and thequaintversequotedinthefootnote.
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they have always cultivated “according to their ability.” They may have once had some
definite system of sharing, as in class I. or II., but they have forgotten all about it90.

And, lastly, it has to be noted that in some cases, villages like those in Kangra (Panjab

Hills) in Ajmer, and in Jhansi (N.W. Provinces bordering on Central India) are only
artificially introduced into the class of joint villages; and that in some cases trouble has
resulted. In the S.W. Panjab, too, there are no real villages separate farms or holdings
have been clubbed together with the intervening waste, and made into villages91.

A more curious instance still is afforded by the Central Provinces, which (under
circumstances detailed in my “L.S.B.I.” Vol. II.) it was determined to settle (for the most
part) under the N.W. Provinces system. As the villages were, really and naturally,

severalty villages, and the circumstances of the inhabitants such that they could not
accept the joint responsibility, and did not care to have an area of waste made over (as a
joint property) to each body, the Government determined to confer the proprietary
right on the headman or on the person whom the Marathas had made answerable for
the revenue (our officers called him the Malguzar). And so the original villagers became
“sub-proprietors,” or tenants with occupancy rights, according to circumstances. In
course of time the sons and families of the grantee-proprietors will form “joint

communities” owning the villages92.

90
Hence in the returns,allare,orw ere,lum ped togetherasbhaiacharavillages– estatesheld “ by custom ,” –

quite forgetting that the realtenure so called w asadefinite and originalcustom ,and that,from the tenure-
student’spointofview ,the m ixing up ofallthese villagesin one undistinguishable m assism ostunfortunate.W e
shallseeafterw ardshow onetheory of“ evolution” hasbeengroundedonthisconfusion.

91
In Ajm eratthelatestR evenue S ettlem ent,the jointresponsibility w asvirtually abolished.Asto the troublesin

thecaseoftheJhansidistricts,see“ L .S .B.I.,” Vol.II.,pp.120– 1.Astothe(M ultanand othersouth-w estern)P anjab
holdings,see“ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.65.

92
T hose w ho are curiousto follow the history ofthe experim ent w illfind it described in “ L .S .B.I.,” Vol.II.,pp.

382– 385.
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Chapter 6 – The Theory Regarding Indian Villages Examined

Having sketched the main facts about Indian villages, it is now time to consider the
theory to which I have alluded, and to inquire how far it corresponds to the reality of
things. As we have been led to establish the clear distinction that exists, ab origine,
between the “severalty” and the “joint” forms of village, so an examination of the
theory must be divided into two portions. I proceed to show (a) that the theory fails
altogether to apply to the severalty village of peninsular India; and (b) that it fails to

account satisfactorily for even the limited class of joint villages found in Northern India,
on which (in reality) it is based. In order that the theory itself may not be
misrepresented, let me set down its distinctive features seriatim and give the
appropriate references. The theory is that:

(1) The Indian village communities may differ locally and in detail; they may exhibit
signs of decay and change; but for purposes of comparative study they may be
represented by a single typical form to which all approximate93.

(2) The essential feature is that the village land is owned “in common” (or
“collectively”); and that even where allotment in severalty has taken place, the idea of
“cultivation in common” is kept up by minute rules regulating the tillage of the several
holdings94. The typical village has no headman, or single chief, being governed by a
committee or council of the brotherhood95.

(3) Sir H. S. Maine speaks of the typical village marked by collective ownership, as
archaic and representing the universal primitive idea of property.

93
“ Iam attem pting to describe atypicalform to w hich the village com m unitiesappearto m e on the evidence I

have seen to approxim ate,ratherthan am odelto w hich allexisting groupscalled by the nam e can be exactly
fitted.”
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Further, that it was the creation of the Aryan races (i.e., in India, the Sanskrit speaking
tribes of the Vedic and Epic Poems)96.

(4) Originally the bodies owning in “common” had no definite shares; the

acknowledgment of them (in one form or another) was a later invention – a stage in the
process of development from “common” to “individual” property97.

(5) The groups consist of persons originally connected by consanguinity, or at least
assumed to be so; this was in time more or less completely forgotten, and the body is
now held together solely by the land which the members cultivate in common98. The
(only) raison d’être of these communities is the tillage of the soil99.

(6) And lastly, we are informed that these communities are not simple bodies, with
equal rights: they are composite groups, containing social layers amalgamated at
different (remote) times; so that the whole composes a sort of hierarchy from the
highest caste down to the lower artisans, labourers, etc100.

(a) The Theory with reference to the Severalty (or Raiyatwari) Village – the more
widespread form.

96
T hisappearspassim .S ee forinstance,w here the adm ission thatthe village com m unity isnow know n outside

theAryanlim it,im pliestheAryanoriginasregardsIndia.T hequestionofany kind ofvillageinIndiabeingAryanor
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It is obvious that the village in which there is a hereditary headman, and a number of
holdings which never were joint or “in common” at any known historic period, does
not, as it stands, in any way whatever correspond to the typical form with the six
characteristic features just enumerated. That, however, is not denied by anyone who

supports the theory of original unity. Their line of explanation is, first, very much to
underrate the importance and the widespread and regular prevalence of this form of
village, and the distinctive character of the features by which it is marked; next, to rely
on the existence of features which all villages must, as I have insisted101, alike possess,
as suggesting that all were originally of one type; and thence to conclude that the
severalty villages were once held in common, and that they “decayed” into the existing
form; that they “passed under” the government of a single headman, who was believed
to have replaced (perhaps by the action of the Government of the time), an earlier

“council of elders.” An examination of the question indicated by the heading, then,
resolves itself into a consideration of how these severalty villages really came to be so
widespread; whether or no there was, or could have been, the decay or change spoken
of; and lastly, to examine certain local facts which (being misunderstood) have served to
support the decay theory by showing the existence at some former time of joint villages
in the south of India.

I have already given some details showing the probability that the severalty village is a
direct derivation from a Dravidian form, of which the important feature is that the
holdings were all allotted, and separated according to fixed custom, for enjoyment of
the different persons and classes entitled, from the first establishment of the village.
There is no appearance of a common ownership, or that the several families, whether
specially privileged or not, ever regarded themselves as a joint or co-sharing body.
Nothing of the kind has been established. Where we find traces of former shares (of a
joint holding) in villages in certain parts of the Dakhan, these occur under

circumstances that show them to be special growths, and emphasize the contrast
between them and the ordinary conditions of village constitution. The severalty village,
as it has already been described, would very naturally arise out of such a (Dravidian)
form as we have considered. In the course of centuries, the once existing tribal
connection, and the feeling of clanship, would gradually die out, and the allotted
holdings would cease to be exchanged or re-distributed – would become held by
persons of different origin, and so become wholly independent (as holdings), although

the village might retain its headman and such a distinctive feature as his (free) ex officio
holding of land in the village, and the habit of reliance on the headman’s authority and
help. That, by a process of decay or transformation, it should have taken on these
peculiar features; or, in other words, that these should have become substituted for a

101
“ Varioussubordinate groupsw hichitm ay beshow n toinclude.” “ N otsim ple,butcom posite bodies,including

anum berofclassesw ith very variousrightsand claim s.” “ T he brotherhood” (italicsare m ine),” besidesthe
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once common or collective ownership and a joint management carried on by a council
or committee, as the theory is, seems to me in the last degree incredible.

It may, indeed, be objected: “You attribute the separate and independent holdings in

this kind of village to an original distribution of appropriate lots to each free member of
the village group, which was probably the section of a larger clan; does not the
existence of this widespread, customary rule that every tribesman is entitled to a lot or
share in the acquisition of the clan or tribe imply an antecedent idea of ‘ community’ of
property ?” It has been held that it does, but chiefly, it would appear, because of a
custom of periodical re-distribution or exchange of holdings which is observed among
several tribes. In the north-west frontier tribal villages102, re-distribution (vesh)
undoubtedly prevailed – in some cases till quite recent times. But when permanent

occupation and labour bestowed begin to tell, it is gradually given up; and when the
holdings were embanked or terraced by special effort or labor and expense the custom
did not apply at all. I regard this customary re-distribution as a symbol, not of
“common” property, but of equal individual right; it prevents one man from
permanently securing a more valuable share than his fellows. Equality in the value of
holdings is much thought of in view of individual, separate right; it would have no
meaning if the land was held “in common” and cultivated for the benefit of a common

fund: then it could not matter whether one holding was more or less productive than
another, or who cultivated the best land. At any rate there is no necessary connection
between such a custom and a common holding; and before accepting such a connection,
one would like to ask whether any vestige of a case is known in India in which a clan
(advanced enough to acknowledge marriage and the patriarchal family and to cultivate
in organized groups) did actually reclaim or cultivate land, in common, before allotting
it in severalty among the members? I know of nothing resembling it. In the absence of
any actual case of “common” holding on the part of such a tribe, the theoretical view of

the meaning of the tribal custom of redistribution depends very much on some just
appreciation of what ideas “of property” really are; and this we must at present defer.

It will be observed that even if this attempted reference of the widespread “severalty”
village form to a Dravidian or Turanian origin is for any reason regarded as doubtful,
there still remains the fact that no other suggestion has been made; and the objection

102
T hese are specially instanced,though ofvery m uch laterorigin and som ew hat different form ,because the
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that Sir H. Maine’s theory fails to suit the real history of the large area of “severalty
villages” remains as valid as ever, because it cannot be justified except (1) by showing
some reasonable indications of a “common ownership” – the same as that in the north –
and prevailing over the whole region of the severalty villages; and (2) further, by

showing that circumstances existed under the influence of which the loss of some
features, and the acquisition of others, can be accounted for. The usual way in which the
supposed change is explained is by a general assertion of “decay” of the joint form into
the severalty. Thus Mr. J. D. Mayne, in his valuable book on “Hindu Law and Usage103,”
repeating the usual suggestion that the severalty villages of the Dakhan were once
communal “like the villages of the Panjab,” and that they have decayed into their
present state, proposes as the cause, that “the wars and devastations of the
Muhammadans, Marathas, and Pindaris swept away the village institutions, as well as

almost every form of ancient proprietary right.” But as a matter of fact, such wars and
devastations were just as common throughout Hindustan and the Panjab where the
joint village has been fully preserved; and the view that “every form of ancient
proprietary right” was swept away in the Dakhan cannot be sustained. I have already
indicated the general character of the population of the peninsula, and remarked on the
absence of any considerable immigrations introducing extensive changes. When (from
the fourteenth or fifteenth century) Muhammadan rule began, the tendency was rather

to preserve village and other popular institutions104. The Marathas also did not destroy
the village forms; no indication of anything of the kind is presented either by the
districts longest under Maratha rule, or by those merely raided or subjected to an
impost for a brief period. The object of that greedy and oppressive rule, no doubt, was
to make heavy exactions which were levied without any regard to who found the
money or how it was obtained. Instead of adhering to the old customary “Hindu”
method of taking the share of the grain from each holder on each threshing floor (or
taking an estimated amount from each as the later custom was) the Maratha collector

insisted on a total cash revenue from the village105 for which he held the headman (or a
manager) responsible. This very much upset individual rights; weak cultivators were
driven out and better ones called in; the holdings were perhaps rearranged arbitrarily,
and everybody had to contribute what he could, not merely what he ought. A series of
holdings that had long been held in severalty would, under such treatment, lose all
traces of union arising from a reminiscence of earlier days of tribal allotment. But such a
system did not alter the whole village form, nor turn a “joint” village into a “severalty.”

103
T hisseem salsotobetheideasuggestedinS irG.Cam pbell’spaperintheCobdenClub series.

104
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On the contrary, it was very likely to produce (artificially) the joint form by causing the
combination of the richer families (in some villages) as a joint body assuming
ownership of the whole, or by establishing a revenue manager or tax farmer and his
family as proprietor in others106. Privileges, like the free-landholding of the headman,

tended to disappear; the hereditary rights attached to village offices were actually
seized and held by Maratha chiefs and jagirdars for their own profit; but the form of
village underwent no change.

The fact is that we should never have heard of this “decay” theory were it not for the
circumstance that we had certain vestiges – easily misunderstood – of special rights in
land in parts of the west and south. The holders of certain village lands in those places
are (or once were) distinguished as mirasdar. It was imagined that these had been

connected with a system of collective ownership, already believed to be universal; so
that they must represent the once general form, and the ordinary severalty village was
the result of their decay. Why a survival should have occurred only here and there, and
completely failed or become obliterated elsewhere, was never explained, nor indeed
could be.

As it would interrupt the exposition of the main objections to the theory to give here the

explanation of the occasional appearances of villages held by joint bodies in the south,
among the severalty villages, I have relegated a short summary of local facts to
Appendix I.

I will conclude by resuming the position in a few words. The severalty village,
uniformly found over a very large part of India, is not the result of any decay of a
jointly owned village, or a village held and governed as the northern villages are. It is
the natural – and comparatively little changed – result of an ancient settlement of the

country under tribes of which the village groups formed small sections each under its
leaders. When once the village site was determined on (perhaps existing sites [more or
less cleared] were obtained by conquest) the chief, aided by the principal families, made
an allotment of lands or holdings which were separately enjoyed, and which were not
held “in common” in any real sense, though the villagers would obey their chief, unite
for defence, and submit to any custom of periodic exchange of holdings in order to
secure equal advantages to all. Then, in the long course of ages, the holdings became

varied by the introduction of other families: the older tribal feeling of union died away,
the exchange ceased to be practiced, and the several holdings became not only
separately held, but without any connecting link of tribal organization; but the village
form remained, the influential headman, and his watan land, in particular. Even if it is
true that rudimentary groups of cultivation, undertaken by still more primitive groups
of people on a matriarchal plan, did in some districts precede the more organic village

106
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of the kind described, that does not in any way justify the theory under discussion,
which supposes a type of village held in common, and bearing the six features indicated
– entirely unlike the suggested matriarchal groups within the paria of the primitive
Kolarian.

(b) The Theory with Reference to the Joint Villages of Northern India

It is a curious feature of most writings on the subject of Indian villages, that they treat
these interesting groups as if they were things in the air, and not existing institutions
which can be enumerated and classified in one way or another. As regards Upper India
more especially, where the “joint” type of village is prevalent, it can be definitely

ascertained, in a large proportion of cases, who the village “communities” are, and how
they came there. Sir H. Maine appears to have been satisfied with the general idea that
the Indian population was “Aryan,” and that all villages might be assumed to be Aryan,
and therefore archaic and of one type. But we know that this is not the case; we know
also that there are various forms of joint village in Northern India, all traceable to
known races and (at least, approximately) to known periods of history. A certain
number of villages, indeed, elude the attempt to determine their original plan of

sharing, but the greater part can be accounted for. They are not anywhere distinctively
Aryan, but they were formed by tribes and families who had a sense of conquest and
superiority, and a power of cohesion – which time has not yet quite destroyed – such as
we may well suppose the Aryan tribes to have possessed.

We have noticed, as a fact, that the joint villages of the north, however classified for
convenience of study, are essentially formed on one of two principles. Their “jointness”
is due (1) either to the fact that the village was originally dominated or founded by

someone (or more than one) superior or “overlord,” and that the joint community is the
expanded family following the custom of joint inheritance; or (2) it is due to the
cohesiveness of groups who have been formed by clans or tribes settling and allotting
the village land, on their own system, among themselves. Very often the apparent tribe
is simply the expansion of one or more families which have gradually multiplied from a
central or parent village, and formed numerous villages all in one contiguous group –
often of great extent, and all of common descent – each local subdivision being

naturally the closer kindred of the particular members who started it. Nearly allied to
this class of (tribal) villages are those which are really voluntarily associated bodies who
have allotted the land by consent, according to the number of persons in each
household, or according to the number of cattle possessed, or the amount of money and
labor contributed to sinking irrigation wells.

The theory we are examining correctly appreciates the union which these variously
originating villages present, their ability to accept a joint responsibility for revenue and

taxes, and their preservation of equality, by insisting on government by a committee of
heads of families, not by an oligarchy of chiefs or by a single “headman “; but it has
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interpreted those features as meaning that the land was owned “in common” or
“collectively” by the several families or houses in the village, and curiously insists that
when the blood relationship of the village landholders is quite forgotten, they still hold
together by means of cultivation in common. This “common” ownership is assumed to

be an Aryan feature. As regards the latter point, it will probably be no longer defended
by anyone. There is no evidence that the early Aryan tribes had any idea of the common
ownership of land except that they possessed (as seems probable) the custom of the
joint family and the joint inheritance of the members in succession to the head. The
connection of the idea of family joint ownership with common ownership in general
will be considered later on. And whether or not the Aryans had any general institution
of “common” property, the fact remains that the villages now in the joint form have
little if any connection with the early Aryans at all.

Still, whatever the nationality, the villages certainly exhibit features of union; and with
reference to point two it is proper at once to inquire how far the phenomena of this
union warrant any assertion of “collective ownership” as its original form or source.

It does not seem to me that the theory has ever been supported by any explicit
statement as to what is meant by “holding in common”; and that sometimes joint-

holding, which appears to be quite distinct, is confused with it.

I can only think of a really “common” holding, when each person concerned has no idea
at all of any ownership – divided or undivided – residing in himself, but only in the
group; when no one has any share that he calls his own, but all cooperate in tilling the
fields, to supply the whole group, or to furnish a common granary or a common fund,
on which each family draws, merely according to its wants, which may be greater or
less according to numbers. It is perhaps hardly necessary to observe that no vestige of

such a mode of enjoyment of land can be observed or traced in any North Indian
village; further, that no organized village exists, or ever has existed – as far as any
evidence goes – in which a definite lot or share in the village lands for each member of
the community has not always been known107. In some cases where the co-owners are
the heirs of one owner or founder, the shares have not been divided out on the ground,
and the holding continues joint. I am convinced that it is partly the mistaking of “joint”
holding of co-sharers for a “communal” idea of property, and partly the mistranslation

of one of the office-term108, that has led to the idea of any of these villages being held “in

107
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common.” It is worthwhile to explain this mistake. In the 5th Section we saw that a
large class of villages exists in which one man (or perhaps two or three brothers) had
obtained the proprietorship over the village. Villages of this class were called
zamindari, which means “landlord” (village). But such owners invariably followed the

law or custom of joint inheritance, so that in the process of time it was a matter of
course that (not any single heir but) a growing body of co-sharing heirs should take the
place of the founder. If then these (constituting the “community”) had not happened to
divide the inheritance, they formed a joint landlord body; but the tenure was exactly the
same as in the first stage, except for the number; and the office term for it was
zamindari mushtarka, or the landlord village where the superior interest is held by an
undivided coparcenary body. The words have nothing whatever to do with
“communal” ownership. When such joint heirs partitioned their estate, the shares were

necessarily according to the ancestral scale which follows from the place in the table of
descent. Exactly the same development occurred in all that class of villages – some
earlier, some later, in point of time – in which there is a single dominant family from
which the existing proprietary body originated. The real truth seems to be that the idea
of “communal” holding – whatever may be meant by it – has been practically derived
from this one class of “joint” village (which has been alluded to as “manorial”),
ignoring the tribal and associate forms altogether. The mere consideration of these facts

seems enough to show that there is nothing really in the nature of a holding “in
common” or “collectively.”

But if such common holding cannot be asserted even in the case of a joint family
however expanded, what shall we say of that other large group of “joint” villages (still
referring only to the cases of known origin) in which there is no appearance of the
manorial growth, but the joint group is of the one or other of the various origins stated,
and where (it will be recollected) shares or lots have been arranged, declared, and

possessed, from the beginning of the village, and where the methods of allotment are
different from those in the “manorial” family village, and are sometimes curious and
specific, sometimes mere holdings adapted to the wants of each sharer. Reference of
these diverse forms to a single original type is simply out of the question; it is
inconsistent with facts. In some of these forms, it is clear, no trace of common
ownership can be discovered, and we must resort to the most unwarrantable
assumptions to make out that such a thing ever existed. It is true that in this division we

have included the important class (e.g., the tribal villages on the north-west frontier and
elsewhere, in which there has been a tribal allotment of lands among the members of a
settling and immigrant clan. And here the principle is just the same as that which I have
argued to be the basis of the original severalty village among the Dravidian population
of peninsular India. Only that in these northern parts circumstances and the character of
the people have preserved a greater unity of race and the ability to unite in sustaining a
common responsibility. Indeed this class of village only needs to be examined in detail,
and it will at once be apparent that there is nothing in the nature of cultivation in

common, although a part of the estate, being waste and kept for grazing, may be held as
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the common property because (until it is wanted for cultivation) its utility would be
diminished by partition. Nor can we assume, in the absence of any evidence, that any
holding “in common” preceded such allotment for cultivation. And if here also, a
custom of re-distribution or periodical exchange of holdings is observed, or is believed

to have existed at some former time, the value of this as an indication of “common
ownership” has already been discussed. The custom (a) of joint inheritance and (b) of
restricting the ownership of land to the agnatic group, or at least. within the tribe, are
not indications of “common ownership.”

These remarks incidentally dispose of the view that the existence of “shares” or “lots”
for cultivation is due to some kind of later modification – some stage supervening on a
primitive holding in common. Shares were always known; the very principle of the joint

family (where that was the basis) implies it. Shares (of another kind) were also the
original and necessary feature of that class of village which was last alluded to.

But there is one later development of the theory regarding shares (for which Sir H. S.
Maine is in no way responsible) which is altogether illusory. It is that the (imagined)
common holding has been changed by a serial “evolution” – first, a “common” holding,
then “regular” (i.e., ancestral) shares, and then “customary” shares, custom having

modified the original fractional (ancestral) shares scheme. This, in most cases, is
distinctly and historically inconsistent with fact. The (real) bhaiachara or “customary”
sharing as well as the modes of allotment other than the “ancestral” share-system, are
independent schemes evidently due to a special feeling of equality and membership
right among the clan or other group. Nothing can be said in favor of the view that they
are decayed forms of the “ancestral” share109.

But I must hasten to notice the further contention, which would compel us to infer that

“common holding” must once have existed, even where allotment has long taken place,
because the separate holdings are, it is supposed, still cultivated in common or in a
certain way, under control of the elders. It must be observed, shortly, that the existence
of any such control is a pure imagination. In the (rare) cases where there has been no
permanent allotment, and the cultivation is arranged for year by year, there will, of
course, be a preliminary agreement as to what fields each is to work, and how the
payment of burdens is to be made: that can hardly be what is meant. But in all cases

where partition has taken place, or where separate lots have always been held,
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everyone cultivates exactly as he pleases, subject only to a settlement of his
proportionate payment of the revenue, etc., if that is not already fixed. As to “minute”
or “multifarious” rules, intended “to reconcile the holding of separate fields with the
idea of common cultivation,” I should be completely at a loss to imagine how the idea

of such a thing originated, except that Sir H. S. Maine gives us a clue by showing that he
derived it from the cases he had heard of, of irrigated villages where the whole of the
holdings, sometimes comprising a number of scattered plots, had to be watered from a
single source. Sometimes this is a canal cut, or locally a stream, or a torrent only
occasionally flowing for limited periods. Sometimes a number of plots are watered from
one well. In such cases rules, or schemes of days and hours, and turns at the well, or the
order of damming up the stream or watercourse, are arranged (both for owners and
tenants), and they may appear complicated. These, no doubt, are not matters of mere

give-and-take – of independent contract110, because they all proceed on a well-known
existing scheme of shares and separate rights; and such arrangements are obviously
necessary when the source is one and the claimants many111. That the scheme of
distribution is often arranged without difficulty112 indicates a good deal of tribal or of
family union, or village solidarity, as the case may be; but how it indicates an idea of
“common cultivation” I fail to perceive. In other respects, cultivation of separate
holdings is entirely free; old-established agricultural rules and modes are usually

followed, but no one ever heard of a separate landholder being controlled or directed in
his cultivation by the panchayat or by anyone else.

Under this head I ought, perhaps, to mention that in most villages where the sharers are
of the same clan or are kinsmen, a custom of pre-emption prevails. This has nothing to
do with cultivating in common, but is a device to prevent strangers getting into the
village as purchasers of land, wherever there is a blood-relation or a co-sharing
connection willing to take the land offered for sale at a fair value. It is merely the

expression of that desire to preserve the union of a family, or of clansmen, which is
naturally expected in any village which has a really joint character.

It will perhaps be asked: If there is no common cultivation, what is it that holds the
village together? I reply that it is the fact of common tribe and often of common family,
with the customs that the remembrance of the fact preserves; reinforced, too, by
recollection of past days when union preserved the villages, alike in their internecine
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feuds and against the armies that traversed the northern plains, and against the
revenue-farmers. Indeed, I think Sir H. S. Maine is inclined very much to underrate the
reality of the common descent of village bodies, or at least a very practical belief in it, in
a large class of cases113. No doubt artificial additions to the families may be made by

adoption, or in some cases by giving the family Brahman a share, or by calling in
relations on the female side to help, and giving them shares; and these occurrences may
sometimes lead to a denial of this or that particular relationship as shown in the
genealogical tree; but that does not make the family groups generally artificial, and in
many cases the “genealogical tree” is one of the most instructive records in the volume
of Settlement papers, and explains the shares of the village body most completely. In
these cases actual family feeling does come in a good deal; and in others there is a wider
sense of clan union, which is something of the same kind. It is really only in a limited

class of cases that we can say “consanguinity” has nothing to do with it114.

And this naturally leads to the last point in the theory – the structure of the community
itself. It is, of course, true that in one sense we may speak of the “community” as
including everyone permanently resident in, or serving the village; and thus there are
varieties of caste and rank – artisans, village officers, tenants, and proprietors. If
wronged, the tenants and village helpers would find their cause locally espoused, and

protection and countenance readily afforded. But when it comes to including all classes
in the “brotherhood,’ that is quite contrary to the facts. Indeed, the idea of a proud
Rajput kindred or group of, say 80 or 100 co-sharing members, with 15 or 20 elders or
heads of houses, regarding their cultivating tenants and the village watchmen, not to
mention the washerman and the sweeper, as constituting part of the “brotherhood,” is
something quite grotesque. This “brotherhood” does not constitute any graded
“hierarchy” in any case whatever, nor has it any social strata in parallel layers,
representing the successive “amalgamation” of groups at remote periods. The

“brotherhood” consists of just as many families as have actual shares in the land – as are
existing co-proprietors, and no more.

The mistake, however, was a not unnatural one, and may have arisen partly from a
reminiscence of a feature in these villages which is of real interest. I have mentioned the
possibility of persons outside the agnatic group being admitted to a share. Sometimes,
too, at a not very remote period, under pressure of some extravagant demand for

revenue from a local governor, a number of persons will have been invited on to the
land to help cultivation, with the promise of never being asked to pay more than the
proprietors themselves paid; but, even so, I doubt whether these privileged helpers
would be considered as actually a part of the “brotherhood.” It is possible also that after
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a long course of harsh exaction – such as the Sikh rule produced in the Panjab –
difference of origin may have been forgotten. In those times, it is well-known, the
officials made no distinction between proprietor and tenant – they took from everyone
on the land, the utmost farthing that could be got. Separate grades of right might then

become confused; and ultimately, when the village was settled under happier auspices,
the “brotherhood,” or the group of co-sharers actually in possession of holdings, might
be allowed to include some families of different descent. But that is not always, or even
frequently, the case. So generally is the distinction between proprietary and non-
proprietary holders observed, that very often cases have occurred where a real
proprietor has left the village in debt – which debt his fellows have had to make good –
and he has sought re-entry after many years. In that case, unless he pays up the money,
he will very likely be re-admitted only to the holding of his own former fields, but

without a voice in the management or any share in profits – he remains outside the
“brotherhood.”

I must not omit to add a word about the tenants in such villages, for it is the existence of
degrees of right and privilege of this class that has led, principally, to the idea of
parallel layers or strata in the social constitution of communities. But let it be said at
once that tenants, even those paying no rent (only the revenue share), are only tenants –

not part of the “brotherhood.” It may be, and often is, the case – for instance, in the
Rajput communities of the N.W. Provinces – that the tenants are descendants of older
cultivating settlers who once had independent rights, over whom the landlord family
established its superiority. In other cases the “tenants” are a body of lower caste (or
poorer high caste) cultivators and dependents, established by the founder or
proprietary-family in the virgin waste, where there was no already existing body of
cultivators. And then there may not only be these two groups of interest, but a third or
more. For suppose a family settled in a village as “overlords” over an earlier group, and

soon fully recognized as landlords. After a longer or shorter term of prosperity, this
body has become overborne by some new conquest or usurpation; then the newcomers
will crystallize into the actual “proprietary brotherhood,” and the others will sink down
into the tenant rank, only not so completely as those first-mentioned, and will perhaps
retain rights of occupancy or other privilege115. But only the “actual proprietors” of the
time constitute the “brotherhood.” In all these matters the theory misrepresents the
actual joint village almost as seriously as it fails to correspond with the facts regarding

the severalty type. I fear there is no disguising the truth that the theory is based on a
radically defective view of the real principles which underlie the formation of either
kind of village.
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Chapter 7 – Ideas of “Property” or “Ownership”

There are a few general observations to be made regarding the development of ideas of
property in land; and how far “common” or “collective” ownership can be regarded as
a natural thing; and what is the effect of the “joint family” custom among agricultural
tribes. There are also some reflections which occur as to the practical uses of the
“village” form of landholding and its social and economic aspects.

From one point of view the idea of property “in common” is not a primitive or simple
one. It may be taken to imply a prior recognition of what “property” or “ownership” is;
and that, again, involves such an analysis as the Roman lawyers made when they
considered the intentions and powers existing in relation to land or other objects, which
distinguished an “owner” from a person who might have certain rights, and yet not be
the owner. The right to use, the right to destroy, the right to alienate, the right to enjoy
the produce, the right to defend the property against aggression, these combined and
permanent rights may originate in various ways. Until some such conception is realized

(and that is not likely in a very primitive stage), and there is a law and a system of
public justice to recognize and enforce it, “ownership,” it may be urged, can hardly be
said to exist at all. It is when “ownership” is regularly understood, that there arises the
further conception that the exercise of such a right may reside in one person or in a
body of co-sharers – whether divided in fact or not – or it may reside in a “common”
holding, in a body with no shares, but all receiving from the common fund such
amount as is needed for their support, without a thought that this man (from his place

in the family or otherwise) has a right to one-third or one-twentieth, or any other certain
proportion.

On the other hand, it may be urged that, as a matter of fact, long before any such legal
conception is elaborated, the earliest of mankind easily acquire an undefined but
operative sense of ownership, which they manifest by having a natural consciousness of
a sufficient justification, when they expel or put to death enemies who should attempt
to graze cattle, to dig wells, to cut trees, or to cultivate the soil, within the understood

limits of their settlement. This undefined idea of ownership seems to arise, naturally,
from some sense of labor undergone, or skill or velour exercised, in the acquisition. At a
time when almost boundless forest covers the land, no one is likely to regard a tree as
more the subject of ownership than the air or the water of a great river. But let one man
fell a tree, and prepare from the trunk a canoe, a rudely ornamented cup or platter, or a
club, and he naturally conceives himself entitled to the product of his workmanship in a
way that no one else is. And it is the same with a plot of land. A man and his family

laboriously clear it, dig up the stumps, level it, and make it into a maize field; they are
felt to have (in some sense) a special right to it, though no one could yet define the
elements of the conception of such ownership. And it depends on how the labor is
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expended, whether it is by an individual or a group, that the right is felt to reside in the
individual or the group. It is well-known that in the only place where the “Laws of
Manu” allude to a right in land, the title is an individual one, and is attributed to the
natural source – still so universally acknowledged throughout India – that a man was

the first to remove the stumps and prepare the land for the plough. At the same time we
see, from very early times, how the grain produce of every allotment is not all taken by
the owner of the land, but part of it is by custom assigned to this or that recipient. It is
not, observe, that the land allotment itself is not completely separated; but when the
crop is reaped, the owner (as we may call him) at once recognized that out of his grain
heap at the threshing floor, not only the great chief or Raja, and his own immediate
headman, but a variety of other villagers, have customary rights to certain shares – if it
is only sometimes a few double handfuls or other small measure. All this seems to

spring from the sense of co-operation (however indirect) in the work of settlement that
made the holding possible116. It seems to me quite clear that a sense of individual
“property” in land may arise coincidently with a sense of a certain right in others to
have a share of the produce (on the ground of cooperation), and that the two are not felt
to conflict. So far, the natural sentiment is one rather of individual right, tempered by
the obligation to give part of the produce to helpers and rulers, or for the needs of pious
charity or worship.

But settlements of agriculturists, in early times especially, do not usually begin with one
man or one family clearing a patch in an unoccupied country. A clan group, or perhaps
a still larger body, has marched to the place and has taken possession, either because
the land was uncleared or unoccupied, or because an enemy has been expelled or
enslaved. Then the feeling is that every tribesman who has taken part in the adventure
must have his equal share. And it is an observed fact (which will demand separate
notice) that often when a “close kindred” or existing family gets a lot, there is a further

internal sense of ownership by the whole family, which is in abeyance as long as the
head lives, but which takes effect (again in equal division) as soon as the head dies.
“Shares” in a village area, as I have already said, are no afterthought; they invariably
arise coevally with the appropriation of the site. In one class of cases they arise out of
the equal allotment of the territory among the tribesmen, the clan, and the smaller
group. No such thing as common holding can be traced for a time previous to such
allotment; it is made as soon as possible, or goes on continuously as the numbers grow.

In another class of cases shares arise from the fact that a particular person or family of
distinction has dominated the village, and the “family” together is regarded as a unit
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which is known to consist of sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons117, each of whose
proportional right depends on his birth and place in the table of descent. It is really this
latter class alone that furnished our theorists with their idea of the Indian village in
general.

It becomes necessary, then, to inquire a little into this matter of the “joint family,” and
how the conception arises that the undefined sort of “ownership,” of which I have
spoken, attaches (at least in some tribes and regions) to the family as a whole.

The custom that a body of agnates are co-heirs, that the father is head while he lives, but
that his sons have inchoate rights with him from the moment of their birth, is one that is
not distinctively Aryan. It is prominent in all the later agricultural tribes of the north –

Jat, Gujar, Rajput, etc. It is especially held to where the family has pretensions to rank
and dignity; but even should it be modified in some respects in the more “democratic”
clans or castes, still it affects the inheritance in the separated lots just as much as it may
affect the constitution of a property embracing the whole village. The same custom is
observed by the Muhammadan tribes – many of whom it is true are converts; but it is
also followed by Pathans and others, who were always Moslem, The fact is that the
strict Muhammadan law of inheritance, with its complicated exclusions of one branch

in the presence of another, and so forth, must have arisen among a people whose
property was chiefly in camels and merchandise, and perhaps houses; it is entirely
unsuited to dealing with ancestral land. So much is certain that the joint family custom
can exist in various forms, and need not exist at all.

Possibly the Roman idea of the father as absolute owner, and of his children as having
no rights at all, until they are emancipated or pass out of his hands by marriage, is a
later and quite special development. It never appeared, as far as we know, in India.

As known to our Hindu law books, and to the decisions of the Privy Council, the joint
family is a much more elaborated and more religious institution than as it exists among
the agricultural communities. In the same way the law of adoption, as known to the
Hindu commentators, is rather widely different to the custom prevailing among
agrarian tribes. The whole custom is directed to preserving land in the male agnate line;
or, at least (if that fails), in the wider kindred. Hence alienation is restricted; and so is

adoption, which practically might act as a kind of alienation out of the line of customary
heirs.

One of the interesting questions concerning the joint family is whether the earlier
Dravidian tribes in India possessed it? It does not seem necessarily to belong to a state
of life in which the patriarchal regime is established, though the rule as found in Hindu
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law, or in any of the Northern agricultural tribes, is certainly on a patriarchal basis.
There is reason to believe that the Kolarian tribes were once matriarchal, and yet the
little groups of descendants from a common mother might form a house communion,
which is a kind of enlarged joint family. That any of the real Turanians or Dravidians of

Central and Southern India were at one time matriarchal, does not seem to me at all
ascertained. And the later, organized, tribes to whom I have attributed the origin of the
“severalty” village, were certainly not so. If, as seems probable, they came from
countries not far removed from the original home of the Aryan tribes, and some of them
were more or less contemporaneous with the Yadava and other Aryans in their invasion
of India, it certainly seems likely that they had a patriarchal organisation, as the Aryans
(of the Veda) certainly had. If the later dominant Turanian tribes had exhibited a
matriarchal plan of relationship, it seems unlikely that it would escape all mention in

early literature. More, of course, cannot be said118. Whatever definitely Dravidian
custom we have traces of is on a patriarchal basis. Among the Kandhs, for example, the
father holds the family lot in complete control during his life; and his sons, even when
adult, live and work with him, forming a kind of house communion; only after his
death they will share the property equally. It is expressly stated that “the sons have no
property during their father’s lifetime119.” Nor is any restriction mentioned as to the
father’s alienating land. The Chota Nagpur village organization too is certainly

patriarchal.

Among the Jat, Rajput, and other tribes settled in the Panjab, the custom is also certainly
patriarchal; but here the father cannot alienate ancestral land (except under pressure of
necessity) without the consent of the family; and in general his power of defeating the
expectation of collaterals (where he has no son) by making an adoption, is variously
restricted. Evidently the custom of a joint family is closely connected with the future
joint inheritance. If a man acquires a village by grant or purchase, and proceeds, with

the aid of his sons and servants, to improve the waste, to acquire first this and then that
holding, and so become owner of the whole, it may be thought that he is naturally
entitled to dispose of the whole as “acquired” by himself alone; but the sons, having
helped in the establishment of the property, will probably regard themselves as having
a title to share in it, by virtue of participation in the work of “founding”; and so, in the
first degree, there is not much risk of the estate being lost before it comes to be inherited
by anyone. .And when once the land has descended to heirs, the next and following

series will regard it as “ancestral.” It is noteworthy that the superior (dominating)
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families and the conquering tribes always speak of their ownership right (whether in
the family or in the clan at large) as “the inheritance” (wirasat, mirasi, etc.). In these
cases the feeling that actuates a whole clan seems, in part, at least, to be the same as that
which appears in the microcosm of a single close-kindred. They are (ideally) joint-heirs

of the common ancestor, and as all represent him, all take their share. And this is
combined with the feeling that all have expended labor, skill, or money, and have
perhaps undergone personal risk, and so are still further entitled, on this ground, to an
equal share. Whether this is an equal share per capita at the moment of dividing the
acquisition, or whether it is the share that follows from the grade in the table of descent,
depends on the nature and origin of the family, or the clan group, whether they have a
monarchical, “feudal,” system or not.

We cannot tell whence the joint family and joint inheritance rules long observed in
India were originally derived. We know of no time when the custom can be affirmed to
have been non-existent among the tribes who formed the villages of Northern India.

As regards the general progress of ideas of ownership in India, we may resume the
whole subject by saying that it is quite possible – and indeed almost certain – that we
have first to allow for a nomadic stage, which gradually passes into an elementary form

of village settlements, or rather of little groups of hamlets, each having a patch of
cultivation only for its own common purposes; and that here it is likely that a
(barbarous) matriarchal rule will subsist. The people gather at a festival, and the men of
one village form temporary connections with the women of another (as Mr. Hewitt has
described). The children born know only their mothers, and become the “children of the
village,” in which the males (who are not their fathers) are the managers. No hereditary
or permanent chief can exist; but some one of the more capable persons is chosen as the
managing head. In such a stage, “property” can hardly exist at all; and there is little

objection to say that cultivation is practiced for the common support of the local group.
But the time comes when more advanced tribes, having the idea of marriage, and
consequently of “the family,” and of patriarchal society (with its elders and chiefs),
obtain the upper hand; and then it is that we see more a complete village, divided into
allotments, but still subject to customs of tribal union and redistribution of holdings – to
secure equality – becoming organized. This village it is that originates the plan of the
allotted or “severalty” village, which is the commonest form. In still later times another

series of tribes, or families with the joint inheritance custom, dominate Upper India; and
it is their family law, or their idea of allotting land to each member of the tribe or clan,
that produces the form of “joint” village known in the north.

The early condition of landed property in village groups is not then one of “communal
ownership,” but is one dependent on the tribal organization of society which provides
an equal subsistence lot for every member of the tribe. And if this is followed by further
developments of joint family inheritance and the domination of particular aristocratic or

influential families, we have co-sharing brotherhoods claiming landlord rights.
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Moreover, in all cases the circumstances of life demand a close union for defence, so
that, whether by tribal aggregation or family union, or by voluntary association, the
joint or cohesive village as we see it in the North of India is preserved.
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Chapter 8 – Some Practical Aspects of Village Institutions

It remains only to make a few remarks as to the social and political advantages (or
disadvantages) arising from the village organization of agrarian society, whether that
organization is in the form of the severalty village under a headman, or a body which,
organized under joint family custom, or under some other form of tribal or family
allotment, is in some sense “joint” and dealt with as a “proprietary unit” by the
Administration.

In early days, whenever a district came under the N.W. Provinces authorities, the
system required the village to be dealt with as a whole, as an unit, whether it was so
naturally or not; and the method of the (so-called) raiyatwari provinces, where each
holding was dealt with separately, was regarded by officials trained in the north-
western school with something like horror120. But all that has long passed away.

With the later well-organized establishments, it is just as easy to deal with thousands of

separate holdings, grouped in villages, as it is to deal with a number of whole villages.
And we have two Land-Revenue systems – one treating the village as a whole (but
carefully recording all shares and separate rights), the other frankly adapted to the
severalty village of the peninsula, and assessing each holding in complete
independence.

The village organization of society – whether the village itself is of one type or the other

– offers many facilities for rural administration, for repression of crime, and gradually
for bringing about attention to simple systems of sanitation. The village system also
enables the agrarian districts to dispense with a poor law. Each village will secure its
infirm and pauper inhabitants at least from starvation, without the intervention of any
poor-rate machinery.

Moreover, the district officers are much more readily brought into friendly contact with
the people, from village to village; each brings forward a new group of headmen and

local elders, from whom the state of the country, the prevalence of sickness or cattle
disease, or suffering from drought, or local famine, can be at once known. A vast
number of separate points of communication exist, and the whole area of a district is
divided up into small sections, which can be examined one by one, just as an engraver
divides a picture he has to copy into little squares, so as to concentrate attention, and
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direct it successively to every section in detail. In parts of Bengal, for example, the
district officer is almost dependent on the police officers scattered about at local stations
for information regarding the country affairs. There are no other points of
communication: the village organization has almost completely decayed under the

influence of the greater landlords. This, however, does not apply so much to those parts
where the landowners are really peasant proprietors, and no large estates exist.

The village system produces all the advantages, but also the disadvantages, of “peasant
proprietorship” in their full extent. For whether it is a separate (individual) holding, or
a whole village regarded as the estate of a joint group, the land may be subdivided
again and again, till the ultimate holding is so small that it barely affords the means of
subsistence. In much-divided joint villages, especially where the plan of division is at all

complicated, the whole of the co-sharers are really in the hands of the village
accountant (patwari), who alone knows all the details of the little scattered plots, and the

charge upon each. The joint village is also peculiarly liable to develop cliques and
parties, and even to split into fierce factions; and the co-sharer in one patti, or section,
hates the members of another section cordially121. The success of the northern village
largely depends on the energy and character of the tribe or family group holding it.
There is a vast difference – I must say superiority – for example, when one compares the

villagers of the West Panjab with those of Ambala, or – farther east – of Aligarh (for
example), or of Bihar: not that each race may not have some conspicuous good qualities
of its own.

When the village or the holding becomes much subdivided, the holders are sure to get
into debt. If the clan, caste, or tribe is of a good fibre, it does not allow such excessive
subdivision: the energetic members, who see that all cannot thrive on the paternal
inheritance, take service in the army, the police, or the numerous branches of minor

public service; but even so, the supply of occupation is limited, because all crafts and
industries are so tied to particular castes and hereditary groups and guilds that any
general turning of surplus hands to industrial occupations is hardly possible122.

But when a landholder gets into debt he generally ends by mortgaging his land, and
finally selling it. This does not always, or even frequently, involve his removal. The
purchaser, unless he is a richer co-sharer (under the operation of the custom of pre-

emption which prevails in many villages) will frequently be the village money-lender,
or some non-resident banker desirous of accumulating land as an investment. The old
owner or co-sharer resides still on the land, only he is now the tenant of the purchaser.
This plan is not likely to answer very long if the holding is such that it does not afford
more profit than suffices to support the tenant’s family. The tendency must be either for

121
Ihavenoticedthism oreparticularly intheP anjab,northoftheGujranw aladistrict.

122
S om ething can,ofcourse,be done in thisdirection,especially in helping the village w om en to take up

em broidery andothersuchw orkasthey arenaturally skilled in,tohelpoutthefam ilym aintenance.
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a whole village to fall piecemeal into the hands of some (non-agricultural) owner, or
else it will become held by absentee money-lenders and traders of various origin, and
having no connection one with the other.

It may seem strange that in the progress of ideas regarding the State’s dealing with the
land in India, it never occurred to anyone to utilize, rather than abandon, the State
ownership of the land. It is well known that when land administration first came under
the direct control of British officers in Bengal in the eighteenth century, it was a firmly-
established doctrine that the State was the owner of all land. Mr. James Grant, in
Bengal, even argued that this was legal and constitutional; and it is not certain whether
Lord Cornwallis took this view or not. It is not necessary here to discuss the question as
it may be argued from the texts of the Hindu or Muhammadan law. It is quite enough

to remember that long before the eighteenth century, de facto the right had been fully
established, and is asserted to this day by all the native states123. Lord Cornwallis
simply desired to abandon it, substituting the Zamindar landlords, whom he found in
managing possession of large estates in Central Bengal. These he hoped to see acting the
part of benevolent owners, at once securing the State revenues and blessing their
tenants by their liberality and kind dealing. When, in the N.W. Provinces (in the
absence of such landlords), attention was turned to establishing the independent rights

of the villages, it was still the policy to give up the State right. The “joint body,” dealt
with as the ideal landlord of the village, is not declared by the Regulation (of 1822), in
so many words, to be “actual proprietor”; but this right is implied, and the whole body,
as well as the several co-sharers, are treated in all respects as owners. Not only so, but
when in Bombay and Madras the individual holding was separately dealt with (without
the intervention of any middleman proprietor or joint responsibility), and when the
supreme ownership of the State was maintained, or at least not formally abrogated124,
still no restriction was placed on the power of alienating the permanent hereditary

occupancy, which for all practical purposes was as good as ownership. It might have
occurred to someone in authority to think that the State ownership should be formally
retained for beneficial purposes, to prevent the ignorant agricultural classes from losing
their lands. The State would, in fact, have retained the nuda proprietas – the bare

ownership of the soil – while giving all the practical benefits to the village co-sharer or
the ryot cultivator; and the effect would have been that the holder could not sell the
land which was not his; and moreover, by express enactment it might have been

123
Itisquite possible,no doubt,to find in S anskritbookspassagesw hich contain vague assertionsofthe king’s

pow er,and ofhisbeing ow nerofeverything;butitw ould be beyond the scope ofthislittle bookto enteron the
discussionofsucham atter.

124
Itisexpressly m aintained underthe term softhe Bom bay R evenue Code.In M adras,w here no such code has

been enacted,itism ore orlesstacitly orinferentially m aintained,because itisso essentially apartofthe system
(form erly ofgreatpracticalim portance)thatany “ occupant” m ay relinquishhisland by noticeatasuitableseason,
and thusbecom e free of the responsibility to pay the land-revenue. W hile thisism aintained,it w ould be
inconsistenttocallthe“ occupant” or“ ryot” thefullow nerofhisholding.
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provided that he should not sell (or charge beyond his own lifetime) the occupancy or
cultivating right in the holding.

As it is, the “ryot,” no less than the co-sharing proprietor of the north, is free to lose his

right by mortgaging and ultimately selling it. Thus many agriculturists have got into
debt, and their lands became hopelessly encumbered, under either system. I am not
saying that this complete laissez faire to the ordinary action of economic forces was or
was not right; but no one seriously considered any other view. The “Ryots Relief
Acts125” and similar provisions have rarely had any great success. To some extent this is
due to the fact that they require very exceptional qualities in the officers who work
them – sympathy, resource, great knowledge of local conditions and the like. But the
provisions at best can only touch a part of the evil. When the debt burdening the share,

or holding, is examined, it is usually found to consist of a vast mass of interest piled up;
and the whole matter is complicated by the fact that the debtor’s payments on account
have been mostly in kind, that even if these have been fully credited in respect of
quantity – which is by no means always the case – the money-lender has put his own
market value on the credit items. The unfortunate debtor disputes both the smallness of
the quantity and the meagerness of the value allowed him; but, alas I he has no
evidence; – no receipts, no regular accounts of his own; and when the arbitrating judges

come to settle the account, though they can reduce the interest easily enough, they can
only deal with the items of the principal account, almost by guess. And even if the debt
is reduced to a reasonable, and per se tolerably accurate, figure, it may well be that the
holding is not capable of yielding enough to support the family, and also to give a
surplus for the installment of the debt besides the revenue and rates. In that case the
fixing of the debt, and even the advance of the whole from the public treasury – to be
repaid by fixed installments constituting a first charge on the land, and extending over a
number of years, at moderate (simple) interest – does not really relieve the holding,

unless the mouths to be fed from it can be largely reduced; and this is rarely practicable.
We have recently heard of proposals to restrict the alienation of land in India. The
difficulty is after the free property system has gone on so long – to introduce any
change. I am only here speaking of villages, and therefore do not allude to the cases of
landlords in Madras, Oudh, etc., where primogeniture prevails, and the owner may
have no power to alienate or charge the estate beyond his own lifetime. But in the
peasant class, any attempt to deal with the subject by a general law would, I fear, result

in a great difficulty. If any change is made, it must be very cautiously in separate
provinces; and even separate districts, and experimentally – first where the conditions
are such that it could be tried with the least appearance of a violent bouleversement.
Especially where many holdings have already passed into the hands of money-lenders
and others, an inquiry, unless very cautiously conducted, might have the effect of

125
T hey havebeenapplied bothinpartsoftheN .W .P rovincesandintheDakhanforthereliefofencum bered

villageow ners,andforryotsw hoseholdingshavebecom eburdenedw ithdebt.
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stirring up alarm and spreading excitement over the towns, in which the monied and
trading interest naturally congregates.

One very hopeful experiment has been made in the Panjab. Here there are in the great

“Doabs” or tracts between two rivers – in the central parts equally removed from the
moistening influence of either river – great stretches of alluvial land fertile enough if
artificially irrigated, but which can only be irrigated by expensive State-made canal
works. In some cases Government has been able to provide the water, laying out (with
reference to the straight canal cuts and cross channels) a number of rectangular blocks
suitable to form holdings, a number of which will aggregate into an (artificial) “village.”
Here the (originally waste) land belongs, without any question, to the State; and so (by
law) does the water; hence it is possible that all settlers, who can be tempted away from

the “congested” districts, can be located as Government tenants, at a very moderate tent
and revenue rate, and without any power of alienation. This plan, though recent, has
now been in working for some time. But we have not heard much of its results; but, as
far as I know, they have been very satisfactory. It is a great pity that this and similar
matters concerning the economic welfare of the peasantry are not thought more worthy
of occasional notice by local “correspondents.” The Panjab scheme has been worked on
a considerable scale. For example, the Doab near the Chinn River contains many

hundred thousand cultivable acres laid out in this way; and there are other centres. The
Panjab Government has to deal with (on the whole) varied and superior agricultural
races, a large proportion of whom cultivate their own lands.

In existing villages, the Panjab law does not encourage the dissolution of the bond of
joint responsibility; and a village cannot become separated completely into independent
parts, except when a “Settlement” is in progress, and then under special conditions. In
the N.W. Provinces, a much larger proportion of the village owners employ tenants,

and look to rental rather than to cultivating profits. Here there is hardly any restriction
on complete severance (including the revenue responsibility) so long as all concerned
agree in asking for it. And the plan is commonly adopted of allowing separate
landholders in the villages to pay their own share of the revenue and rates direct into
the local treasury126. The tendency of the N.W.P. villages is certainly towards their
becoming completely raiyatwari, though the title to the holding is that of complete
proprietary right. And in all cases where the owner is of a non-agricultural caste,

originally or by purchase, we shall have a series of small properties, often held by non-
resident owners, and worked by tenants, some having “occupancy” rights, and other

126
O rdinarily they pay to the lam bardarorrepresentative head ofthe village,orofthe section (patti)to w hich

they belong,the representative being personally responsible for the totalbeing paid in. Com plaintsbecam e
frequentthatthe paym entsm ade to thisperson w erem isapplied,on one pretextoranother;hence the rule that
perm issiontopay directm ightbegiven.Butthistendspow erfully tobreakuptheideaofa“ com m unity.”
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privileges under the Tenant Law127, some being tenants at will paying what is already,
virtually, a competition rent. Such properties will probably tend gradually to
reaccumulate in the hands of a few owners, who will buy up first one plot and then
another, and have estates scattered in plots through half-a-dozen villages or more; but

the “village” will be only a geographical or survey unit; it will hardly have any
meaning, except as a monument of some forgotten unity, which may be once more
gilded by the halo of theories.

127
Itw ould be beyond m y scope to explain the nature ofthe T enantL aw ,w hich,asm ay be supposed,ischiefly

needed in the N orthernP rovincesw here thereare landlords,orjoint-villagesem ployingtenants,and w here these
tenantsare often the rem ainsofoldersettlersw hose rightshave been overborne,but too long ago to m ake it
possible to do m ore than recognize certain privilegesattaching to long possession.T here isageneralaccount of
the T enancy L aw in m y little bookcalled “ A Short Account of the Land Administration of British India” (Clarendon
P ress,1894),pp.133– 144.
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Appendix I

It has been stated that the belief in an original “communal” form of village in peninsular
India was largely due to the conservation of some forms of joint village, which (without
asking anything in detail as to their date or other features), were at once assumed to be
ancient, and to represent relics of an early universal common ownership. I therefore
briefly sketch the different cases where such survivals occur.

I. In Bombay we find (a) in the Gujarat districts a limited number of actually existing
joint villages – in strong contrast with the “severalty” villages all round. In the Dakhan
districts there are only traces of a (more ancient) mirasi tenure prevailing from former
times down to the days of the Marathas.

II. In Madras, especially in the Chingleput district and the immediate vicinity, we have
(fast disappearing) traces of a privileged co-sharing tenure of villages, also Called by
the Moslems mirasi, and by the indigenous people kaniatsi.

I. (a) In some of the Gujarat districts a limited number of villages (narwadari and
bhagdari) are known to be comparatively modern, though a precise date is not
assignable. In both cases they represent the growth of certain dominant families over
the village. In the Broach district these are Bohra128 families, often descended from one
ancestor. In the Kaira district villages the families are of the Kunbi caste, and here
apparently (in some cases) several families had originally joined together for the

purpose of restoring cultivation or taking the revenue responsibility. In time, the
families multiplying in numbers, divided their interests and responsibilities in suitable
shares. But (as usual) they kept together as jointly liable bodies, without which they
would have soon lost their privileged position. As it was, these dominant bodies came
to constitute the corn; munity – the joint proprietors of the whole village. The Bohras
adopted the plan of dividing into fractional shares, according to the “ancestral” system,
following the table of descent – each share of the holding corresponds to a similar
fraction of the revenue liability129. The Kunbis (being probably associate groups of

different families) contracted for a lump sum of revenue on the whole village, and
proceeded to divide it and the cultivation – not by (ancestral) fractional shares – but by
arranging groups of cultivation (including portions of each kind of soil), and making
out a narwa or distribution scheme, which apportioned the revenue responsibility over
the holdings of the different sections or family groups.

128
T heBohraareacastepartly oftraders,partly ofagriculturists.T heKunbiarethew ell-know ncultivatingcaste

ofW esternIndia.T hetotalnum berofthesevillagesdoesnotexceed 347(“ L .S .B.I.,” Vol.III.,p.260).T helargest
num berisintheBroachdistrict,m uchfew erinKaira,andaboutadozeninS urat.

129
Fordetailsand exam ples,see“ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.386 ff.
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(b) The more interesting ancient mirasi traces in many Dakhan villages are fully
discussed in a paper contributed by me to the Royal Asiatic Society’s Journal in 1897130.
It was long ago noticed that in these villages certain lands were said to be minim, and

had once constituted shares in a property which, in fact, included the whole village. In
some cases the complete list of shares could still be traced, and they were all known by
Hindu-Aryan names, and the holders were superior in rank and dignity. Looking back
at the known early history of Western India, I think there can be no doubt that these
were the shares in villages which had become dominated by families of some rank,
perhaps connected with the Maya kingdom of Devagiri, or with the Chalukya or the
Rashtrakuta clans, all well known to history and to our epigraphists. These, being Of
Military; not agricultural caste, perished in the wars that (as a matter of fact) overthrew

the ‘Maya and Chalukya kingdoms in the Middle Ages. The names and locale of the
shares (bhag) remained, owing to the tenacity of tradition which is so notorious
throughout the East; and as the miras tenure was an advantageous one, it was found
possible (for a long time) to continue the privilege, and fill the vacant holdings by the
revenue authorities granting (or even selling) the miras title. Here, then, we have only
the “manorial” growth of dominant, co-sharing families over the villages. But in this
case the families shared the misfortunes of their race and disappeared; while in other

parts of India the joint families persisted, multiplied, and furnished quite numerous
“communities,” dominating the villages, and introducing their own co-sharing
constitution.

II. The vestiges of mirasi tenure in Madras are of a different order131. Tradition in this
case – as accepted by all the best authorities – is supported by the caste and other
features of the villages, which were still plainly in evidence at the end of the eighteenth
century. They were chiefly mediaeval villages established by a succession of

immigrants of a peculiar agricultural race (Vellalan) from North Kanara and elsewhere,
who were with difficulty induced to settle by the promise of exceptional privileges, and
a permanent interest in the villages they established. The success of this special
colonizing enterprise, after many failures, is referred to the efforts of one of the later
Chola kings who ruled in the eleventh century A.D. The case was altogether
exceptional; and the families appear to have found a close cooperation necessary, both
to insure a victory over the difficulties of the enterprise, and also to secure among

themselves the due sharing of the privileged tenure, with its partial exemption from
taxation. We have fair evidence of their mode of allotting the lands each year for

130
Vol.for1897,April,p.239.S eealsom y “ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.380 ff.

131
T hesearethetracesdiscussedinthevolum eentitled“ M irasiP apers,” M adras,1862,tow hichS irH.S .M aine

oncealludes.
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cultivation, and of sharing the profits. In some cases they actually divided the shares on
the ground permanently132.

In all these cases we have varieties of ways in which a special privilege, a grant, or even

the usurpation, of families of superior ability or rank, results in producing a joint body
of proprietors.

In some cases it is over existing severalty villages; in others, the dominant groups (with
the same sense of superiority) have occupied newly established villages, so that there
were no former landholders to become vassals, but only such slaves, tenants, and
helpers as the superior settlers themselves introduced and located. But the whole
circumstances in each case clearly negative the idea that in such traces we have a

primitive and general institution. The raiyatwari was the general form, the mirasi right
a special and privileged growth in and over it, and it certainly had nothing of a
communistic character. In so brief a note I have not attempted to allude to every
instance of an alleged mirasi interest in Madras; but an examination of any village to
which the term mirasi can properly be applied, in districts other than Chingleput, will
always show that it is a case of some grant or dominant right acquired.

132
O fcoursecolonistpartieshavebeenfound inotherpartsofIndia,m ostcom m only onasm allerscale,and w ith

no particulardifficultiesto contend w ith,so thatexceptionaladvantagesare notexpected orgranted.In the S .E.
P anjab m any (individual)villagesw ere founded by colonist bodies,w ho have fallen into the joint village class
becausethey readily accepted ajointliability forrevenue.
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PREFACE

It cannot be necessary to write a formal preface to so small a book. But I may be allowed
to make use of the space for two purposes. First, I have to express my thanks to Prof. W.
J. Ashley, M.A., of Harvard University, and late Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford, not

only for the suggestion that a short account of the Indian village should be written, but
for valuable advice and criticism in the course of writing it.

Secondly, I have to say a few words about the (not very frequent) Indian words (Hindi,
Persian, etc.) which occur. I have avoided them wherever I could; but sometimes they
are needed for the sake of readers in India, or because there is no satisfactory
equivalent; partly also because they show that the thing indicated is, or is not,
indigenous; that it has been borrowed from the Moslems, or is an older Hindu

institution. Now, the only tolerable way in which such words can be given in print, is
by transliterating into Roman character; and people then say “we do not know how
they should be pronounced.”

But for practical purposes, it is quite easy to pronounce Indian words at least
intelligibly. Only remember that they are not English, and in particular, that the letter

“a” (without accent) which so commonly occurs must never be pronounced with the

peculiar sound of the English “flat,” “that,” “many,” etc. It is uniformly like the u in
“bun,” so that the Hindi syllables mani, e.g., are read like the English word “money.”
Each vowel has a short or unaccented use, also a broad or accented, thus

a – â (as in English) “bun” – “ba(r)n”
i – î (as in English) “pit” – “peat”
u – û (as in English) “pull” – “pool”

(ê) is regarded as a diphthong, and is always with “ay” (têl = “tale”), ô is always long as

in “post.”

These sounds are invariable. I have not marked the variations in the consonants, except
to write q when the Arabic (k) is indicated. But it will be well to state the th is never
sibilant (as in “this” or “thin”) in Indian dialects, it is only t with an aspirate; g is always
hard, never as in “gin” (which would be j).

Oxford, July, 1899. B. H. B-P.
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Indian Village Communities

Chapter 1 – General History of the Question of Indian Village Origins

The object of this little book is to explain, in the compass of a few pages, and as
untechnically as possible, the nature and origin of Indian village communities, with

special reference to the commonly received theories about them. Many people have
heard vaguely that the villages represent an ancient “communal” holding of land;
others have heard that this theory has been much doubted. They would perhaps like to
know more about the subject without having to make a prolonged or very detailed
study.

These Indian communities are living, and not, like the “Teutonic mark,” dead. The
importance of observing and understanding them for the purposes of the comparative

history of institutions, and for economic science in general, is admitted on all hands. But
often as “the village” is alluded to in histories or other books on Indian subjects, it is
dealt with chiefly as the creature of theory – a thing in the air, rather than an existing
institution, which can be studied with reference to historic facts, times, and places, and
to tribes and families of known race and location. And the year 1870 (or some nearly
approaching period) may be taken as the birth-time (in England) of a general theory
regarding the origin and nature of Indian villages. This theory obtained such wide

currency that it soon seemed to be beyond the reach of question. All Indian villages
were regarded as having been originally constituted in a single (typical) form; this form
being, consequently, spoken of as archaic date and of “Aryan” parentage. So conceived,
“the village community” was asserted to represent a group of persons or households
who cultivated and owned their land “in common”; it was, in short, an important and
widespread oriental survival of that “ownership in common” which was believed to
have been universally antecedent to the development of individual property in later
times. The best known exposition of this theory is to be found in the works of the late

Sir H. S. Maine, especially in his “Village Communities of the East and West1,” and in
several lectures, afterwards collected in a book entitled “The Early History of
Institutions2.” Let us, however, not misunderstand the author’s position in these works.
He treats the conception of “the village” as if it were based on a certainty. The evidence
he possessed established so much, at least, that they were joint-bodies or close, self-
managing communities. That was enough. He never proposed to go into detail, or give
a complete account of their origin or history. The village is conceived in the abstract,

and is introduced as a well-known phenomenon. It is the extreme generality of his

1
T hefirsteditionisdated1871.M y quotationsarefrom thethirdedition,andindicated by theletters“ V.C.”

2
Dated 1874– 5;indicatedas“ E.H.I.”
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view, expressed, as it is, in lucid phrases, that caused it to be so easily and so widely
read and remembered.

About ten years after the publication of these works, it fell to my lot (under

circumstances which need not be detailed) to prepare an account of the Land Systems
and Land-Revenue Administration of British India. This was first published in Calcutta.
And ten years later a new and more complete work on the same subject was prepared
and published at Oxford3. At this time the village theory was in full possession of the
field, and was supported by all the authority of Sir H. S. Maine’s name, as well as
recommended by the charm of his style and the suggestiveness of his method. It is true
that, as far as concerns the general prevalence of primitive communal ownership and
the “Teutonic mark,” the works of M. Fustel de Coulanges and others had already

raised serious doubts; but their argument hardly touched the Indian phenomena – at
least directly. However that may be, all this time the materials for a detailed study of
the Indian villages in all parts of the great empire had been rapidly accumulating.
Evidence, far superior in character to anything that had before been obtained, was now
in print; and it covered a much wider field of inquiry, including provinces about which
little or no information was available before 1870. Administrative Systems in India, and
the Land Revenue System more especially, cannot be dealt with without giving an

account of the land tenures. And to describe the village tenures according to the facts as
they appeared in the light of the fuller evidence, was to make something of a new
departure. It was not, indeed, necessary, in describing the Land Revenue System, to
discuss the origin of villages, or dispute theories; but even the limited account that was
indispensable could not fail to suggest a widely different view of the subject. In order,
therefore, to examine still further the facts in the light of later information, it was
desirable to collect the available evidence in a separate book4. Of this I will say no more
than that it cannot be easy reading, because so much detail is necessary, and because it

is so very difficult to marshal the matter in such an order that it shall be intelligible to
those who have not any long Indian experience. I find, in fact, that my meaning has
often been misapprehended. It seems, therefore, desirable that an opportunity should
be taken of offering (in as brief a compass as the nature of the subject will admit) a
general re-statement of the case and of the general conclusions which appear to be
justifiable. In doing this, it is necessary to indicate why it is that many facts of which
evidence is now abundant were unknown to Sir H. S. Maine, and how it is that the

information available to that distinguished exponent of historical jurisprudence seemed
to him so conclusive, and was really so imperfect, and in some respects misleading5.

3
“ The Land Systems of British India,” 3 vols.:ClarendonP ress,1892.Inthesequelthisisreferredtoas“ L .S .B.I.”

4
“ The Indian Village Community,” 1 vol.:L ongm ans,1896.T hisisreferred to shortly in the sequelas“ Ind.Vill.

Com .”

5
S irH.S .M aine severaltim esspeaksofthe com pletenessw ith w hich the Indian village had been observed;and

thoughhesuggeststheneedofre-exam iningtheevidenceonsom epoints(“ V.C.,” pp.12,13),hebetraysnosense
thatthe evidence itself(in general)w asdeficient,and thatthe areacovered by itw asbutsm allcom pared to the
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And when this has been explained, it will be proper to indicate the nature of the later
and improved evidence that has become available. Next, after some preliminary
explanations regarding the agricultural population of India, I shall endeavor to account
for the two separate forms of village (and the several varieties of one of the forms), and

to show how they really came into existence. And then it will be desirable shortly to
criticize the , hitherto accepted theory, showing how it fails to satisfy the conditions in
the case of either kind of village. Finally, I shall add a few general remarks on the
subject of village ownership, and note some considerations suggested by the economic
aspects of village life.

extentofallIndia.“ N o Indian phenom enon,” he says(“ V.C.,” p.103),“ hasbeen m ore carefully exam ined,and by
m enm orethoroughly inearnest,thantheVillageCom m unity.” Butthis“ observation” w asfrom theadm inistrative
revenue pointofview ,and w asvery little directed to the history orethnography ofthe villages.T o anyone w ho
hascom pared the docum entsavailable before (orabout)1870 w ith the m aterialssince m ade accessible,S irH.
M aine’srem arkw illappeartruly astonishing.
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Chapter 2 – Explanation of Terms

There are certain terms which must be made use of in this discussion, of which I had
better at once interpolate an explanation; and this of itself will, perhaps, not be quite
devoid of interest to anyone who cares to know about Indian economic conditions
generally. One of them, the term Village, we have already more than once employed;
and in speaking of village institutions it is hardly possible to avoid, allusion to tribes or
clans and their customs, for into such groups the Indian people once always were – and

still are, in many cases – divided. Then, too, we shall often have occasion to allude to
the Revenue Settlement and the Settlement Report. These three subjects may be shortly

explained, by way of introduction to what follows, and this plan will avoid
subsequently interrupting the course of argument by explanations.

What is a Village?

(1) First as to a village; the term does not refer merely to a street or group of buildings –

as in England of to-day; it includes both the cluster of houses and the surrounding lands
cultivated. Such a group has always a local name and known limits. It is a fact that the
level plains of India6 were originally brought under cultivation in groups of holdings,

each group ultimately, but not always at first, having defined boundaries, and covering
from a few hundred to two or three thousand acres. It depends on the density of the
agricultural population whether these groups are actually contiguous and cover the

whole district like the squares of a chess-board, or whether they are more dispersed –
stretches of barren waste, or jungle land dividing one from the other.

So much for the village area. But in all cases alike, the body of persons residing on,

owning, or cultivating the land thus separately circumscribed, must necessarily tend to
form, in some sense, a “community” more or less self-contained. In the first place the
inhabitants reside together, very often in one central group of houses or cottages, built

on an elevation at some convenient point within the village area7. Such a village
dwelling-site is often surrounded by mud walls, having gateways which lead into
narrow and tortuous lanes. Outside is an open space, on which all the village cattle
assemble in the evening, and where the village weavers stretch the webs for the cloth
they are going to weave for local use. There is often a common “tank,” or a pond, or a

6
T here are certain placesnot only in the hilldistrictsbut also in the plains,w here (from physicaland clim atic

causeschiefly)villagegroupsarenotfound.S ee“ Ind.Vill.Com m .”

7
In som e casesthe tendency,especially oflatertim es,isforseveralsm allham letsto be form ed,orforsm all

groupsoffarm sto be scattered about.Itw illbe understood thatm y descriptionisvery general,and thattheform
ofbuilding,ofm ud,brick,bam boo,thatch,tiles,etc.,etc.,variesextrem ely.Ihavecollected anum berofnoticesof
thesubjectinm y “ Ind.Vill.Com m .”
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public well, for the general use; also the village temple, shrine, or mosque, as the case
may be. Usually there is a small grove, or at least a spreading tree with a raised
platform round it, which forms the common meeting place. Beside the dwellings of the
principal landholders are also the cottages of dependents and subordinate tenants, as

well as of the farm laborers, village servants, and artificers.8

The term “village servants” needs a word of elucidation. Every village is obliged to
provide for itself the means of supplying the simple wants of life. The people could not
go to a perhaps far distant town to buy shoes or find a carpenter; and hence they attract
to themselves, and provide for, a little group (varying in different parts) of resident
artificers and servants – a potter, a blacksmith, a cobbler, carpenter, washerman,
sweeper, cattle-keeper, men to keep watch and ward, a barber to shave them (who also

practices a rude kind of surgery and carries messages connected with betrothals), and
so on. These servants live permanently in the village, and become hereditary; they are
not paid by the job9 but work for every village resident for a fixed annual (or harvest)
allowance of grain, cash, and perquisites.. In some parts they have small holdings of
rent-free land, which (like the duty itself) are hereditary10. So are the village officers, of

whom I must next speak.

Provision has to be made for managing village affairs and local governance. And here it
is that one of the fixed marks of distinction between two great classes of village, which
will henceforth need to be distinguished, comes into view. In one class an important
hereditary Headman (called patel and by other names11) is an essential part of the
constitution. He occupies a central building (in some places called the garhi, i.e., fort); he

has privileges of dignity and precedence on ceremonial occasions, and frequently a

8
In S outh India,ow ing to caste arrangem ents,the village m enialsoflow caste (orno caste at all)are kept

together,justoutsidethevillagers’ dw ellings.T hisfacthasbeennoticed by M aine(“ V.C.,” p.127)– oneofthefew
placesinw hichhem entionsthevillagesofthesouth.Butitisnot,ashesays,am atterof“ certainvillages,” itisthe
universalfeatureintheM adrasdistricts.Itshould berem em bered,m oreover,thatthelow castem enials,etc.,ofa
northern village are not a bit m ore part of the “ village com m unity” than these southern out-castes; the
“ com m unity” really consistsofthe “ colonistsand invaders” – the landow nersofthe village.T hissubject w illbe
m entionedfurtherinthesequel.

9
T hepersonsrequiringw orkdonesupply theirow nm aterials,orelsepay forthem ;therem ay bespecialcustom s

inthisrespect.

10
T he institution ofhereditary land attached to village service ischiefly observed (w hereithassurvived atall)in

thatclassofvillage w hich isprevalentin the Dakhan and the south ofIndia.T he rem ark(“ V.C.,” p.126)thatthis
form ofpaym entism ostcom m oninthe(joint)villagesofthenorth(therereferredto)iscertainly notcorrect.

11
Itisstated in som e booksthatthe patel, orheadm an,w asfirstappointed by the rulerofthe state.Itisquite

possible thatin m ore recenttim esofM ughaland M arathadom ination,the governorm ay have assum ed to m ake
and unm ake such appointm ents,forhisow n purposes;butthatdoesnotalterthe factthatthe headm an isreally
an integralpartofthevillage constitution;he w as,in fact,the leader,the head ofthe eldestorchieffam ily ofthe
originalsettlers.Itw asthe accountant,notthe headm an,w hose office w asadded on by the state – to lookafter
therevenue.
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valuable holding of land (watan) which is his in virtue of hereditary office12. Such an

officer is often assisted by executive deputies. In former days, the villages relied greatly
on the protection given by this official: his moral influence, and even his material power
(for he often had a considerable following), helped to keep oppression at bay. Certain it

is that some vestige of old clannish loyalty13 must be invoked to explain the attachment
of the people to the old patelgi family. If a ruler wished to restore cultivation in an

abandoned village, he would hardly succeed without taking pains to trace out a
genuine representative of the old patel’s family to head the returning party. If another

headman had to be appointed, it was always understood that he would vacate the post
directly a real descendant made his appearance.

But in another form of village, where the landowning body is composed of a dominant

class, holding the whole jointly or in shares, no such headman is found14. Village affairs
are, or formerly were, controlled by a council of elders or heads of the co-sharing
householders – all being equal in rank – not official chiefs15. The co-sharing families are
in fact too jealous of their equal position to allow any one man to take the lead as the
patel of a Central Indian or Dakhan village did. But in both forms of village an
“accountant and registrar” (patwari, kulkarni, or karnam, etc., in the south) early became

a necessity; because very probably hardly any other person could write or cast accounts.

Such an official has, in the north, only a limited claim that his son should succeed him;

12
S ee m y “ Ind.Vill.Com .,” pp.14,15.S uch holdingsare now only locally intact;butthe institution itselfcan be

very w idely traced.Asaprivileged holdingitw asnaturally one very likely to becom e surcharged,and lost,in days
ofharsh revenue adm inistration,and disregard ofrights.S irH.M aine (“ V.C.,” p.123)speaksofthe villagesunder
headm en ascasesthat“ frequently occur.” T hisishardly an adequate expression ofthe factthatthisform isone
thatuniform ly prevailsoverprovincesaggregatingm orethanhalfam illionsquarem ilesinextent.

13
Ishallexplainfurtheronw hatism eantby thesereferencesto“ tribe” or“ clan.”

14
Forofficialpurposesconnected w ith the R evenue,P olice,etc.,aheadm an (orone foreach section ofvillage)

hasbeenappointed,andtheofficehasbeenallow ed tobecom epartly elective.T hislam barday (ashishalf-English
designation of “ num ber-holder” indicates) isno part of the originalconstitution,but m erely the agent or
representativeofthevillageinitsdealingsw iththedistrictauthorities.

15
S irH.S .M ainehasim plied ratherthanstated thatthecouncilistheoriginaluniversalform ,and thatw herethe

headm anisfound itisalaterchange;see,forexam ple,“ V.C.,” p.123 and p.154 (w hereheusesthephrase,“ Even
w here the governm ent hasgassed to one hereditary officer,” etc.)T here isno w arrant forsuch asuggestion.If
anything,it isthe reverse;avillage w ith aheadm an m ay becom e dom inated by ajoint-body,and the headm an
m ay disappear,or at least hisdistinctive position and authority m ay. W here the headm an isfound (allover
peninsularIndia)he certainly hasnot superseded any otherauthority.It w illbe understood that the councilor
com m ittee spoken ofisthe standing body – m uch m ore in evidence form erly than itisnow – w hich m anagesthe
com m onaffairs.A panchayatorcom m itteeofeldersforsettlingdisputesisassem bled inevery form and condition
ofvillage,w hetherin the north orsouth,and quite independently ofw hat the village constitution is.It w as,and
stillis,to som e extent,the universalIndian m ode ofsettling caste,socialand land cases,and especially boundary
disputes.But the body (consisting only ofm em bersofthe proprietary fam ilies)w hich once governed the joint-
villageisastandingcom m itteeforreferenceinallaffairsofcom m oninterest.Itisnotam ereoccasionalassem bly
ofelders,called togetherw henthereisadispute,butthecontinuingand ordinary governingbody asopposed toa
single“ headm an,” ortheoligarchy ofafew chiefsand officers.
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and he may now (in some places) be transferred from one charge to another like an
ordinary public officer16. But in the south the karnam is always hereditary, and is (or

ought to be) reckoned as strictly belonging to his own village. There are also rural police
or guardians of the village and its lands and boundaries, sometimes “trackers” to follow

stolen cattle, and messengers who act under orders of the headman or other governing
authority, as the case may be17.

I have hitherto only incidentally said anything about the nature of the connection which
the personnel of the “village” – at least, the cultivating or landowning class – has with
the soil. To do that more expressly, I again am obliged to distinguish between the two
classes of village already intimated. Before I do so, let me emphasize the fact that every
village (whatever its difference as regards the interest in the soil) is a more or less

isolated group with its own officers, menials, etc., so that there must arise certain
common interests; and the group is sure to develop a certain sense of solidarity, quite
apart from any question of communal or collective ownership. The grouping of
holdings in a more or less compact village form was a necessity of (permanent)
agricultural establishment, under the early conditions of Indian life, both physical and
social. Their comparative isolation resulted from similar causes. Where the population
is sparse, it may be that the residents of a village rarely leave its neighborhood; their

own “community” is almost the only society known to them; the world beyond is
strange. Often the land-owning class of one village is (at the present day) of a different
tribe or caste to that of the next; and there may be no friendly feeling, if not a positive
feud, between them. Everything tended to make each village self-contained, and to
originate institutions that kept its caste, or family, or tribal connection (where such
already existed) in remembrance. So far, and so far only, is there any unity of type
which extends to all provinces alike.

But to return to the rights in the soil. Here we have two conditions marking two distinct
classes or kinds of village. In one – which also is distinguished by the hereditary
headman – there is no ownership of the whole village by a single proprietor, nor joint-
ownership of it by a body of co-sharers, but the whole area is divided into a number of
separate and independent holdings. Each separate holding may now have several
sharers in it, because the families have long become “Hindus,” and follow the joint-
family custom; but the holdings themselves are separate and always were so, as far as

any evidence goes. Indeed, by comparison with certain ancient but still surviving local
customs, we are able (at least with probability) to account for this form of village, on its
own basis of separately allotted holdings, as perhaps the earliest organized (though not
the earliest rudimentary) form of permanent agricultural village in India.

16
Asam atteroffact,intheN .W .P .and P anjab,inm oderntim es,thepatw ari,besidesbeingtrainedand taughtto

survey,isinchargenotofasinglevillage,butofa“ circle,” w hichm ay includetw oorthreevillages.

17
Fordetailsastovillageservants,andacertainclassificationofthem accordingtorank,see“ Ind.Vill.Com m .”
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In the other class of village we find the whole area claimed (in shares) by a dominant
class, who, in some cases, cultivate their own holdings (e.g., the Jat villages of the
Panjab), but frequently have a body of tenants under them. Such tenants may be either
the remnants and representatives of an original cultivating body dominated (under a

variety of circumstances) by the present co-sharers, or may be dependents and settlers
located by them. This class of village exhibits several varieties; and the principle of
sharing is different in each variety.

Most commonly the proprietors hold their shares of the cultivated land separately;
either a partition has taken place, or else the village may be in such a form that the
shares or lots were always separate, and were so arranged from the first foundation. In
the latter case, “the co-proprietorship” refers to the village site, or to any waste area

which is still joint property. Indeed, in many cases the “joint ownership” chiefly
survives in the joint responsibility for the revenue, which the whole body accepts, and
in some other customs maintaining union. But in one class of these villages it may be
that the entire area is held undivided. More commonly the cultivated land is divided,
and the waste left in common. Where the village is still held undivided, it may be not
only formally unpartitioned, but actually managed as a joint estate. These cases,
however, are exceptional. The causes of such a state of things will be noticed hereafter,

and I shall also explain in due course the different basis on which the shares of the
members of the co-proprietary “brotherhood” are arranged in the different varieties of
joint village. But I may take this opportunity of remarking that a not inconsiderable
number of villages have become included in the class of joint or co-shared villages
purely by reason of the application to them of the N.W. Provinces Revenue system (and
its official forms and records).

One other point requires mention – regarding the waste land or grazing and woodland

attached to (or adjacent to) a village. In villages in which there is no co-sharing body,
the landholder’s right is to his occupied holding only; there is no area of waste (for
grazing or for future division and cultivation) made over as the joint property of the
landholders. When an area of grazing land is available in the vicinity, the settlement
officer will mark it off for the use of the villagers, but (like other unoccupied land) it
remains the property of the State; and where part of such land is also available
gradually to be brought under the plough, any resident in the village can apply to the

local officer for a plot or “number,” and get it on terms of engaging to pay the revenue
assessed thereon. When we come (in the sequel) to inquire into the origin of this form of
village, we shall consider the question whether, at an earlier time, a definite area of
adjacent waste was ever considered to belong to the group which constituted the
village.

But in the second great class of villages, the body, family, or group constituting the
“community” of proprietors has always been acknowledged to have a uniform right

over the whole area included in the village, whether cultivated or not. If the “waste” is
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permanently left as grazing ground, the joint right to it as such is undoubted; if it is
such as will eventually be partitioned and brought under the plough, the owners of the
village will usually share it in the same proportion, and on the same rule of sharing as
applies to the cultivated area. In a joint village, in fact, the revenue survey always

includes an area of waste (where there is any available) as part of the property of the
joint body, and it is theirs to do what they like with; they may retain it as grazing
ground, or divide it, clear the wood, and bring it under cultivation as they think fit.

In order briefly to distinguish the class of village in which there is no joint ownership
from that in which there is something of the kind, I must use the rather uncouth terms
severalty village18 and joint village. I should like to call the latter “manorial villages” –
the village become subject to some kind of “overlordship19,” as it so often is; but the

term would only accurately fit one class of cases, and, moreover, would sound too
strange, at any rate in the present stage of the discussion.

It may be convenient to summarize the salient features of difference between the two
kinds of village in a short table:–

The severalty village, with its hereditary headman, is the prevalent form over the whole
of Bengal (excluding Bihar), over Central India, and the West and South20; while there is

18
Inm y “ Ind.Vill.Com m .” Icalledit“ raiyatwari” village,thatbeingtheofficialterm fortheseparatetenure.Here

Iw ant to avoid the use oftechnicalterm sasfar aspossible. Itake the opportunity ofnoting that w hen a
vernacularnam eisadded in brackets,itiseitherbecauseitw illbeusefultoreadersfam iliarw ithIndiaorbecause
thew orditself(e.g.,patel, patwari,etc.)occursinEnglishbooks.

19
By “ overlordship” (hereand elsew here)Idonotm eanadefined politicalor“ feudal” superiority;Iusethew ord

solely asaconveniently w ide term forany kind ofvirtualsuperiority by w hich one m an (orone class)isable to
exactsubm ission,ortotakerent,from another.

20
AsInoted thattheseveralty villageisprevalentoveranareaofm orethanhalfam illionsquarem iles,Im ay add

here thatthe“ joint” form ischaracteristicinabout200,000 squarem iles.Itisw orth w hile addingthatalloverthe
country ofthe severalty villagesthere are avariety oflocalindigenousnam esforthe headm an (munda, mandal,
patel, gauda, reddi, etc.).T hroughout the N .W .P rovinces,P anjab,etc.,on the contrary,w here the joint form
(w ithoutaheadm an)haslong prevailed,the localdialectshave no currentw ord for“ headm an,” the only term in

I. Severalty (or Raiyatwari) village II. Joint village

1. Influential headman (often still possessing certain

privileges) is part of the natural constitution.

1. No headman originally, but a panchayat. In modern

times an official headman, appointed to represent the

community.

2. The holdings (sometimes joint) are shares of a unit

estate.

2. Holdings entirely separate, and not shares of a unit

estate.

3. No joint liability for revenue: each holding

separately assessed on its merits.

3. Liability (joint and several) always, for the revenue

assessed in a lump sum.

4. No jointly owned area of waste or “common” land

belongs to the village, or is available for partition.

4. The village site, and usually an area of waste,

owned in common, and is available for partition.
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reason to believe it was once prevalent in such parts of Northern India as were earliest
cultivated, until the conquering tribes and landlord families changed the constitution,
and the joint form grew up. However that may be, it is a plain matter of fact that the
joint village is confined, i.e., as the prevalent type, to the north of India – from the Indus

as far east as Bihar, though it is (or was once) found locally, and under special
circumstances, elsewhere. In this preliminary account of what is meant by “village,”
and dealing only with matters of fact and observation, I will not include anything as to
the causes of the difference between the tenure of Northern India and that of the
peninsula.

Tribes and Clans in India

(2) There is one other matter connected with Indian villages, and the Indian population
generally, which gives rise sometimes to no little misapprehension. In Europe, at the
present day, we live out of all contact with “tribes” or “clans “; we know of them only
in history, or in distant countries, and they have become the subject of theories as to
their origin and principle of association; and so we regard the mention of them with

some suspicion21. But in Upper India (especially) we live every day in close proximity
with people actually forming “tribes” or “clans,” which are either small and
independent groups or (frequently) sections of a larger “tribe.” And even where the
whole social constitution on tribal lines is not kept up, still we feel sure the people must
have formed tribes and clans at no very remote period, for they still use a common
designation, and record themselves at a census, or other occasion, as of such-and-such a
“tribe,” although they may have forgotten much of the customary life which would

have made the “tribe” a reality. But whether in perfection or decay, the tribe or clan is
quite a real thing in India; in some parts more so than others. We have also “codes” of
custom, of which a notable feature is that they apply to tribes, not to places, and are
often different in detail.

In modern life we soon forget any family connection beyond one or two generations. A
“family” we recognize as consisting of the head of the household and his children, and
possibly grandchildren; perhaps (collaterally) a certain number of brother’s or sister’s

children, and even second cousins, are pretty closely connected. But in those parts of
India in which there are recognized “clans,” and especially where the clan is known to
be a section of a larger “tribe,” we find that the people invariably recognize

use being either an Arabic w ord introduced by the M ughalR evenue Adm inistration orthe half-English w ord
“ lambar-dar” (= “ holderofanum ber” )belongingtotheBritishsystem .

21
Forexam ple,use ism ade oftheterm “ tribe,” althoughthe originalm ay be only such aw ord aspopulus.T here

isno suchm istakeinIndia;therearedistinctw ordsforthetribe,theclan(orothersubdivision),and thefam ily.In
the north the com m on term foraw hole tribe isqaum (borrow ed from the Arabic),w hile adivision orclan isgot;
and thereareotherterm s(givenin“ Ind.Vill,Com m .,” p.194).
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consanguinity, and even though in some cases this may be partly fictitious, i.e., various
elements have been associated only, still the people believe in their descent from a
common ancestor. In other words, the feeling of kindred is diffused over a much wider
circle than the unit “family.”

It is evident, from a variety of literary and traditional evidence, that the early Aryan and
other races invading India formed “tribes” with a certain organization; and we infer
also from the existing forms of village and land customs and from the names used, and
traditions preserved, that such (later) races as the Jats, Rajputs, and Gujars, were also
settled under the rules of tribal life, some of which they still observe. And lastly to those
“tribes” of which we have the evidence before our eyes, we find two conditions which
are established. (1) We find a single group – possessing lands in one place or in more

than one – but not known to be a subdivision of any larger body. (2) We find a whole
tribe, with its major and minor, and ultimate, subdivisions all complete.

In the first case, the existing group remembers only its descent from someone ancestor,
and is not numerous enough to be called a “tribe.” In all probability one man (or two or
three brothers) obtained a settlement in some region that was vacant, and the families
multiplied into a “clan,” keeping up the memory of their common descent and

acknowledging a certain solidarity. Among the Rajputs or other tribes which had
adopted a monarchical constitution, it is common to find that the ancestor became the
Raja and that the heads of the branch families held subordinate (territorial) titles (as
Rawal, Thakur, etc.), and there was a regularly understood method of territorial rule in
the Raja’s central dominion and those of the other chiefs lying round. The subjects of
each were bound to allegiance to the chief, and the chief to the Raja. On sending round
the message for assembly (gohar) every member of the clan able to bear arms would at

once join the chief’s standard.

On the north-western frontier of the Panjab we can observe not only “clans” like those
of the Rajputs or Jats, but a wider organization. We find a whole tribe, and its “clans”
which are the larger sections; and there are again smaller sections. Here the constitution
is not monarchical – the chiefs are not princes or Rajas. We observe this organization
both with reference to the land occupied, and also to the grouping of the people who
have settled on the land and divided it among themselves. It is not always certain that

such bodies are descended from one ancestor; but it is traditionally asserted and
believed, and often the genealogical tree is preserved. It is indeed often the case that
other tribes have been taken into association (hamsaya) as protected; and lands have

been given them by the principal tribe; but they are not regarded as amalgamated, nor
is the separate descent forgotten. Among the north-western frontier tribes, I may refer
to one instance in the Yusafzai country, where there is the domain (ilaqa) of a single

tribe; every member of it knows that he is descended from one ancestor, who, if he were
alive, would be the revered patriarch of their whole body. Beyond that, and the fact that

their land is all in one great territory, the tribe happens to be not so marked as the
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several primary divisions or clans. Of these there are three; and their territory is in three
great contiguous blocks. Each such territory is made into large secondary sections called
tappa. (The first contains two, the second two, and the third five.) Ordinarily these tappa

territories correspond to a group of descendants whose designation ends with the
syllable -zai (which in the local language [Pashtu] means “son of”). The tappa is finally
divided into a number of “companies” (or Khel). The Khel is a group usually much

larger than a “village22.” In the course of time what with the convenience of the
administration requiring it, and the growth of separate hamlets with their cultivation
lying adjacent, “villages” are gradually formed, and separately demarcated.

On the other hand it may sometimes happen, though the appearance of a clan is less
perfect, that we find a large extent of country containing several hundred square miles,

now divided up into “village” groups, all composed of landowners whose families have
a common designation and are reputed descendants of one ancestor; or of two or three
families, not more23. In such cases it is often difficult to say whether the existing group
originally came (in smaller number, but still as a group) and divided the land according
to their requirements at the time, or whether two or three adventurers formed little
settlements in the abundant waste, and in the course of a couple of centuries or more,
multiplied into the existing large group.

As regards the personal connection, in a tribe or clan, it is kept up and acknowledged
far beyond the limits within which we are accustomed ourselves to remember it. It takes
effect in rules of marriage, by which a man or a woman of one group cannot marry one
of the same group, but must go to another. It also produces a willingness of the whole
body to act, for defence or offence, in unison, and for convenient groups to undertake a
joint-responsibility (for example) for a total sum of land tax on the entire area, so as to
preserve the villages from an inquisition by a tax gatherer. It produces a willing

obedience to the “custom” of the tribe regarding adoption, the non-alienation of land
and other matters. Lastly, it produces a strong sense that every member of the “clan” (or
whatever group circumstances have kept together) has his right to share in the land
acquired by the adventure and settlement – perhaps by the conquest of the whole body.
And if the tribal system is fully maintained, it is a feature that as the clan expands, the
heads of the eldest branches or principal families, and (in turn) the heads of subordinate
families, should be known by their appropriate titles, as chiefs of the clan, of the sub-

clan, of the still smaller section, and so forth24. The authority of these chiefs may be
greater or less, and may extend to certain concerns of life only; but where it survives

22
T here isan account of thisvery perfect exam ple of clan territories,and adiagram w hich m akesthe

arrangem entvisibleatoneglance,in“ Ind.Vill.Com m .”

23
Forexam pleseethesam ew ork,p.271.

24
U sually the chiefisthe eldest(com petent)m em berofthe eldestbranch;butthechiefshipm ay be transferred

tosom eotherm em berforany specialreason.
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there is a very distinct sentiment of loyalty, and obedience is unquestioned. When,
therefore, it is mentioned (for example) that in the “severalty” village of the Dakhan, the
loyalty with which the headman’s family is still regarded is a relic of the clan spirit, I
mean nothing more than that originally the village was formed by a small section of a

then existing organized clan, that the “village head” was the hereditary leader of that
particular section; that he was loyally obeyed owing to that spirit of allegiance which is
well known to everyone who (for instance) has read about the Highland clans of
Scotland.

It is possible (in itself) that a “clan,” etc., may be constituted on a matriarchal basis or a
patriarchal. It may be that all descendants of a common mother form the essential
group; but all the more advanced tribes that we know of in India in connection with

organized village settlements (and often under monarchical rule) – such as the later
Dravidian people of the centre and south, or the Jats, Rajputs, and frontier tribes in the
north – are all clearly patriarchal: descent, chiefship, and inheritance all go with the
fathers of the expanding family. Some further remarks on this subject will be made
hereafter.

There is therefore no hidden assumption or doubtful theory involved in our allusion to

the “tribe” or “clan” with reference to Indian peasant landholding; it means nothing
more than we know, or at least have the strongest reason to infer, from all the facts of
the case, I will repeat that the degree of preservation in which “clans,” or aggregates of
clans forming tribes, exist is various; and in parts of India such an organization has been
quite forgotten; perhaps what was once the name of a tribe has now become a caste
name. But the existence of such tribal organization has had a great deal to do both with
village formation and with the constitution of the Hindu state.

I have indicated the fact (and without entering into details) that some tribes developed
a system of King or Raja and subordinate chiefs in a sort of “feudal” service, out of the
patriarch of the tribe and the chiefs of its sections. This often happened with the
Rajputs; but some Rajputs (like the Bisen Clan of Oudh) did not adopt the system. In

fact, whatever may be the reason, some Indian clans or tribes acknowledged the King
and “barons” (who were the chiefs of elder and younger branches of the stock), others
did not.

It will more conveniently appear at a later stage how tribal life and the allotment of
lands to the members has produced certain forms of village community.

The Land-Revenue Settlement

We have mentioned incidentally the assessment of the amount of land-revenue which is
payable to the State by these villages. That assessment is (in modern times) imposed by
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means of an operation called a “Land-Revenue Settlement.” What has such a Settlement
to do with the constitution and form of villages, and what is the “Settlement Report”?

It is probably known to most readers that in India the State has, from very ancient

times, relied for its chief source of revenue on the right or claim to receive a portion of
the produce of all cultivated land. At first this share was levied (and still is so in some of
the remoter native states) in kind; but in all the greater provinces, it had, for many
generations before British rule, frequently been converted into a cash assessment
calculated at a certain rate per “plough” (i.e., the area worked by one plough), or per
local standard measure (bigha, etc.) according to value and advantage of the different

kinds of soil. In some cases it was very oppressively levied, and swallowed up nearly
the whole “rent” or profits of the holding, so that land-holding was an employment

which was often a burden, and left the holder no more than a bare living. Under British
rule, it early became a principal object to assess this demand equally, and at such
moderate rates as would leave a substantial profit or surplus; at the same time
determining who were the persons to be responsible for payment and entitled to take,
or at least to participate in, the profits of the holding. The classification and valuation of
land for the purposes of assessment, as well as the inquiry into rights, which are the
chief objects of a Revenue Settlement or Survey Settlement, have always been duties

requiring skill and experience, and have always been entrusted to a class of selected
officers known as “Settlement officers.” Their work in the field began with a detailed
survey and a record, village by village, of every field and holding. Such a survey was
not only necessary for valuation purposes, but equally so for making a record of rights
and interests of all kinds in the soil25. Each provincial system varies in detail, inasmuch
as the mode of assessment and the fixing of the revenue demand, whether on a whole
estate on a whole village, or on an individual field, is different. And the system is
adapted in each province to suit the prevalent land tenure. It follows that, directly or

indirectly, the survey and the inquiry tend to make known the whole features of village
constitution and history, especially if the officer in charge interests himself in the
subject. I will only remark here that the variation between the joint-village, as I have
described it in the northern provinces, and the severalty (or raiyatwari) in others, has

been the cause of the difference between two prominent forms of Revenue
Administration.

When the whole process of a “Settlement” is over, and the term26 for which the
assessment is to hold good (without increase) is fixed, the officer in charge draws up (in

25
T he Bom bay and M adrassystem sdo notprofessto inquire into rights;butunderthe raiyatw aritenure,there

prevalent,therecord ofevery holdingand partholdingoftheryotand hisrelativesform sasgood arecord ofright
and title ascould be desired.T here w asalso one S ettlem ent m ade (1789– 93)in Bengalin w hich there w asno
survey;but that w asunderpeculiarcircum stances;and the plan ofdispensing w ith asurvey w asneveradopted
elsew hereasageneralsystem .

26
U sually forthirty years;buttheGovernm entsettlesthatonavariety ofconsiderations;noterm isfixedby law .
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English) a report on his proceedings. Speaking now of the “reports” of the N.W.
Provinces and some of the adjoining (and then included) south-eastern districts of the
Panjab, it may be explained that at the first settlements, time pressed, administration
was less elaborate, and it was of more importance to give only the salient features of the

actual revenue arrangements made. But when, in these provinces, the first – rather
tentative – settlements expired and a new series of district settlements began, the second
(in some cases later than the second) series of reports (dated after 1870) were much
fuller and more complete. Nor will any future revision of the assessment require the
repetition of such detailed survey and other information. The past history of the district
is given; its climate, soil, local features, and even its antiquities are described; the origin,
history, and customs of the principal castes and tribes are recorded; and (what more
especially concerns us) the details of village history and the peculiarities of tenure-

customs, and the nature and growth of the village proprietary bodies – when and how
they were established – are examined in detail. All these matters have an obvious if
more or less direct bearing on the condition of the people, on the question of their rights
and interests, and on the proper classification and assessment of their holdings. Hence
the “Settlement Reports,” when they belong to the later period of complete record are,
though of course in varying degrees of excellence, veritable mines of information.
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Chapter 3 – The Evidence Regarding Villages Before and After 1870

Now let us briefly glance at the evidence which was available before 1870 regarding
village institutions; why it gave so much prominence to the idea of “common holding,”
and why it was calculated to suggest that uniformity existed (far more than it really
exists) throughout India27.

Sir H. S. Maine came to India at the end of 1862, as member of the Viceregal Council in
charge of the Legislative Department; he remained till the end of 1869. His high duties
confined his residence chiefly to Calcutta (in Bengal), which is the winter-capital of the
Government of India, and to Simla in the Panjab Hills. On the way between one and the
other lies Allahabad, the capital of the North-Western Provinces. Now in Bengal the
village system – whatever its original form – had become almost completely overborne
by the growth of the great middlemen or “Zamindars,” whom Lord Cornwallis had

acknowledged as the “actual proprietors” of estates. At any rate, Bengal did not afford

many opportunities for gathering information regarding village institutions. But in the
North-West Provinces, Oudh, and the Panjab, the village system was not only
flourishing as, in fact, the prevailing tenure feature of the country, but the villages were
held by co-sharing bodies, sometimes of one family, and often of the same tribe or clan;
they were of that type which has already been indicated in general terms as the “joint
village.” Sir H. S. Maine’s attention was necessarily, almost exclusively, directed to this
region. It was to it that a great part of the more specific evidence at his disposal related;

and it happened, during his years of office, that special questions regarding the law of
tenants and subordinate landholders in these parts of India were awaiting treatment by
the Legislature. And when I say that a great deal of the evidence available before 1870
directly related to the Northern Provinces, it should be added that the more famous
official minutes and published accounts of “the village,” though couched in general
terms, and without indicating any particular locality, were chiefly based on the same
northern form of village.

Indeed, before 1870 but little specific information regarding India south of the Narbada
was available. The Revenue Settlement surveys of the Dakhan or Bombay Presidency28

were still in progress, and very little was known, outside the Presidency, about the

27
In speakingofthedefective evidence and ofthe greatim provem entthathassince takenplace,Ishould like to

calltom ind how m uchw eow etoS irH.S .M ainefortheexam pleofhisaim andm ethod,and forthestim ulusthat
hisw orksgavetoinquiriesw hichresultedinthelaterreportsand m onographs.Itisonly fairtorem em berthatitis
tothispioneerw orkthatw earelargely indebtedforthesuperiorcharacterandfullnessofthelaterrecords.

28
In Bom bay there w asalong period oftentative revenue adm inistration,and acom plete system ofsurvey-

settlem entw asonly broughtintopracticefrom about1847.
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matter. There is indeed an excellent sketch of the Dakhan village, in Elphinstone’s
History, which Sir H. S. Maine must have read; but it is unfortunately mixed up with
some details about the other forms of village, and altogether is not such as to induce a
reader already disposed to believe in a unity of type, to discover the real difference.

Indeed it is a common fault in Indian books which give an account of “the village,” that
they take various particulars from different places and combine them all in one general
picture. Of the “Central Provinces” some of the (then recent) Settlement Reports must
have been available; but a large part of the country was settled on a very artificial
principle, and the documentary evidence turned chiefly on questions connected with
that, so that the real form and history of the local village hardly received any notice. Of
Madras – the great Southern province, where the population is of non-Aryan origin,
and where the original customs are different from those of the north – hardly anything

was on record, or at least known to residents in Upper India29. The evidence available to
Sir H. Maine really applied to Hindustan or Upper India, and even then it did not, I
think, give him more than a very limited idea of the Panjab villages30. The connection of
the village and the tribe, so prominently illustrated in that province, never seems to
have come to his notice.

The evidence, in short, consisted of (1) the Settlement Reports of the N.W. Provinces,

and, perhaps, the Panjab; and (2) of official minutes and orders, among which I may
mention Thomason’s celebrated “Directions to Settlement Officers31.”

It is not necessary to speak at any length of these documents, familiar to Indian readers,
but strange to any others. It is only necessary to point out their insufficiency, and to
note that they had a special character which would foster the idea that “common

29
O nceS irH.M ainerefers(“ E.H.I.,” p.71)toavolum eentitled “ Mirasi Papers,” w hichrelatestoM adras;butthe

questiontheretreatedisofaspecialkind,andw ouldnotenlightenanyoneaboutM adrasvillagesingeneral.

30
Icould easily show from S irH.S .M aine’sw orksthathe had notbeen inform ed aboutthe tribalvillagesin the

P anjab frontierdistricts,orthefeaturesofthe Jatvillagesin the plains.O ne passage (“ E.H.I.,” p.83)show sclearly
thatthe village areaknow n to the authorw asthe com paratively densely populated region ofthe N .W .P rovinces
and O udh;forin rem arking on an interesting phenom enon ofvillage grow th,nam ely,the expansion ofasingle
village into anum ber,by throw ing offsm allderivative groupsw ho form ham letsin the adjacent w aste,in tim e
producingaw holecircleofvillages,hesaysthatthisisnotexhibitedby “ theIndiancom m unitiesplacedinaregion
ofw hich the population hasbeen from tim e im m em orialfardenser,” etc.Had the authorbeen acquainted w ith
the centraland S .E.P anjab – not to m ention otherplaces– he could not have penned such arem ark,forthe
population isnot at alldense,and the m ultiplication ofvillagesin thisvery w ay isquite acharacteristicfeature,
and,indeed,isone ofthe m ost im portant causesofw hat are,orappearto be,clan-settlem entsorgroupsof
villagesallofonedescent.

31
T heauthoralsospeaksofverbalinform ation;this,ofcourse,cannotbecriticized excepttotheextentofsaying

thatitw asnotlikely to be m uch in advance ofthe standard ofpublished inform ation available atthe tim e.Ihave
notincluded any m ention ofbookslike T od’s“ Rajasthan,” orthe w ritingsofColonelW ilks,S irJ.M alcolm ,Grant-
Duff,orDr.Buchanan.N o use seem sto have been m ade ofthese w orks.And,indeed,though valuable m aterials
forvillage history m ay here and there be found in them ,itisnotalw aysapparent,and hasto be disinterred from
othersubject-m atter.
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ownership” was a characteristic of villages in general. As regards (1) the Settlement
Reports mentioned, they are only those of the first (or at all events earlier) Settlements
in the N.W. Provinces. Having recently looked over some of them, I was almost
surprised to see how imperfect they are – imperfect, that is, for the purpose of

enlightenment about the true history of the villages. They take for granted the rough
and highly unsatisfactory official classification of villages which the “Circular Orders”
of the Revenue authorities had adopted – and to do them justice, had adopted merely
for official purposes, as briefly embodying the distinctions that were useful from an
administrative point of view. They are more concerned with describing the practical
financial features of the assessments than with giving any kind of detailed information
as to village custom. As to published Reports of the Panjab districts, I can find no
indication of Sir H. Maine’s having made use of the more valuable of the first series,

such as those on the Jihlam, Mukali, or Gujrat districts.

As to (2) the official minutes, some of these (e.g. Sir C. Metcalfe’s)32 are picturesque
rather than definitely instructive; others are conceived in general terms, and do not refer
to any local details. It must be borne in mind that none of them were written for any
purpose other than that of recommending certain practical measures; that they relate
only to such localities as the authors were familiar with. They were not intended to be

generally or universally applied. Moreover, many great names in India, like those of
Lawrence, Thomason, or Munro33, justly carry weight as regards their opinions; but it
does not follow that those eminent administrators had either the time or the inclination
to acquire or perfect the sort of information about village history, the origin of customs,
and the course of clan movements, which is what is wanted for the special purpose of
economic and historic inquiry. Hence their minutes must not be taken for more than
their actual scope warrants. I can hardly, perhaps, include the late Sir G. Campbell’s
clever essay called “The Tenure of Land in India” (in the “Cobden Club Papers”) as an

official document, but it is alluded to by Sir H. S. Maine34, who recognizes that it does
not profess to give any detailed information. Indeed, village institutions are only very
lightly and discursively touched on. The object is rather to describe the land - revenue
management in general, than to explain the facts about the villages. The same may be
said for the “Directions,” which, invaluable as they were as the first systematic guide to
revenue practice that had appeared, contain only a few brief (and very obscure)
paragraphs explaining how the joint villages should be classified for purposes of record

and revenue management.

32
T hisw ell-know nm inuteisgivenatp.68 ofthesixtheditionofElphinstone’s“ History of India.”

33
S irJohn(afterw ardsL ord)L aw rencehadbeenCollectorofDelhiintheforties,andhaddonesom eS ettlem ent

w orkthere,andw asafterw ardsChiefCom m issioneroftheP anjab,andultim ately Governor-GeneralofIndia.M r.
Jas.T hom asonw asthefounderoftheim provedR evenueAdm inistrationoftheN .W .P rovinces(1830– 42),and
afterw ardsw asL ieutenant-Governor(1843).S irT .M unrow asthegreatadvocateoftheM adrasR evenueS ystem ,
and w asm adeGovernoroftheP rovince(1820)

34
“ V.C.,” p.106.
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But most of these sources of information had one feature which I must notice: they laid
stress on one point – the “joint-ownership,” or else on the sense of unity manifested by
the villages, peculiarities which were especially important from an official point of

view, as making it possible for them to be held jointly liable for one sum of revenue
assessed on the whole village35. This recognition of the village as a sort of proprietary
unit is the distinctive feature of the special N.W.P. Land-Revenue System. It will be
remembered that when Bengal was permanently settled in 1793, the great desire of the
Administration was to put an end to the theory that Government (or the State) was the
sole and absolute owner of the land; and to find for each estate some private landlord,
who would at once be liable for the revenue demand, and also assure the well-being of
the cultivators on the estate. Now when the work of settling the revenue extended to

what were then known as the “Ceded and Conquered districts” (the N.W. Provinces) in
the beginning of the nineteenth century, there were (in most cases) no landlords
suitable to be recognized, but there were the independent co-sharing village bodies. At
first the idea was that someone proprietor or landlord must be recognized for each; and
it took all the ability of Mr. Holt-Mackenzie (Secretary to the Revenue Commission) to
convince the authorities that the whole village ought to be regarded as a “corporate”
body or unit, which, being jointly responsible, could be treated with through a

representative. The landlord principle was saved: the joint body is the (ideal) landlord
between the individual co-sharer and the State. Hence the joint constitution of these
bodies is the theme of minutes and orders. An inquirer, pressed with such evidence,
would easily conceive that “collective ownership” was the feature of villages, and that
this must surely be the ancient common ownership that was believed to be universal.
Add to this that in those days almost everyone believed that “Aryans” constituted the
bulk of the population throughout India, so that what was true of one part would be
true of another, and the idea of uniformity appears quite natural.

Since 1870 the new Settlement Reports gradually came in. We have them now for the
whole of the Panjab, North-West Provinces and Oudh, Ajmer and the Central
Provinces. We have excellent information on the tenures of Bengal, including the most
interesting part of it – the “Chota Nagpur” districts. We have a series of valuable
“District Manuals” for all the Madras districts; and in Bombay the published volumes of
the Gazetteer enter fully into the tenures, and have, in fact, reproduced most of the

material that is of importance in the local Settlement Reports and the special reports,
such as those of Pottinger, Chaplin, Gooddine, Pedder, and others36.

35
T hissum the co-proprietorsdistribute am ong them selves(so that the am ount payable by each isknow n),

accordingtothecustom andconstitutionofthevillage.T heprocessisknow nasthebachh.

36
Ihavepurposely said nothingaboutthegreatadvanceinethnographicalknow ledge,and intheeditingofcoins

and inscriptionsw hich throw lighton early history and the dynasticchangesand tribalm ovem entsthatIndiahas
w itnessed.
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Chapter 4 – A General View of the Agricultural Races of India

Before we can form an opinion about the history of Indian villages, and the value of
theories propounded about them, it is desirable to glance generally at the agricultural
population of India, as far as its origin is known or can be inferred with reasonable
probability, from the literary, traditional, and linguistic evidence in our possession. Too
much importance has probably been attributed to the Aryan immigration – in this sense
at least, that it is, or used to be, regarded as furnishing the principal element in the

entire population. But if one thing is more certain than another, it is that with the
original “village” settlements of a large part of India, Aryans had nothing whatever to
do.

The geographical features which are necessarily alluded to in speaking of the
population and its movements are not difficult to keep in mind. The great Himalayan
range (merging at the western end into the Hindu Kush mountains) forms a northern
barrier; and the principal passes from Central Asia leading to India are in the north-

west corner, beyond Peshawar and Kabul. Other passes into India cross the western
frontier mountains (known as the Sulaiman) from Baluchistan. Quite at the other end of
Upper India, at the north-east, there is another route of access to races, who certainly
found their way in that direction – races of a more Tibetan character. It is generally
allowed that the Aryan tribes came from the north-west passes; and by those on the
west, in all probability, the Turanian (or Dravidian) races entered India. The Tibeto-
Burman people of the outer Himalayan hills, and the ancient people called “Kolarian,”

both came from the northeast.

Let us note also, for convenience of reference, that India, as a whole, may be divided
into two great portions – one called Hindustan, or “Upper” or “Northern” India, which
(going from west to east), includes the Indus Valley, the Panjab Plains, then the Ganges
Valley (and Oudh), and then Bengal and Bihar, and Assam beyond. This great expanse
of plain country at the foot of the Himalaya is, roughly speaking, bounded on the south
by a double range of hills of great breadth and intricacy, though of nothing like the

height of the Himalaya. This group of hill ranges (of many local names) we generalize
(for convenience) under the name of the “Vindhyan Hills.” Through the middle of the
ranges, and traversing a large part of the whole breadth of the continent from east to
west, flows the great Narbada river in its broad and fertile valley. This “Vindhyan” and
Narbada “line” separates completely (and did so in ancient times more effectually than
at present), the people of the Dakhan, and Hyderabad, and the South, from any
extensive immigration from “Upper” India. This great barrier, however, terminates

before touching the west coast, and so leaves an open way for any tribes who came
down the Indus Valley, to reach the Upper Dakhan or Bombay territory – Gujarat and
the Maratha country.
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These features can easily be followed on a good general map, especially one of the
mountain maps in the “Statistical Atlas of India,” or in those attached to the periodical
Parliamentary Blue-book on the “Moral and Material Progress of India.” They had

undoubtedly a great effect in directing and controlling the movements of the tribes who
came to India in ancient times – the Aryan and Dravidian, and (so-called) Kolarian
races; and also, later, Turanian races, and still later Indo-Scythian (Su or Abar, the
Yuechi or Kushan and Hana) tribes37, who came in historic times, but at various dates,
roughly speaking, between the sixth century B.C. and the sixth century A.D.

For a long time it was generally supposed that the ARYAN (Sanskrit speaking) people
coming from the north-west through the passes just mentioned (much as Alexander the

Great did several centuries later), settled in India; and that, in the course of their
advance, they met with some insignificant black and snub-nosed “aboriginal” tribes,
whom they defeated and drove out, either to a refuge in the outer Himalaya, or to the
hills in the centre and upper South of India. From that time the Aryan (or at least a
mixed Aryan) race formed the chief or predominating element in the population
throughout India.

But such an idea can no longer be entertained. The literary allusions, traditions, and a
number of ethnological and local circumstances, when better understood, compel us to
the conclusion that the Aryans were a limited but very superior class: that they
established themselves in “Hindustan” or Upper India, only locally extending beyond it
on the west, and (after some time) on the eastern side also. Their establishment was,
however, so important an event that we will return to trace its history a little more in
detail presently.

Southern and Western India were peopled chiefly by Turanian or Dravidian tribes (the
name is from Dravira, the Sanskrit form of the local name of South India).

Even the great Northern Indian plain was not occupied, or brought under cultivation
for the first time, by the Aryans. There were besides the “barbarian” enemies mentioned
in early literature38 other (more advanced) tribes who most probably preceded the
Aryans, and perhaps were nearly contemporaneous with them in the time of their

settlement. These were also almost certainly of Turanian or Dravidian origin, the same
as those of the west and south. Their language was different from that of the Aryans,
and so remains all over the south country where its dialects (Tamil, Telugu, etc.) have

37
T heirhistory isw elltracedintheArchaeol.Reports for North India, Vol. II., forinstance,T hey gaverise(how ever

indirectly and by m ixture ofrace)to the localtribesin U pperIndia,know n asBala,Ahir,Ghakar,Jat(orJat),M er,
andGujar(Gurjar).M any oftheirleadingfam ilies,too,becam eknow nas“ R ajput.”

38
And w ho (considering the countriesknow n to the w ritersofthe Vedichym ns)m usthave been rude people in

thenorth-w esternhillsand theN orthernP anjab.
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only been moderately affected by the Sanskrit terms or grammatical forms afterwards
introduced by the Brahmans. In Northern India, however, the Dravidian was gradually
overborne – as a distinct element – by the Aryan and other later coming races (of whom
we shall say a word presently). Such early Turanians as were in Upper India, therefore,

became fused with these other races so that no trace of a separate language has
survived. There are good reasons for believing that the earliest Turanian or Dravidian
races originally came from the west frontier – perhaps by the Bolan and other western
passes – while the Aryans came from the further north-west. One part (perhaps the
chief bulk) of the Dravidian tribes then went down the Indus valley and across Gujarat
to the west coast districts, and thence spread over the Dakhan and Madras. Perhaps
some of them went by sea from the Indus mouth to the west coast. Whether the
Dravidians who went into Upper India, and so became cut off from intercourse with

those below the Vindhyan line of hills, came at the same time, only that they kept to
Northern India and struck due east instead of going south, can only be a matter of
speculation. But while the latter in time merged into the general Hindu population as
above stated, the Southern Dravidians never were disturbed by any extensive
immigration in after times, and so multiplied, and retained a distinctive character,
though they accepted Hindu caste and religious teaching from Brahmans, who with
their love of ascetic, hermit life, soon began to make their way south. Only the tribes in

the west of India (upper part of Bombay) became much “Aryanised “; at least we
conclude so, because the language of the west country was influenced by the speech of
the Aryan tribes who penetrated by the Indus route; and the western languages
(Marathi and Gujarati) became distinct both from those of the south and those of Upper
India. But these early Dravidians of prehistoric times were not the only representatives
of the stock in India. Besides the first races, who were serpent worshippers39 (at least
many tribes were), other races of the same stock, but of other branches perhaps,
continued to come to Upper, and even Eastern Central India (in later times); and

showed themselves possessed of a strongly organized system of government, which has
been likened to the “feudal” system of Europe40.

Besides the Dravidian races, another less numerous series, with a different language
called (not very happily) Kolarian, had in very early times come to India, as I have said,
from the north-eastern corner; and some who are called Tibeto-Burman – confined,
however, to Assam and to the districts along the outer slopes of the Himalaya.

39
Indicated by thenam esinliterature– Ahi,N aga,etc.

40
W eknow thattherew asanancientserpent(and sun)w orshippingraceinKashm ir;thatthepeopleofT axila,in

Alexander’stim e,w ere snake w orshippers,and certainly notAryans,Itispossible thatthe know n invasionsabout
the tim e ofDariusHystaspes(sixth century B.C.)brought new T uranian tribesto N orth India.A T uranian royal
fam ily appearsabout that tim e to have succeeded to the earlierAryan dynasty ofthe M agadhakingdom (E.
Bengal).From them arederived theAndhra,w hoatonetim edom inated theupperpartofthepeninsula,and also
theN agaorS nakeKingsofEasternCentralIndia.T heselaterinvasionsw ereofclansprobably identicalinracew ith
theearliestDravidians(“ snakes” orAhi)ofepictim es.
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Naturally, there are a number of small local tribes, now in a very backward condition,
who are generally spoken of as “aboriginal,” and whose classification is uncertain. And
the earlier Dravidians and Kolarians became mixed up together in some localities in a
perplexing manner. The Dravidians, regarded as forming the general population of

Southern India, have been slowly changed in the course of ages by climate and locality,
and by accepting caste and the Hindu religion and customs. So that we do not expect to
find their village and other customs actually primitive, but only showing some marks of
their origin. But there are places in Chota Nagpur, Orissa, and elsewhere, where some
Dravidian tribes have retained their original customs. From these we can find out what
was in all probability the earliest form of village. And we have traces both of an earlier
village and of a later and much more organised form, which latter we naturally
attribute to the latest rather than to the earliest Turanian immigrants.

It is only reasonable to believe that the Dravidians in Northern India had very much the
same kind of villages. So that the ruling and superior Aryans when they came to
Northern India found, at least in parts of the Panjab and in the more fertile regions of
the Ganges valley, cultivation already established. There is every reason to believe that
even the earliest Dravidians were agriculturists by nature; and certainly the later, but
still ancient, tribes knew how to form well ordered villages and to allot lands, and how

to make forts and buildings and to prepare reservoirs or tanks for irrigation41.

Now let us very briefly notice what happened when the Aryans began to spread over
the plains of India, leaving behind them some of their families and allies in the north-
west hills – e.g., in Kashmir, and the country north of Peshawar – only to mention fairly
familiar names.

When the Aryan tribes appeared in the plains of Upper India, the earliest Vedic hymns

give us some idea of their movement. And later literature carries on, so to speak, the
story of their establishment. One part of the tribes is represented as occupying the Indus
valley. Another and larger part made its way across the Panjab towards the south-east
to the Jamna river and the Ganges plain; they extended thence eastward, coming at last
as far as the mouths of the Hughli river and to Assam. These indications are confirmed
in various ways42. The two sections so separated had a different history and
development. The former – largely composed of a tribe “Yadava” (sons of Yadu) can be

traced spreading southwards beyond the Indus valley (and adjacent parts of the West
Panjab) till they reached Gujarat (North Bombay) and the Maratha country. The latter
group – probably much the larger – dominated the whole of the Doab and the Ganges

41
Itisw orthw hilenotingthat“ tank” isnottheEnglishw ord,givingtheideaofagreatvesselofironplatesbolted

together,but m eansapartly natural,partly artificial,reservoir,and isderived from anative (Dravidian)w ord of
som ethingthesam esound.

42
Forexam ple by traditions,localrem ains,existence oflinguistic traces,and anum berofothercoincident

circum stances.
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plain; they were separated by the dry Panjab plains from the Indus valley tribes (and
from such as extended thence into the West Panjab), and were cut off from peninsular
India, to the south and west, by the ranges of the Vindhyan hill series and the Narbada
valley already mentioned. It was the northern or Ganges valley Aryans who, in time,

developed the law, custom, caste, as well as the modified religious system and the
schools of philosophy, which we call “Hindu43.” These ideas gradually spread (in after
times) to the west and south of India – i.e., to the Bombay “Dakhan” and to Madras, by
the agency of Brahman missionaries. An Aryan (Yadava) tribe, in a very early stage of
development, came to the upper west, as has been stated; but into the upper part of
Madras (Telingana) and the region farther south, Aryans never came, .except in small
numbers – Brahmans as teachers, and advisers to kings and princes, and soldiers of
fortune seeking the command of armies, or posts of state.

Even in Northern India and the Indus valley the Aryan tribes (who were always
engaged in wars which must have been a constant drain on their numerical strength)
could not have formed a very large immigrant population. All the circumstances of
their history indicate that they constituted a limited and superior element, a ruling or
dominant class, establishing kingdoms and providing territorial chiefs with their
armies. They advanced, fully as much by alliances and the voluntary submission of the

inhabitants, as by conquest. When the Aryans established their kingdoms in the Ganges
valley, their armies and people generally (with the increase that certainly took place by
the rapid growth of mixed and dependent races) could not have been maintained
without a steady supply of grain, and without aid in building and other arts. This aid
was, we must conclude, largely given by non-Aryan tribes. To be sure the Aryan races,
or others originally associated with them, were not themselves ignorant of agriculture.
Even in the hymns of the Rigveda, allusion is made to the measurement of fields, to
corn and other agricultural produce; and the importance of the plough is sometimes

recognized. And so it is in later literature. But agriculture was never esteemed by any,
and was positively abhorred (as it is to this day) by the chief Aryan tribes – Brahmans
and Warriors (Kshatriya). The “Vagya” – originally the bulk of Aryan “common
people,” and which Manu represents as the third caste, became to some extent an
agricultural class44, and seem to have separated into two parts – one taking to trade, the

43
Im ay take it forgranted that the readerisaw are how the Hindu deitiesofthe bookscalled “ P urana” are

entirely differentfrom thosethatarefoundintheancientAryanVedicHym ns.

44
Ineed only say that the fourcastes– Brahm an,W arrior(Kshatriya),com m onalty orVaisya,and the added

fourth caste orS udra,m eaning m ixed races,orstrangersadm itted into the Hindu pale – are ratherterm sof
classificationthanactualcastenam es.EvenBrahm anshavetobedescribed by agreatnum beroflocalnam es;and
instead ofthe “ Vaisya,” w e have am ultitude ofcastesclaim ing respectable rank,though not ofthe w arrioror
priestly grade.T he S udrarepresent allthe converted races.T he w hole ofthe Hindu castesin S outh India(other
than Brahm ans) rank therefore asS udra. In avaluable paper (Dec.,1898) in the (Colum bia) P oliticalS cience
Q uarterly,M r.E.W ashburn Hopkins,ofYale U niversity,hasrecently given anum berofreferencesto S anskrit
literature bearing on villagesand agriculture.He thinksIhave allow ed (in m y “ Ind.Vill.Com m .” )too little ofan
agriculturalcharacterto the originalVaisya.But m y rem arksw ere directed against the popularnotion that the
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other to cultivation. The poorer and non-combatant families would almost inevitably
take to village cultivation in the course of time. It is impossible, however, on an
examination of the existing agricultural castes (whether of tenants or owners) to trace
the Aryan Vaisya as having at any time formed any large element in the agricultural

population.

It remains, then, briefly to note what became of the Aryan rulers, whose wars the great
epic (the “Mahabharata”) tells us of; and what other races come to Upper India. All we
can gather is that the old Kshatriya kingdoms, one by one, disappeared, and that for a
long period great parts of the Ganges valley were desolate; while in other parts,
humbler mixed, or earlier non-Aryan races, resumed possession of the soil, and even
produced chiefs and princes. Here and there, no doubt, Brahmanical and Buddhist

kings continued to reign.

Meanwhile we have information that for a considerable period – say from 160 B.C. to
100 A.D., and again later on – there was a great disturbance of the Saka or “Indo-
Scythian” and Yuchi or “Kushan” races beyond the west and north-west frontiers, and a
consequent move forward (first of one, then of the other), which brought new elements
into Indian life in the north-west. We have to take account of the invasion of races who

furnished the original materials of what are now the Jats, Gujars, and other similar
tribes45. In process of time these tribes obtained settlements – especially in the plains of
the Panjab and adjacent parts of the N.W. Provinces – we can easily trace the area over

Vaisyaw ere an extensive and specialcaste w ho introduced agriculture into India. S om e part ofthe com m on
people ofthe Aryan group,itm ay be accepted,tookto agriculture;but it can only have been alim ited num ber.
T hereisnothingw hatevertoshakem y convictionthatw hentheAryanscam eitw asasasuperior,rulingelem ent;
that they found Dravidian (and Kolarian)tribesestablished; and that these tribes(orsom e ofthem )possessed
irrigation “ tanks,” and had settled,organized villages. T here isno kind of evidence that Aryansintroduced
agriculture,orthat they invented any new village organization.T he w hole m assofvillages(asfarasthey are
ancient)inthepeninsulaareofnon-Aryanorigin,sincenoconsiderablebodiesofAryanseversettled atallinthose
countries.And in U pperIndia,there isno indication thatthe m assoflocalagriculturistsw ere connected w ith the
Vaisya,orm ore than partly Aryan atall.Forw hen the superiorAryansceased torulethroughoutthe greatpartof
the Gangesvalley,the country w asre-occupied by Bhar,P asi,Cheru,and otheragriculturaltribes,w ho w ere
certainly non-Aryan; w hetherany ofthem had been recognized by the Brahm an classifiersasS udraisanother
m atter.Iw illonly add thatIhave neversuggested that“ Indiaow esagriculture and every settled principle ofland
tenure” totheDravidianraces(Art.quoted,p.677);butIam glad totaketheopportunity ofacknow ledgingthata
sentence on p.190 (“ Ind. Vill. Comm.” )ism isleading.Im eantonly thatnon-Aryan raceshad established villages
foragriculturallife before the Aryans,and that the latterfurnished the elem ent of“ overlordship” and m anorial
grow th.T hisisnotinconsistentw ith allow ingthatthe low erranksofAryans,and especially the fam iliesofm ixed
blood,practicedagriculture.

45
Istate thisgenerally;itisnotm eantthattherew ere no otherinvasionsw hichbroughtothertribes;orthatw e

canbepositivew hichtribecam einatw hichperiod.W eknow historically ofoneperiod ofinvasionsinthetim eof
DariusHystaspes(sixthcentury B.C.);and theperiod spokenofinthetext,w hichinvolved thelossofGreekrulein
U pperIndia,the arrivalofthe kingsknow n asthe “ S atraps,” and then theirdisplacem ent by the Kushan kings
Kadphises,and(later)Kanishka,had thegreatestim portanceofany.
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which Jats, the prominent “community”-formers of the Panjab46, and the Gujars,
extended. At the same time, in place of the ruling “Hindu” race of the Kshatriya, we see
the uprising of several notable tribes known as “Rajput,” probably largely of Scythian
or other foreign origin, and some of them descended from the old Aryan stock, but at

most only semi-Aryan47. Some “Rajput” clans are traceable to an origin in Gujarat and
Upper Western India, and others perhaps further north. It is certain that although the
rule of Hindu or Buddhist kings never entirely ceased over Northern India, the local
wars and foreign incursions gradually drove the Brahmanic or “Hindu” tribes towards
the less fertile, but also more defensible, country of Rajputana, Malwa48, and
Bundelkhand – the tract roughly indicated as the country between the Jamna river and
the Narbada. The first raids of the Moslem armies in mediaeval times accentuated this
tendency of the “Hindus” to congregate in this country. Doubtless during the whole of

this period, the Jat and Gujar settlements in the Panjab (and adjacent districts in the
N.W. Provinces) were able to expand and to change considerably under the influence of
the climate and of intermarriage. But when the Pathan emperors had established their
rule, they began to employ and to encourage the “Rajput” chiefs, who were now
thoroughly “Hindu.” These often formed clans with a quasi-feudal order of
organization (wherever they were in sufficient numbers) and soon began to issue from
Ajmer, Mewar, and the rest of Rajputana, and to re-possess the domains once ruled by

Aryan princes in Oudh and the Ganges valley. This they did, sometimes under direct
encouragement from the Moslem emperors, and often by mere adventure, in parts
which had been left uninhabited, or were in the hands of tribes like the Bhar49. The
important feature about the village communities in the N.W. Provinces and Oudh is this
– that a very large number of them are Rajput villages, and they are almost, if not quite,
invariably the result of this reflex movement, and rarely, if ever, are older than
medieval times, i.e., from the date of the Pathan sovereigns of Delhi onwards. There are
no traces of any certainly ancient Aryan village communities; and very few of clans or

families having an ancient traditional connection with their present location, or said
(with any probability) to be descended from the old Aryan races.

46
Im ay m ention that in 1881 – Ihave not the laterfiguresat hand – Jatsform ed 195 perm ille ofthe entire

populationoftheP anjab.Gujarsarealsovery num erous.BothextendedasfarasR ajputana.

47
W e feelsure ofthison m any grounds;butespecially because alarge num berw ere grouped by the Brahm ans

(w ho directed religiousand sociallife)into fourgreattribesorfam iliescalled “ Agnikula.” T hese w ere said to have
descendedeachfrom anancestorw how asm iraculously bornoutofthesacrificialfireonM t.Abu nearAjm er.T his
m eansthattheiroriginw asunknow n(ornotw ished tobestated),butthatthey becam eHindusby adoption,orat
leastespoused thecause oftheBrahm ansand theirreligion.W ehave notrace oftheR ajputclansbeforethe fifth
century A.D.;indeedIm ightalm ostsay beforetheeighthcentury.

48
M alw aisthecountryinCentralIndiaofw hichU jjianw asthew ell-know nHindu capital.

49
T hetraditionalevidence,borneoutby thefactsofthecase,appearsin“ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” pp.121– 9 and 309 ff.

S om etim esthe R ajputsappearin clans,butw ithoutam onarchicalconstitution;in othercasessingle chiefsw ith a
sm allfollow ing established “ baronies” and sm allseparate kingdom sin w hich there w asno opportunity fora
“ feudal” distributionofterritory.
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In the Panjab (and in the parts of the N.W. Provinces more closely adjacent thereto) we
have also some Rajput communities of a somewhat different origin50; but the great
feature is the prevalence of Jat, and (to a lesser degree) Gujar, villages. And, generally

speaking, at the present day the tribal constitution of agrarian society is more
prominent in the Panjab than it is elsewhere. There are a number of other clans or castes
of various names who have also joint-villages; but they are either partly Jat or partly
Rajput in origin, and may safely be classified with one or the other51. On the north-west
frontier again there are settlements of tribes of quite special character. They are now
(since some centuries) Moslem. These latter are very interesting, because we often
possess almost complete information, not only about the whole tribe, but about the
clans and sub-clans and ultimate divisions into which they are formed, and how they

divided the land on which they settled. And they retain various grades of chiefs who
still exercise authority. But these settled at dates which (at the earliest) do not go back
beyond five or six hundred years. They seem to have been, in their not very covetable
territory (Peshawar, Hazara, Bannu, Kohat, Dera-Ismail Khan), left undisturbed by the
greater sovereigns of the north, and probably professed a more or less nominal
subjection to them. Whatever may be the reason, these tribes had not adopted a
monarchical rule of their own; and their “Khans,” “Maliks,” and other chiefs but rarely

attempted to claim any extensive power or to attain large estates as local landlords.

50
T he P anjab R ajputsare largely clans(Bhatti,etc.)descended (though probably in am uch m ixed race)from the

originalYadavatribesofthe Indusvalley and neighborhood.In the partsofthe P anjab close to the N .W .P .,som e
R ajputsarefoundofthesam eclansasthoseintheN .W .P ,

51
i.e.,referredtooneorotherofthenortherninvasions:sucharetheGhakar,Aw an,Arain,etc.
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Chapter 5 – The Indian Village As It Is

(a) The Severalty (or “Raiyatwari”) Village

The preceding pages will have made it clear that all villages necessarily have certain
features in common, but that as regards the ownership of the land within the group
there is a broad distinction; and where this distinction exists, there is a concurrent

difference in the village government. In the “severalty” village the ownership is in the
form of independent holdings, and there is no acceptance of a joint responsibility for the
revenue and expenses; there is no joint ownership of the village site or of any adjacent
waste area, and the village is found to be managed by a hereditary headman. Where the
ownership is that of a joint body (in whatever shape), the co-sharers would never
submit to the rule of one man, nor to an oligarchy of the chief and his deputies or other
officers; they have (or once had) what I have called a standing council or committee of
the (equal) heads of the co-sharing families to manage village affairs52. I have to give

some account first of the “severalty” and then of the “joint” village, noting the races by
which each kind was established, and describing the principle on which each appears to
be constituted.

Of the severalty village there is, in the nature of things, only one form, and that form
has been maintained in essential features, although in the oldest villages it is extremely
probable that there has, in the course of time, been a loss of a certain tribal connection

which once existed. The original villages were, as I have said, constituted at a time
when the people lived in tribes and clans, so that the first organized villages were
constituted by little sections of clans, each under its own leader or chief, who became
the headman of the village. The land was distributed, according to custom, in lots to the
several leading families and to the associate settlers. But as time went on, fresh villages
would be started, not by considerable bodies of clansmen, but by numerous smaller
offshoots from the villages first established. Small parties would go out (under a leader)
and clear new plots in the jungle, and allot holdings among the settlers, so that the form

of village was very like that of the original organization though there was no longer any
question of tribal, custom in the establishment of new locations53.

Now, who were the people that first started organized villages in those countries where
they are chiefly noticeable in the form we are considering?

52
T hese headsconstitute the baradari,orbrotherhood proper.Allthe co-sharersand landow nersare often

describedasw arisanyak-jadi= “ heirsofthecom m ondescent.” (T hisreferstotheP anjab.)

53
T he sam e processhasbeen going on eversince.In m y “ L. S. B.I.,” vol. ii., p.451,Ihave given an extract

explaining how villagesw ere actually founded in the centralregionsofIndia; and it isextrem ely probable that
exactly thesam esortofthinghasbeenalw aysgoingon.
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We have seen that while Northern India is, as a matter of existing fact, covered with
villages in the “joint” form, all India south of the Vindhyan hills i.e., all the central part
of India, the Upper and Lower Dakhan, Madras, and Bombay (not to mention a great

part of Bengal) – are entirely filled with severalty villages.

I think it is very likely that, at first, in Northern India also, villages were planted in this
form, and that the Aryan domination, and afterwards that of later tribes of Rajputs, Jats,
and Gujars produced the more compact or cohesive form instead. As far as Sanskrit
authors (in Northern India) allude to villages, they either mention them without any
specific mark indicating their internal constitution or else they indicate the severalty
village under a headman54. And having regard to the fact that the Aryans and other

conquerors became monarchical, it is very likely that, apart from the chief princes and
“barons” taking the rule over states and provinces55, cadets of the ruling families,
courtiers, and others would soon obtain the lordship over individual villages, and
become virtual owners of them, and so in time change the constitution in the manner
which will presently be explained.

The villages as established by the humbler and purely agricultural tribes, whether

Dravidian or Aryan, would be in the severalty form. All analogy of later times leads us
to this inference. In the history of the mediaeval Rajas of Oudh, for example, it is clear
that the subject villages were in the severalty form, paying the Raja’s grain-share from
each holding. And we have evidence how by grant (birt) of the king, or by the
association of some local family, the village became owned by the joint heirs of such a
grantee, and so acquired a different form56.

It is really, however, unnecessary to pursue this question, as it is one on which there is,

from the nature of the case, only “probable” evidence. Where we see the severalty
village now, and also for centuries past, entirely occupying the country, is in the region
of the Peninsula – beyond the Vindhyans. And it will at once strike us that to this part
of India the Aryan invasion, and that of the later Indo-Scythian tribes, hardly extended
at all. Circumstances evidently did not favor the development of lordships over

54
M ention ofavillage asaw hole,orofthe generalboundariesofavillage,doesnotim ply thatthe w hole w as

collectively ow ned,orthat it constituted a“ corporation.” T he boundariesofone village asagainst anotherare
m attersofthegreatestim portanceinvillagelife,apartfrom any considerationofthevillagebeingjointly ow nedor
otherw ise.O ne ofthe m ostdefinite allusionsto the village isin the “ L aw sofM anu,” and there itiscertainly the
severalty villageunderaheadm anthatism entioned.

55
Ineed hardly alludetothefactthatintheP uranasandEpicstheadvanceofAryantribesintheGangesValley is

alw aysrepresented undertheguiseofthe greatchiefand hisclanbuildingacity and settingup astate ofw hich it
w asthecapital.

56
T hisisvery clearly broughtoutinM r.W .C.Benett’sadm irableS ettlem entR eportoftheGondaDistrictinO udh

(1878).S ee§§ 64– 77.T hepassagew illw ellrepay perusal.
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villages, nor the constitution of bodies in a joint form. Joint villages did arise here and
there, as we shall afterwards notice, but they were due to special causes. So, then, the
severalty village is prevalent and characteristic in those very countries where the
Dravidian element was strongest, and where it was least mixed with Aryan and later

dominant races. This fact is entitled to weight as making it a priori likely that the
prevalent village form is derived from institutions of Dravidian origin. At any rate, it
seems manifestly impossible that the villages, as they exist, should be due to any Aryan
invention or introduction. Now in the S.W. Bengal (Chota Nagpur) and in Orissa, we
have some actual survivals which enable us to trace certain ancient undisturbed
customs, which there is every reason to believe are those of the non-Aryan tribes, both
Kolarian and Dravidian. In some of the more secluded districts we have distinct
Kolarian races like the Santal, Ho, Munda, etc.57, and also Dravidian, the Bhuiya,

Kandh, etc.; and an apparently later tribe, the Uraon, who gave the name to Orissa, and
furnished rulers over Chota Nagpur. And I do not think that anyone with local
knowledge will be disposed to doubt that those peoples were organized in tribes, and
that they established the territorial divisions still known as nad (and by other names
locally); and that the villages in these countries were, in the first instance, established by
distributing or allotting the territory among the smaller groups, each led by its petty
chief or chiefs, who in turn allotted the land within the village for the holdings of the

various families or persons entitled to be provided for. I say in the first instance,
because, as I have already remarked, as time went on new villages were constantly
established one by one, by small groups starting out on their own account into the
abundant waste, and clearing a new settlement, independently of the movement of a
whole clan or sept, or other such body.

The Chota Nagpur country, I should note, is admirably adapted to secure the
preservation of old tribal forms of settlement, since it is fertile within and inaccessible to

enemies from without, and does not lie in the track of any of the greater military
movements known in history. Here we have distinct evidence that the Kolarian
population was in part let alone and in part combined with (or supplemented by)
Dravidians, and all came under (later) Dravidian rulers. It is evident that the Kolarian
settlements were, and still are, very rudimentary, and do not seem to have been likely
to furnish a pattern to any more advanced tribes. The Kolarian tribes made small
territories for tribal sections, locally known as parha. The boundaries were known, and

each had a totem or distinctive emblem, which was (and still is) exhibited on a flag
carried on festival occasions. Inside the parha, a few – I believe usually from ten to
twelve – small and separate (family) groups of huts or cottages were built together. The
people lived chiefly by herding goats and cattle, and by the chase; and what little
cultivation was done was in a block adjacent to each hamlet. We are assured also by
local observers that originally in the Kolarian hamlet the group was composed (like a
“house communion”) of a body of persons all descended from a common mother, and

57
“ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.154 ff.
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that the land such bodies cultivated was really held “in common,” each block being in
fact a plot sufficient to supply the needs of the group58. Apart from the fact that we have
no evidence of any wide distribution of Kolarian races beyond the limits of the eastern
districts of the upper peninsula and parts of the Vindhyan hills, it does not seem that

this rudimentary form of village suggested to later Dravidians their larger and better
organized village, which we can also observe in the central Chota Nagpur districts. At
any rate, it was such a Dravidian village that can be argued to be the direct progenitor
of the surviving severalty form, whatever rudimentary form or forms may have a claim
to be earlier still in point of time. Very good accounts of the organized villages are on
record; and also a somewhat similar form is described among the Kandh tribe in
Orissa59.

The important feature of these typical village settlements is that certain leading families
of the group were the principal members (known as bhuinhar families), and that other
cultivators were associated with them, not necessarily, I believe, of the same clan. Out
of these leading families were selected the headman (who also had one or more
assistants or deputies), the pahan or priest, the mahto or “accountant.” And allotments
of land were made – one for the headman, one for the priest (and the maintenance of
the deities), one for the mahto, and one for the other cultivators. Also a (fifth) lot was set

apart to furnish grain for the support of the Raja, as tribal or local chief, which seems to
have been the mode of raising a royal revenue even before the custom of taking a share
in the grain from all the cultivators became general. As new cultivators joined the
settlement, or fresh land was taken up, the whole of the holdings (perhaps with the
exception of some of the privileged lots), were re-distributed or re-arranged. There was
no appearance of the headman or of the privileged families owning the whole village
(as superiors to the rest), or sharing it among themselves in fractions as joint-owners
would do. The time came when the local chief (now Raja) was not content with the

produce of the allotment of land in each village, but took a share in the grain of all the
holdings except those of the privileged families; and this exemption may be suggested
to have been the origin of the custom that the patel and kulkarni’s special holdings were
in former days allowed to be free of State charges.

I have said that there is no appearance of such a constitution having any dependence on
a “common holding,” or of the settlers forming a body of owners in common. And

though it is true that there were customs of periodically exchanging or re-distributing

58
T hisquestion hasbeen discussed by M r.J.F.Hew itt in apaperin the JournalR oy.AsiaticS oc.for1887 (pp.

628– 641),and April,1899 (pp.329– 356).It isnot clearthat the “ com m on” cultivation w ent beyond the fam ily
ham let,northatalltheland intheparhaw asheld by theseveralsectionsincom m on;if,indeed,any definiteideas
ofproperty existedatall.
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the holdings, I shall afterwards (in discussing the theory of primitive common holding)
show that it affords no indication of an idea of “common property.” The ruling idea
was allotment of a subsistence share in the tribal territory to every member, according
to his grade or position60.

It will be observed that in the severalty village, the nature of the existing constitution
prevents there being any jointly-owned area of waste or grazing ground, or area
available for eventual partition and extension of tillage. Each holding (in possession) is
registered as the right of the person or persons cultivating it, and there is no scope for
any joint-area. Nevertheless, where there is an adjacent area of waste, the village is
allowed the use of it, though the land remains the property of the State. Whether, under
such an organized tribal allotment of land as has been spoken of, each “village” was

made definitely to include a tract of waste, I have seen no sufficient evidence.

I think that it is highly improbable that any idea was entertained beyond the fact that a
wide area (over which the villages were scattered) was all, in a general sense, the
territory or heritage of the clan there located, and that each village might extend itself as
it required. I can find no indication of any tribal custom of allotting a specific area of
waste to each village – so much to this, so much to that, in the first instance. No doubt,

in course of time, when villages became contiguous, the area of each would become
definite. Should one village extend its cultivation so as to come into contact with the
area which was habitually used by the next village, a definite boundary line would
necessarily be arranged by the tribal authority. But we have no trace, that I can discover,
of the ancient village being regarded (in each case) as owning a definite area of adjacent
waste, and (as the necessary mark of such ownership) that this waste must (on partition
being called for) be shared in the same proportions as the cultivated holdings. It seems
more probable that, when the general tribal control of the whole area passed to a Raja,

each village retained the right to the actually allotted lands in severalty, but that the
waste was regarded as at the disposal of the Raja: though of course the king never
thought of depriving a village of the use and enjoyment of the area which was, by
custom, grazed over, nor would he object to their breaking up new pieces of waste
when the village needed to extend its cultivation. It cannot fail to be observed that when
the Raja made a grant of a “village,” the grantee was always understood to have the
right of improving the waste, though he would not have the right to oust the cultivators

from their cultivated holdings. This seems to show that the right of the original

60
Betw een the prim itive villagesofthe Kolariansand the m ore perfectone organised w ith laterDravidian rule,

there arenaturally som estagesofgrow th asw ellaslocalvarieties;butthe principleisbestexhibited in theChota
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villagers, beyond their cultivated holdings, was not a definite right of ownership, but a
vague sort of user, though one limited to their own body61.

I shall not here pursue any argument that the existing form of severalty village is a real

and independent form; and that if its derivation from the early form to which allusion
has been made is not acceptable, then we must be content to say that its origin remains
hidden, but that it certainly is not the result of any decay of such a form as we find in
Northern India. That argument will come later. It will be observed that in those
countries where the severalty village is prominent, it has been found necessary to adapt
the revenue system to the tenure. Every holding is separately valued and assessed, and
pays separately; no responsibility of one member for another is possible62. The revenue
system which treats the village as a proprietary unit, and lays one sum of revenue on it,

is only applied to the “joint villages” of the North.

(b) The Joint Village

Just as the severalty village, with its headman and group of independent holdings, is
characteristic of a great part of Bengal proper, of Madras and Bombay and Central

India, so the joint village is found to be the prevalent form over the Panjab, the N.W.
Provinces and Oudh; and it seems probable that it extended over the adjoining districts
of Bihar (N.W. Bengal) at one time, only that the subsequent growth and
acknowledgment of territorial landlords has almost obliterated the evidence.

I have already intimated that these villages being “joint” are treated by the Revenue
Administration as units; that the land within the boundary is either (in a few cases) held
undivided by the co-sharing body, or it is divided into shares or lots separately enjoyed;

but still the people do not object to be held “jointly and severally” liable for the revenue
charge, local rates, and village expenses, the burden of which they distribute among the
co-sharers according to the rule and principle of their constitution.

61
And agrantee,w hile cultivating the w aste to hisow n profit,w ould stillnotattem ptto do so to the extentof

deprivingthevillagersofasufficientareaforgrazing.
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I have mentioned that the existing joint villages are not due to “Aryans,” in the sense of
any demonstrable connection with the old Aryan races. Some few communities may
really be relics of old Aryan stock which escaped the destruction of the older wars;
others may have a certain strain of Aryan blood but no more. In the main, it is true to

say that while here and there some indefinitely ancient local tribes have joint villages,
the formation of such villages in general is due to the later tribes – the Rajputs of
various clans, the Jats and Gujars, who are representatives of the various “Indo-
Scythian” and other invasions of post-Aryan times.

To put it a little more explicitly, we may classify the villages according to race, as (1)
Rajput settlers and adventurers (mostly mediaeval) coming to Oudh, the N.W.
Provinces and Panjab, from an earlier home in Rajputana, and other places; (2) Jat and

Gujar communities largely found in the Panjab, but extending into the parts of the N.W.
Provinces more closely adjacent. The Jat class tends to run into the Rajput class very
much; and it may well be that many in both ranks are of the same race, only that the
more aristocratic and military were recognized by the popular custom as “Rajput,”
while the humbler and more purely agricultural were “Jat”63; (3) a variety of other
tribes, some earlier, some later, probably of mixed race, but approximating to (1) and
(2); they are chiefly in the North Panjab (Awan, Ghakar, Arain, etc.); (4) we may

separate a group of (Moslem) tribes on the north-west frontier who are still living in a
very perfect state of tribal organization; (5) in the S.E. Panjab and elsewhere a number
of villages have accepted the conditions of life under the joint village system, and yet
are known to have started as associated colonists, forming village groups for defence
and society, or otherwise to have been groups of independent holders, who, for one
reason or another, have not objected to the joint constitution.

Next, as to the mode of formation, and the way in which the joint ownership arises. If

we regard the whole mass of such villages, we shall observe that the principle on which
the village body shares the land (waste and cultivated) within their boundary, is not
always the same. With the severalty village there is – perhaps can be – only one form.
But here the joint-owners may share the estate, some in this way, some in that; or, in
other words, the aggregate of co-owners may be formed on different principles or in
different ways, so that there is more to be said about the joint village. And the first great
distinction is that in one large class of villages the community (as a matter of fact) is a

body descended from one man (or from one or two brothers) who obtained at some
former time – maybe hardly a century ago, maybe six centuries or more – the lordship
or superiority of the village. The “lord,” however, in all cases, lived under what is the
common rule not only of Hindus but of the landowning castes generally – the joint-
family; this requires that when the head of the family dies all the male agnates who are
heirs, according to their place in the table of descent, succeed together; so that in these

63
T hisisalldiscussedandexem plifiedin“ Ind. Vill. Comm.,”
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cases it is really a (much expanded) family that has dominated the village and now
constitutes the community.

In another class of cases the villages represent the fission of a whole clan or tribe; a large

area is found entirely covered with cultivating, co-sharing groups of one and the same
tribe, and governed by the same code of custom. Sometimes a number of villages are
formed by the gradually multiplying descendants of a single original family or other
small group settled on a wide space, which fortune preserved to it, till a number of
village bodies grew up and separated off Sometimes the village represents a body of
sharers traditionally descended from one original founder, but not such a founder as
pretended to any aristocratic rank (whose position the descendants continue to
represent). They are merely equal owners of shares in the village; each head of a branch

household possesses, and has always possessed, a divided share or lot. Sometimes the
village owners have come together by voluntary association, and may or may not
consist of families of the same clan or tribe. In all this large and varied class the shares
or lots (however formed) are not according to the “ancestral” rule, as in the first class,
and they have always been separately enjoyed from the first. As this second group itself
requires sub-dividing, it will be better to explain the whole under three heads, which
we will call – I. Ancestral; II. Tribal; III. Associate.

I. Ancestral

The first class will be the form of joint village community just mentioned, in which the
co-proprietary body is in fact a dominant family descended from one founder (or one or
two related founders), who first obtained the superior position and took the
“overlord’s64 share” of the grain from the village cultivators. As in the course of time

they gradually multiplied, they came to form a co-sharing proprietary community of
the village, numbering variously 30, 40, 60, or 100 members, or more, as the case may
be. It is this kind of village that may sometimes exist in an undivided state; that is, the
owners may never have divided the land at all, or may have never formally and finally
divided it, but for the time each holds a certain portion, which (in theory) may at any
time be recalled and adjusted, according to the “ancestral” share of each. In some cases
part of the land is held divided, and part not. The undivided part is either the waste,

grazing land, etc., which is more useful undivided, or is not yet required for the plough,
and will be some day divided; or it is held by tenants, and the rents, not the land itself,
are shared65.

64
T oexplainthisw ord oncem ore,Im ay refertothenoteatp.19.
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In order to explain what is meant whenever the “fractional” or “ancestral” scheme of
shares is referred to, let me explain that as primogeniture is never observed in peasant
or village estates, the shares are the fractions of the whole which naturally follow from

the principle of equal right in the same grade of descent or agnate male relationship,
and are therefore fractions of the whole. Suppose, for example, that the original
overlord leaves three sons; whether divided or not, there are three (major) shares (patti).
If one of those sons dies leaving two grandsons, the third share will be subdivided into
two sub-shares (thok); and if a grandson’s share comes to be divided between, say, four
great-grandsons (counting back to the founder), then we have four sub-subshares (behri
or tula), each consisting of one-fourth of one-half of one-third of the whole, and paying
the corresponding fraction of the charges. Later descendant families will continue to

succeed (within the major and minor groups to which they belong)66.

It will readily be understood that in paying the revenue and expenses, the fraction of
the total sum (so long as the scheme is intact) corresponds with the fraction of the land
owned67. But it often happens that in the course of time, owing to one accident or
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another, the shares cease to be exactly correct; and, especially if the case is one in which
there has been no formal proceeding of partition, the holdings are likely to be irregular,
and it is found impossible to remedy the variation (as will presently appear).

It sometimes happens that in a partly-divided village one part is correctly shared and
the other not, e.g., the cultivated holdings may be held according to existing
“possession,” but the waste (or other undivided) land may still be enjoyed (or its
income) in the correct ancestral shares, showing that the whole village was once
governed by that rule and belonged to this class68.

As in this class of village it is possible that the estate may be actually undivided, it will
be desirable to state the circumstances under which such a (rather exceptional)

condition is maintained. It is well to take note of this with some care, because it is from
such phenomena that the idea of “communal” ownership has emerged. I may mention
also that in a few cases (under any class) plots of land may be found held undivided for
some special convenience, and not connected with the custom of an undivided
inheritance. In the case of a joint inheritance of the whole village, partition may have
been put off owing to the jealousy of the heirs, who fear that one will get the better of
the others; or it may be that the land is held by tenants, and that there is no object in

dividing it, but a manager collects the rents and distributes the profits69. But what really
happens in most cases (though the village may, still be formally recorded as
“undivided”) is that every co-sharer has taken possession of a certain farm, or some
fields which he holds for his own benefit, the rest of the land (probably under tenants)
and the uncultivated waste land is managed “in common,” i.e., the rents or profits from
grass and wild produce are carried to meet the aggregate revenue charges and expenses
of the whole body. If they do not cover it, the owners have to make up the balance
according to their actual holding.

In the course of time such a state of things is very likely to become stereotyped. Each
sharer is practically content with what he has got; or the weaker ones who have less
than they ought see no chance of ousting the stronger; at any rate action is deferred till
it is too late. In that case, the “ancestral share” scheme will have fallen into abeyance,
and the de facto holdings (and proportionate payments) be recognized.

68
T hevarietiesresultingfrom the sharesbecom ingincorrectm ay beseenindetailin“ Ind.Vill.Com m .” p.338.It

isprobably to distinguish such casesasthose m entioned in the text that the officialclassification separatesthe
“ im perfect” (i.e.,partly divided)classofvillage.
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In a few cases, either by consent or in consequence of the form of association, special
areas of land, perhaps unstable land, or land peculiarly situated with reference to
moisture received by percolation from a river, will be cultivated without (permanent)
division; strips or lots are marked out which are held in rotation70. This is the only

exception. Ordinarily, any really “undivided” village will represent the estate of the
joint descendants of one founder.

Such being the features of the tenure of this class of villages, it will be observed that it is
this kind which we might well call “manorial,” because, in fact, the village has been
dominated by an “overlord” (and his succeeding family), and has become a petty
“manor.” And although it is true that many such villages were newly founded in the
virgin waste, by the aid of specially located tenants and dependents, still the position of

the owner and his sons, as the superiors, is just the same, and they form the same major
and minor divisions as the diagram has shown.

I need make no apology for repeating that this form of village really depends on the
continuance (in an expanding circle) of the joint-family rule71. More need not here be
said; but I shall have some further observations to make in a closing section which
relates to ideas of property in land.

It may be observed that this form of village with its major and minor divisions (patti,
thok, etc.) is the automatic result of the growth of a family and of the partition of the
land. It is not an organization designed or pre-conceived; and most probably when the
“founder” of the village began his career, his first thought was not to dispossess the
older cultivators or overshadow the headman, or consciously to introduce a new form
of tenure, but merely to take the “lord’s share” of the produce, and to cultivate, for his
own benefit, what land he chose, which was not already under the plough. But such a

position was sure to develop into a virtual ownership, as it has in any case of
“landlord” tenure in India, whether the superior’s title is over one village, or two, or a
hundred. And when the “founder” was succeeded by his joint heirs, the village
“owners” became a community. I will further add that in this class of cases the
proprietary family are very often of Rajput or some other superior (or at least non-
cultivating) class, and that they almost always have tenants under them. Sometimes the
poverty of the family may have compelled them to work their own lands, with the aid

of the village menials at sowing time and harvest. It will be well to give some idea of the

70
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circumstances under which such a domination of villages has taken place – how such
families came to have the pre-eminence.

(1) A very common case (and one of the latest origin in point of date) is where a

revenue-farmer has grown into proprietor. He undertook to be responsible personally
for the whole sum assessed on the village, and what with taking over the lands of
persons who failed to pay, and by means of mortgages and purchases of this field and
that, the “farmer” became, in time, “owner” of the whole village. And be it recollected
that at the beginning of the nineteenth century, before the idea of a single landlord was
abandoned, managers of villages, principal sharers, and others, were constantly treated
as sole proprietors, and their families have actually expanded into dominant co-sharing
communities. This was not always attended with injustice; such persons (having a little

capital) often took charge of abandoned villages and restored the cultivation by their
own means; or they became responsible for cultivating groups too dispirited and
poverty-stricken (e.g., after the Rohilla troubles) to claim any independent rights72.

(2) A large number of villages (often of Rajput or other higher caste) derive their
proprietary communities from an ancestor who had received a grant of the village from
the ruler, the grantee being thus rewarded for military or other service, or getting it as a

means of support73.

(3) Similar “rights” were obtained by some energetic family settled in the place; their
growth being due to their superior wealth, energy, or influence74. In all these cases,
observe that the original grant or usurpation was not formally of the ownership, nor did
an usurping resident think at first of ownership. It was the “king’s share,” or perquisites
of authority, that were granted, or an “overlord” share of the produce that was
demanded from the cultivators, as the case might be; this was understood to include the

right of improvement of the village waste land; and so the dominant right grew into a
virtual proprietorship as I have said; the older inhabitants (if there were any) frankly
accepting the position of tenants.

(4) But a more curious mode of growth of “manorial” joint-bodies occurs, when it is not
the single village as such that has been the subject of a grant, but a larger area has
become the scene of the domination or territorial rule usually of some Rajput Raja, or

perhaps a Moslem chief, with his family and followers. In such a territory there were
sometimes separate portions which had been made over as the “fiefs” of some of the

72
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Raja’s principal male relatives. At first this was all a question of rulership, or the
exercise of “baronial” jurisdiction, taking a share of the produce from the cultivating
bodies already established, and founding new villages in the waste by inviting tenants
and dependants and offering them a settlement. Then (in time) in village after village

the ruler’s rights and perquisites, were alienated or made over, one by one, as
appanages or as life-grants for the support of cadets and scions of the family. In time the
descendants of such grantees become the co-sharing owners of the whole group of
different villages. Very often, too, a petty barony or territorial estate, such as we are
speaking of, never adopted any rule of primogeniture, and became formally partitioned
(on the occasion of a succession) village by village; thus each relation getting a village
stood in the place of founder or ancestor, and his descendants form the “community75.”
Sometimes misfortune overtook the rulership; the principal members followed the Raja

to battle, and were dispersed or slain; then such of the descendants as survived clung to
a village here and a village there, while the conqueror took possession of the territory76.
The whole former “barony” (or the raj) then became a district of the Empire, but was
covered by villages, often held by bodies of descendants of the former ruling house.

It is in connection with these modes of the growth of communities of co-proprietors
over the villages that I have to mention a feature which is conclusive as to the character

of the process. There are cases in which the “proprietary communities” do not
correspond to the several geographical villages as they stand; but the co-sharing bodies
correspond each to a certain “estate” or group of lands (mahal)77 arranged by their
family division; some land lying in one village, some in another; and the entire group of
holdings which belongs confessedly to one “house,” to the descendants of one man
(who have to be assessed together in one sum), has to be represented on paper by
bringing together in a list, the several lots.

These features are more particularly noticeable in the N.W. Provinces and Oudh among
the higher caste village communities; but there are also cases in the Panjab; and it is
highly probable that something of the kind occurred in the Bombay or Dakhan villages
when they became held (in former days) by mirasdar families; only that in this latter
case the overlord families died out (see Appendix).
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II. Tribal

The next class of village is also marked by the cohesion of the landholding co-sharers,

who combine to accept a joint responsibility (at least do not object to it), and readily
accept the joint-ownership of such area of waste as is included in the boundary of their
village at survey. And when this land is partitioned – being wanted for extension of
cultivation for the increasing members – it will be divided out on just the same
proportions as those in which the older cultivated land is held78. But here we do not
observe that the village is divided into fractional (ancestral) shares, because the
villagers, though possibly of common descent, are not representative descendants of an
overlord; and the class I have here separately distinguished is, in fact, either derived

from a tribe (or smaller “clan”) settling on a sufficient area, and dividing the whole out
into shares – so much land for each person or each head of a house, or else the villages
originated in one centre, where a small group of settlers found a home on a wide space,
which fortune has preserved to it. In the course of time the families have multiplied and
filled the whole area, and the separating groups have formed so many “villages” which
at first were acknowledged as dependent on the parent centre, but in time became
completely independent groups, each with its own establishment, its own assessment as

a unit, and so forth.

It is often that we observe quite a large area now covered by villages all of the same
caste or tribe, and they believe rather mistily in a common descent; but they cannot
always say whether their predecessors came there as a body already existing, or
whether only a few men settled, and have, in the course of two centuries or more,
gradually grown into the existing number79. In these cases the tribe or group are
sometimes spoken of as constituted “democratically” – i.e., there was no Raja or

baronial government, and, as a rule, no dominant families to take possession of this or
that village. In many of these cases the village shares represent an allotment made by
the tribal chief of an (equal) share to every member of the clan or group settling there,
or they are merely the holdings which the growing households have added on, one by
one, out of the abundant area, without any formal process of division at all. This class of
village is more especially common in the Panjab, but is by no means unknown in the
N.W. Provinces and Oudh.

78
Ifam an ow nsland w hich isone-tw entieth ofthe areaofthe arable,he w illalso receive one-tw entieth ofthe

w asteareaw henitispartitioned.

79
Forexam ples,see “ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.266 ff.,especially pp.276,282.In som e cases,the (large)areaw illbe

found tobedivided ontheancestralprinciple,asfarasthefirstorprincipalsections– i.e.thesharesoftheoriginal
sonsofthe fam ily,and theirsonsand grandsons.T hat isbecause w hile the num berisvery sm alland the area
large,it iseasiest to m ake the allotm ent so.But afterw ards,allthe new descendantstake equally;theirlotsare
com paredand valuedinapeculiarw ay,sothattheshareofpaym entisinjustcorrespondencew iththeextentand
valueoftheholding.
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Under this class the most striking illustration is afforded by the north-western frontier
clans, who are so comparatively recently settled (from two to six hundred years ago)
that their constitution is well known, and the distribution of their land in sections and
subsections is plainly visible on the ground; while the tradition of the chief; and how he

made the distribution of lots – first the major territories and then the final groups – is
still well preserved80. This distinct evidence is peculiar to the frontier districts; but it
will be observed that very much the same thing most probably occurred when the Jat
and Gujar tribes settled down in the more central plains, and we have many instances
in which the exact rule or principle of their sharing is not now remembered.

It is not at all necessary that the shares or lots should all be made by nearly equal
measures of land. That would not suit if the territory were very various in quality of soil

or in advantages of irrigation. I must not go into details of each mode of distribution
which is followed both in this and in the next (III.) class. One method, however, is
curious: it consists in making the holdings consist of certain measures, which, though
called bigha, are not the standard land measure, but artificial lots made up of little bits –
usually long strips – of as many different kinds of soil as there are in the settlement81.
Where so much elaboration is not needed, the object of making the burden (of taxes,
etc.) is equal attained by counting the bigha of poor land as twice or thrice as large as

the bigha of rich.

It is very common in this class of village to find the holders of shares cultivating their
own lands, though tenants may also be employed.

One other special feature may be added. Cases are observed in which (in this class)
there were originally no “villages” at all to begin with. The whole area was divided out
once (or gradually as required) into lots for all the tribesmen. For instance, on the north-

western frontier, the land for the ultimate section or “company” (called Khel) often
formed an area far larger than the usual “village”. In other places also, the whole of a
large area is known to have been divided into shares for the households without
definite village groups82. But as time goes on, and families of the same connection
multiply, and their cultivation is more or less aggregated in blocks, the area becomes
divided up into villages, for convenience of survey and for other administrative
reasons. Moreover, as the cultivation extends, the connected families belonging to one

80
Fordetails,seem y “ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” pp.247 and 253.

81
Forasingularly perfectexam pleam ongJatsintheM athuradistrict(N .W .P .),see“ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.283.T his

isw hatisproperly m eantby the term bhaiachara.T he artificialm easuresare spoken ofasbhaiw adi-bigha,tauzi-
bigha,etc.T he bigha,asan ordinary aream easure in use in India,variesin different provinces.Com m only,it is
five-eighthsofanacre.

82
Forexam ples,see“ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” pp.270– 271,and also atpp.262,285,and asto the larger(frontier)Khel

areassplittingupintovillages,seeid.,pp.245,251,261,etc.
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stock set up their cottages in one hamlet, which soon becomes large enough to require a
separate staff of artisans, etc., and a separate mosque or shrine.

It is curious to observe that among tribes which, like the Jat, are, as a rule, agricultural

and “democratic,” some of the villages are found to have been dominated by single
families, and to be held on the ancestral (pattidari) scheme. This shows that here and
there a particular chief, or his son, or some leading person, has managed to get
possession of a village, and made it his “manor.”83

It is a fact, of which I have seen no satisfactory explanation, that some tribes have never
developed the monarchical (quasi-feudal) form, under which the clan and sectional
chiefs become “Raja” and “barons,” and establish a military and territorial rule. Even

among the Rajput tribes, where this system was often so fully developed, and is
described in Colonel Tod’s “Rajasthan” with so much animation, we observe some clans
who never had Rajas84, but merely acknowledged the “patriarchal” authority of their
sectional chiefs, and formed villages, or groups of tribal families holding land in
allotted shares, on a general principle of equality. In the interesting province of Benares,
where a “landlord settlement” was made according to the ideas of those days (1795),
but where, properly speaking, the joint villages should have been dealt with as such, it

is noticeable that the (Rajput) clans often adopted the (non-aristocratic) tribal allotment
plan, and had artificial lots or land-measures, so as to make the advantages and the
burdens of land-sharing as equal as possible85.

It will be asked: If this method of allotting equal shares (in one form or another) to all
the members for their several enjoyment is the feature of so large a class of village,
where does the joint property come in? It is really rather a matter of natural union
caused by the sense of common descent or common tribe, and, in consequence, the

observance of tribal custom of pre-emption, and of a rule against alienating land
outside the agnatic group, or to the prejudice of natural heirs. To this we must add the
knowledge that by becoming mutually responsible and acting together, the whole
village could best be preserved both from outside enemies and from the disintegrating
effects of a harsh and exacting government; – when a revenue-farmer is kept at a
distance, by the united body offering to pay a lump sum for the whole village, and
being jointly answerable for its being forthcoming at due date. Moreover, such a

83
Itw ould be very interesting,ifourstatisticalinform ation w ere such asto show (forthe P anjab),how m any of

theentirem assoftheJatvillagesareheld ontheancestralorpattideiriplan.Itisatpresentuncertainhow farthe
early JatraceshadR ajasand am onarchicalrulelikethe“ Hindus.”

84
T hose w ho care to pursue the subject w illfind som e excellent rem arksisthe O udh Gazetteer,Vol.II.,p.40

(ArticleHardoi).

85
And thisfeature sorely puzzled the R esident (M r.Duncan)in 1796,w hen he reported on the villages,and

noticed the bhaiw adibigha,orartificialm easures,w hich heattributesto quite aw rongcause.T hiscuriousreport
is,Ibelieve,thefirstinw hich“ joint” villagescam etonotice,anditoughttobereprinted.
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combination involves the joint ownership of the village site and the wells, etc., within
the boundary, which, from the nature of the case, cannot be partitioned, and also the
joint ownership of the grazing land or other waste not yet divided.

It will be asked also: How is it that a “tribal allotment” in Central and Southern India is
argued to have been the origin of the separate shares in the severalty village, while
apparently a closely similar arrangement in the north country resulted in the united
community villages ?

It seems to me that as the Dakhan (or peninsular) village must have received its primary
form centuries before these northern groups came into existence, there has been more
time for the sense of tribal union to wear out86; also that very likely there was not the

same necessity for combination against enemies, or perhaps not the same character or
cohesiveness. But, as regards the north-west frontier villages, they really are very much
like severalty villages, except that the tribal union is strong, and the custom of not
alienating land to the prejudice of heirs survived, and that the democratic character of
the tribes does not allow the sectional chief or headman to have so much direct
managing authority.

Indeed, it must always be remembered that the frontier villages (and the same is true of
the clan areas in the Salt Range country or Jihlam district of the Panjab) are not really at
all like the kind of joint village which the N.W. Province system first adapted itself to;
they have little in common with the pattidari, etc., of the text-books; only that, having
certain features of union, they naturally suited the system which was applied to them,
and so the villages have become classified in the statistical records as of the same nature
as the others.

III. Associate

The third class of village – still one that has features which enable it to be managed on
the “joint” principle – is rather a residuary one; nor is it easy to draw a sharp line
between it and the class II. There is the same absence of the “ancestral share” system,
i.e., there is no appearance of the village having been dominated or founded by one

man, whose descendants the present superior community or brotherhood represent.
The shares are either equal lots – where the soil is fairly uniform – or they are arranged
on the method of making each holding consist of strips of good, bad, and indifferent
land together; or the holdings are adapted to the “ploughs” – the number possessed by
each cultivating household. Or perhaps the village is an irrigated one; wells have been
sunk at suitable distances, and the land is shared with reference to the proportion of
labor and money which each village co-proprietor contributed to the (cooperative) well
sinking.

86
T hism atterw illcom eupagaininanotherconnection.
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(1) In these villages we sometimes see different sections (tarf) occupied by families of a
different origin, whose tradition is that they clubbed together and got lands together in
one circle for defence87. A still more interesting example occurs among various clans of

Jats, who settled – on being compelled to move from some earlier locations – in the
eastern part of the Panjab88. The villages not only belong each to a separate clan or sub-
division of fats, but inside each village will be found “sections,” each held by families of
a different clan, who have clubbed together for defence. Near the same locality may also
be found (in interesting contrast) large areas entirely occupied by villages all of one
clan. The land is here (inside each village) divided out into so many hal or “plough
lands,” a number being assigned to each family in proportion to its strength. And very
often (where the soils differ much in value) the lots are made up of specimen strips of

each kind.

(2) Another kind of village – notably in the S.E. Panjab – is known by uniform tradition
to have been formed, at no very distant date, by voluntarily associated parties of
colonists, each under a leader.

Here land-shares were at once made out, and were distributed among the cultivating

families by the process of casting lots89. Here there was nothing to distinguish the
village from the severalty form, except the willingness of the people to accept a joint
responsibility for the revenue. They did not settle under any special grant of privileged
tenure as in the (quite exceptional) case of the Madras colonists noted in Appendix I.
But the villagers had no objection to come under the “joint” system of the N.W.
Provinces, and gladly accepted the recognition of their joint ownership of such areas of
adjacent waste as the survey proceedings adjudged to be included in their boundary,
and to form part of the joint village estate.

It will be observed that in all these cases the origin of the village is known – all the facts
tend to confirm the tradition of origin. There are, of course, many other villages in
which the proprietors – each in possession of a certain lot of land which he cultivates
separately – have no recollection of their origin, nor of how they came by their “de facto
possession.” All they can say is, that the land share is the “gift of Providence,” or that

87
S eetheexam ple(Gujratdistrict,P anjab)in“ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.339.

88
In theL odianadistrictthereisavery fullaccountofthesecurioussettlem ents,w hichIhave abstracted in“ Ind.

Vill.Com m .,” pp.274– 6.

89
S ee “ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.323 ifAsto the tem ptation oropportunity forthe leaderofsuch aparty to erect

him selfinto apetty landlord,and theinstructivenessofthis,asillustratingthe w ay inw hichadom inantbody m ay
grow upinavillageofany kind,seem y“ L .S .B.I.,” ii.,p.691,and thequaintversequotedinthefootnote.
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they have always cultivated “according to their ability.” They may have once had some
definite system of sharing, as in class I. or II., but they have forgotten all about it90.

And, lastly, it has to be noted that in some cases, villages like those in Kangra (Panjab

Hills) in Ajmer, and in Jhansi (N.W. Provinces bordering on Central India) are only
artificially introduced into the class of joint villages; and that in some cases trouble has
resulted. In the S.W. Panjab, too, there are no real villages separate farms or holdings
have been clubbed together with the intervening waste, and made into villages91.

A more curious instance still is afforded by the Central Provinces, which (under
circumstances detailed in my “L.S.B.I.” Vol. II.) it was determined to settle (for the most
part) under the N.W. Provinces system. As the villages were, really and naturally,

severalty villages, and the circumstances of the inhabitants such that they could not
accept the joint responsibility, and did not care to have an area of waste made over (as a
joint property) to each body, the Government determined to confer the proprietary
right on the headman or on the person whom the Marathas had made answerable for
the revenue (our officers called him the Malguzar). And so the original villagers became
“sub-proprietors,” or tenants with occupancy rights, according to circumstances. In
course of time the sons and families of the grantee-proprietors will form “joint

communities” owning the villages92.

90
Hence in the returns,allare,orw ere,lum ped togetherasbhaiacharavillages– estatesheld “ by custom ,” –

quite forgetting that the realtenure so called w asadefinite and originalcustom ,and that,from the tenure-
student’spointofview ,the m ixing up ofallthese villagesin one undistinguishable m assism ostunfortunate.W e
shallseeafterw ardshow onetheory of“ evolution” hasbeengroundedonthisconfusion.

91
In Ajm eratthelatestR evenue S ettlem ent,the jointresponsibility w asvirtually abolished.Asto the troublesin

thecaseoftheJhansidistricts,see“ L .S .B.I.,” Vol.II.,pp.120– 1.Astothe(M ultanand othersouth-w estern)P anjab
holdings,see“ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.65.

92
T hose w ho are curiousto follow the history ofthe experim ent w illfind it described in “ L .S .B.I.,” Vol.II.,pp.

382– 385.
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Chapter 6 – The Theory Regarding Indian Villages Examined

Having sketched the main facts about Indian villages, it is now time to consider the
theory to which I have alluded, and to inquire how far it corresponds to the reality of
things. As we have been led to establish the clear distinction that exists, ab origine,
between the “severalty” and the “joint” forms of village, so an examination of the
theory must be divided into two portions. I proceed to show (a) that the theory fails
altogether to apply to the severalty village of peninsular India; and (b) that it fails to

account satisfactorily for even the limited class of joint villages found in Northern India,
on which (in reality) it is based. In order that the theory itself may not be
misrepresented, let me set down its distinctive features seriatim and give the
appropriate references. The theory is that:

(1) The Indian village communities may differ locally and in detail; they may exhibit
signs of decay and change; but for purposes of comparative study they may be
represented by a single typical form to which all approximate93.

(2) The essential feature is that the village land is owned “in common” (or
“collectively”); and that even where allotment in severalty has taken place, the idea of
“cultivation in common” is kept up by minute rules regulating the tillage of the several
holdings94. The typical village has no headman, or single chief, being governed by a
committee or council of the brotherhood95.

(3) Sir H. S. Maine speaks of the typical village marked by collective ownership, as
archaic and representing the universal primitive idea of property.

93
“ Iam attem pting to describe atypicalform to w hich the village com m unitiesappearto m e on the evidence I

have seen to approxim ate,ratherthan am odelto w hich allexisting groupscalled by the nam e can be exactly
fitted.”

94
“ T he system isone ofcom m on enjoym entby village com m unities,and inside those com m unitiesby fam ilies.”

Again:“ T he com m on life ofthe group orcom m unity hasbeen so farbroken up asto adm itofprivate property in
cultivated land,not so far asto allow departure from a joint system of cultivating ...” And “ m inute” or
“ m ultifarious” rulesare spoken ofasenforced w ith the object “ ... to reconcile acom m on plan and orderof
cultivation on the part ofthe w hole brotherhood w ith the holding ofdistinct lots...by separate fam ilies.” And
“ jointow nership by bodiesofm en w astherule ...severalow nershipby individualsthe exception.” “ O w nershipin
com m onby largegroupsofm enoriginally kinsm en.”

95
“ ...in those partsofIndiain w hich the village com m unity ism ostperfect...the authority exercised elsew here

by theheadm anislodgedw iththevillagecouncil”
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Further, that it was the creation of the Aryan races (i.e., in India, the Sanskrit speaking
tribes of the Vedic and Epic Poems)96.

(4) Originally the bodies owning in “common” had no definite shares; the

acknowledgment of them (in one form or another) was a later invention – a stage in the
process of development from “common” to “individual” property97.

(5) The groups consist of persons originally connected by consanguinity, or at least
assumed to be so; this was in time more or less completely forgotten, and the body is
now held together solely by the land which the members cultivate in common98. The
(only) raison d’être of these communities is the tillage of the soil99.

(6) And lastly, we are informed that these communities are not simple bodies, with
equal rights: they are composite groups, containing social layers amalgamated at
different (remote) times; so that the whole composes a sort of hierarchy from the
highest caste down to the lower artisans, labourers, etc100.

(a) The Theory with reference to the Severalty (or Raiyatwari) Village – the more
widespread form.

96
T hisappearspassim .S ee forinstance,w here the adm ission thatthe village com m unity isnow know n outside

theAryanlim it,im pliestheAryanoriginasregardsIndia.T hequestionofany kind ofvillageinIndiabeingAryanor
notm ightberegarded asanethnologicalproblem ofnogreatpracticalim portance.Butinfactitism adeuseofto
confirm the ideaofgeneralprim itive com m on ow nership,because the Indian village isthuslinked on to the
(supposed)“ T eutonicm ark,” w hich isitselfIndogerm anicorAryan.M oreover,S irH.S .M aine shared the belief
w hich hasbeen repeated from bookto bookw ithoutverification,thatthe “ L aw ofM anu” containsallusion to the
collectively ow ned village;this,how ever,isnot the case.T he village ofseparate holdingsunderitsheadm an is
certainly the only kind ofvillage referred to by M anu – or(to the best ofm y belief)by any otherearly S anskrit
w riter.

97
T he passage,nodoubtrefersdirectly to the“ T eutonicm ark” ;butthe w hole driftoftherem arksis,Ithink,that

sharesin the village do not belong to the realoriginalform ,w here the Hindu joint fam ily isreferred to.(In the
judgm entthere referred to,L ord W estbury did notm ean thatno m em berhasadefinite share [dependenton his
place in the table ofdescent] w hich he certainly has,but that no particularplot ofland,orpiece ofproperty
representedthe“ share” ofanym em berbeforepartition.)

98
“ Attheoutsetthey seem tobeassociationsofkinsm enunitedby theassum ption(doubtlessvery vaguely

conceived)ofacom m onlineage.” Cultivatinggroups...inw hich...theassem blageofcultivatorsisheldtogether
solely by thelandw hichthey tillincom m on.”

99
“ V.C.,” p.175: Andcom pareid.,p.81.

100
“ T he end forw hich it existsisthe tilling ofthe soil.” S irH.S .M aine seem sto have forgotten that in fact

(especially in theN orth-W estP rovinces)alargenum berofthe com m unitiesw ereofnon-agricultural,com m ercial,
orm ilitary castes,and thatR ajputs,in particular(unlessreduced by poverty),nevercultivated;theirraison d’être
w asnottillage;they lookedtothelandasasourceoflivelihood from rentspaid tothem as“ lordsofthem anor.”
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It is obvious that the village in which there is a hereditary headman, and a number of
holdings which never were joint or “in common” at any known historic period, does
not, as it stands, in any way whatever correspond to the typical form with the six
characteristic features just enumerated. That, however, is not denied by anyone who

supports the theory of original unity. Their line of explanation is, first, very much to
underrate the importance and the widespread and regular prevalence of this form of
village, and the distinctive character of the features by which it is marked; next, to rely
on the existence of features which all villages must, as I have insisted101, alike possess,
as suggesting that all were originally of one type; and thence to conclude that the
severalty villages were once held in common, and that they “decayed” into the existing
form; that they “passed under” the government of a single headman, who was believed
to have replaced (perhaps by the action of the Government of the time), an earlier

“council of elders.” An examination of the question indicated by the heading, then,
resolves itself into a consideration of how these severalty villages really came to be so
widespread; whether or no there was, or could have been, the decay or change spoken
of; and lastly, to examine certain local facts which (being misunderstood) have served to
support the decay theory by showing the existence at some former time of joint villages
in the south of India.

I have already given some details showing the probability that the severalty village is a
direct derivation from a Dravidian form, of which the important feature is that the
holdings were all allotted, and separated according to fixed custom, for enjoyment of
the different persons and classes entitled, from the first establishment of the village.
There is no appearance of a common ownership, or that the several families, whether
specially privileged or not, ever regarded themselves as a joint or co-sharing body.
Nothing of the kind has been established. Where we find traces of former shares (of a
joint holding) in villages in certain parts of the Dakhan, these occur under

circumstances that show them to be special growths, and emphasize the contrast
between them and the ordinary conditions of village constitution. The severalty village,
as it has already been described, would very naturally arise out of such a (Dravidian)
form as we have considered. In the course of centuries, the once existing tribal
connection, and the feeling of clanship, would gradually die out, and the allotted
holdings would cease to be exchanged or re-distributed – would become held by
persons of different origin, and so become wholly independent (as holdings), although

the village might retain its headman and such a distinctive feature as his (free) ex officio
holding of land in the village, and the habit of reliance on the headman’s authority and
help. That, by a process of decay or transformation, it should have taken on these
peculiar features; or, in other words, that these should have become substituted for a

101
“ Varioussubordinate groupsw hichitm ay beshow n toinclude.” “ N otsim ple,butcom posite bodies,including

anum berofclassesw ith very variousrightsand claim s.” “ T he brotherhood” (italicsare m ine),” besidesthe
cultivating fam iliesw ho form the m ajorpartofthe group,com prisesfam ilieshereditarily engaged in the hum ble
artsw hichfurnishthelittlesociety....Itincludesavillagew atchandavillagepolice....”
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once common or collective ownership and a joint management carried on by a council
or committee, as the theory is, seems to me in the last degree incredible.

It may, indeed, be objected: “You attribute the separate and independent holdings in

this kind of village to an original distribution of appropriate lots to each free member of
the village group, which was probably the section of a larger clan; does not the
existence of this widespread, customary rule that every tribesman is entitled to a lot or
share in the acquisition of the clan or tribe imply an antecedent idea of ‘ community’ of
property ?” It has been held that it does, but chiefly, it would appear, because of a
custom of periodical re-distribution or exchange of holdings which is observed among
several tribes. In the north-west frontier tribal villages102, re-distribution (vesh)
undoubtedly prevailed – in some cases till quite recent times. But when permanent

occupation and labour bestowed begin to tell, it is gradually given up; and when the
holdings were embanked or terraced by special effort or labor and expense the custom
did not apply at all. I regard this customary re-distribution as a symbol, not of
“common” property, but of equal individual right; it prevents one man from
permanently securing a more valuable share than his fellows. Equality in the value of
holdings is much thought of in view of individual, separate right; it would have no
meaning if the land was held “in common” and cultivated for the benefit of a common

fund: then it could not matter whether one holding was more or less productive than
another, or who cultivated the best land. At any rate there is no necessary connection
between such a custom and a common holding; and before accepting such a connection,
one would like to ask whether any vestige of a case is known in India in which a clan
(advanced enough to acknowledge marriage and the patriarchal family and to cultivate
in organized groups) did actually reclaim or cultivate land, in common, before allotting
it in severalty among the members? I know of nothing resembling it. In the absence of
any actual case of “common” holding on the part of such a tribe, the theoretical view of

the meaning of the tribal custom of redistribution depends very much on some just
appreciation of what ideas “of property” really are; and this we must at present defer.

It will be observed that even if this attempted reference of the widespread “severalty”
village form to a Dravidian or Turanian origin is for any reason regarded as doubtful,
there still remains the fact that no other suggestion has been made; and the objection

102
T hese are specially instanced,though ofvery m uch laterorigin and som ew hat different form ,because the

allotm entofholdingsonthesettlem entofthetribeisanundoubted fact,ofw hichthereisclearevidence,asthere
isalso ofthe periodicalexchange and re-allotm ent ofthe holdings.But there are also indicationsthat in the
Dravidian village the holdingsw ere liable to re-arrangem ent w hen fresh w aste w astaken up and the num berof
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that Sir H. Maine’s theory fails to suit the real history of the large area of “severalty
villages” remains as valid as ever, because it cannot be justified except (1) by showing
some reasonable indications of a “common ownership” – the same as that in the north –
and prevailing over the whole region of the severalty villages; and (2) further, by

showing that circumstances existed under the influence of which the loss of some
features, and the acquisition of others, can be accounted for. The usual way in which the
supposed change is explained is by a general assertion of “decay” of the joint form into
the severalty. Thus Mr. J. D. Mayne, in his valuable book on “Hindu Law and Usage103,”
repeating the usual suggestion that the severalty villages of the Dakhan were once
communal “like the villages of the Panjab,” and that they have decayed into their
present state, proposes as the cause, that “the wars and devastations of the
Muhammadans, Marathas, and Pindaris swept away the village institutions, as well as

almost every form of ancient proprietary right.” But as a matter of fact, such wars and
devastations were just as common throughout Hindustan and the Panjab where the
joint village has been fully preserved; and the view that “every form of ancient
proprietary right” was swept away in the Dakhan cannot be sustained. I have already
indicated the general character of the population of the peninsula, and remarked on the
absence of any considerable immigrations introducing extensive changes. When (from
the fourteenth or fifteenth century) Muhammadan rule began, the tendency was rather

to preserve village and other popular institutions104. The Marathas also did not destroy
the village forms; no indication of anything of the kind is presented either by the
districts longest under Maratha rule, or by those merely raided or subjected to an
impost for a brief period. The object of that greedy and oppressive rule, no doubt, was
to make heavy exactions which were levied without any regard to who found the
money or how it was obtained. Instead of adhering to the old customary “Hindu”
method of taking the share of the grain from each holder on each threshing floor (or
taking an estimated amount from each as the later custom was) the Maratha collector

insisted on a total cash revenue from the village105 for which he held the headman (or a
manager) responsible. This very much upset individual rights; weak cultivators were
driven out and better ones called in; the holdings were perhaps rearranged arbitrarily,
and everybody had to contribute what he could, not merely what he ought. A series of
holdings that had long been held in severalty would, under such treatment, lose all
traces of union arising from a reminiscence of earlier days of tribal allotment. But such a
system did not alter the whole village form, nor turn a “joint” village into a “severalty.”

103
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On the contrary, it was very likely to produce (artificially) the joint form by causing the
combination of the richer families (in some villages) as a joint body assuming
ownership of the whole, or by establishing a revenue manager or tax farmer and his
family as proprietor in others106. Privileges, like the free-landholding of the headman,

tended to disappear; the hereditary rights attached to village offices were actually
seized and held by Maratha chiefs and jagirdars for their own profit; but the form of
village underwent no change.

The fact is that we should never have heard of this “decay” theory were it not for the
circumstance that we had certain vestiges – easily misunderstood – of special rights in
land in parts of the west and south. The holders of certain village lands in those places
are (or once were) distinguished as mirasdar. It was imagined that these had been

connected with a system of collective ownership, already believed to be universal; so
that they must represent the once general form, and the ordinary severalty village was
the result of their decay. Why a survival should have occurred only here and there, and
completely failed or become obliterated elsewhere, was never explained, nor indeed
could be.

As it would interrupt the exposition of the main objections to the theory to give here the

explanation of the occasional appearances of villages held by joint bodies in the south,
among the severalty villages, I have relegated a short summary of local facts to
Appendix I.

I will conclude by resuming the position in a few words. The severalty village,
uniformly found over a very large part of India, is not the result of any decay of a
jointly owned village, or a village held and governed as the northern villages are. It is
the natural – and comparatively little changed – result of an ancient settlement of the

country under tribes of which the village groups formed small sections each under its
leaders. When once the village site was determined on (perhaps existing sites [more or
less cleared] were obtained by conquest) the chief, aided by the principal families, made
an allotment of lands or holdings which were separately enjoyed, and which were not
held “in common” in any real sense, though the villagers would obey their chief, unite
for defence, and submit to any custom of periodic exchange of holdings in order to
secure equal advantages to all. Then, in the long course of ages, the holdings became

varied by the introduction of other families: the older tribal feeling of union died away,
the exchange ceased to be practiced, and the several holdings became not only
separately held, but without any connecting link of tribal organization; but the village
form remained, the influential headman, and his watan land, in particular. Even if it is
true that rudimentary groups of cultivation, undertaken by still more primitive groups
of people on a matriarchal plan, did in some districts precede the more organic village

106
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of the kind described, that does not in any way justify the theory under discussion,
which supposes a type of village held in common, and bearing the six features indicated
– entirely unlike the suggested matriarchal groups within the paria of the primitive
Kolarian.

(b) The Theory with Reference to the Joint Villages of Northern India

It is a curious feature of most writings on the subject of Indian villages, that they treat
these interesting groups as if they were things in the air, and not existing institutions
which can be enumerated and classified in one way or another. As regards Upper India
more especially, where the “joint” type of village is prevalent, it can be definitely

ascertained, in a large proportion of cases, who the village “communities” are, and how
they came there. Sir H. Maine appears to have been satisfied with the general idea that
the Indian population was “Aryan,” and that all villages might be assumed to be Aryan,
and therefore archaic and of one type. But we know that this is not the case; we know
also that there are various forms of joint village in Northern India, all traceable to
known races and (at least, approximately) to known periods of history. A certain
number of villages, indeed, elude the attempt to determine their original plan of

sharing, but the greater part can be accounted for. They are not anywhere distinctively
Aryan, but they were formed by tribes and families who had a sense of conquest and
superiority, and a power of cohesion – which time has not yet quite destroyed – such as
we may well suppose the Aryan tribes to have possessed.

We have noticed, as a fact, that the joint villages of the north, however classified for
convenience of study, are essentially formed on one of two principles. Their “jointness”
is due (1) either to the fact that the village was originally dominated or founded by

someone (or more than one) superior or “overlord,” and that the joint community is the
expanded family following the custom of joint inheritance; or (2) it is due to the
cohesiveness of groups who have been formed by clans or tribes settling and allotting
the village land, on their own system, among themselves. Very often the apparent tribe
is simply the expansion of one or more families which have gradually multiplied from a
central or parent village, and formed numerous villages all in one contiguous group –
often of great extent, and all of common descent – each local subdivision being

naturally the closer kindred of the particular members who started it. Nearly allied to
this class of (tribal) villages are those which are really voluntarily associated bodies who
have allotted the land by consent, according to the number of persons in each
household, or according to the number of cattle possessed, or the amount of money and
labor contributed to sinking irrigation wells.

The theory we are examining correctly appreciates the union which these variously
originating villages present, their ability to accept a joint responsibility for revenue and

taxes, and their preservation of equality, by insisting on government by a committee of
heads of families, not by an oligarchy of chiefs or by a single “headman “; but it has
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interpreted those features as meaning that the land was owned “in common” or
“collectively” by the several families or houses in the village, and curiously insists that
when the blood relationship of the village landholders is quite forgotten, they still hold
together by means of cultivation in common. This “common” ownership is assumed to

be an Aryan feature. As regards the latter point, it will probably be no longer defended
by anyone. There is no evidence that the early Aryan tribes had any idea of the common
ownership of land except that they possessed (as seems probable) the custom of the
joint family and the joint inheritance of the members in succession to the head. The
connection of the idea of family joint ownership with common ownership in general
will be considered later on. And whether or not the Aryans had any general institution
of “common” property, the fact remains that the villages now in the joint form have
little if any connection with the early Aryans at all.

Still, whatever the nationality, the villages certainly exhibit features of union; and with
reference to point two it is proper at once to inquire how far the phenomena of this
union warrant any assertion of “collective ownership” as its original form or source.

It does not seem to me that the theory has ever been supported by any explicit
statement as to what is meant by “holding in common”; and that sometimes joint-

holding, which appears to be quite distinct, is confused with it.

I can only think of a really “common” holding, when each person concerned has no idea
at all of any ownership – divided or undivided – residing in himself, but only in the
group; when no one has any share that he calls his own, but all cooperate in tilling the
fields, to supply the whole group, or to furnish a common granary or a common fund,
on which each family draws, merely according to its wants, which may be greater or
less according to numbers. It is perhaps hardly necessary to observe that no vestige of

such a mode of enjoyment of land can be observed or traced in any North Indian
village; further, that no organized village exists, or ever has existed – as far as any
evidence goes – in which a definite lot or share in the village lands for each member of
the community has not always been known107. In some cases where the co-owners are
the heirs of one owner or founder, the shares have not been divided out on the ground,
and the holding continues joint. I am convinced that it is partly the mistaking of “joint”
holding of co-sharers for a “communal” idea of property, and partly the mistranslation

of one of the office-term108, that has led to the idea of any of these villages being held “in

107
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common.” It is worthwhile to explain this mistake. In the 5th Section we saw that a
large class of villages exists in which one man (or perhaps two or three brothers) had
obtained the proprietorship over the village. Villages of this class were called
zamindari, which means “landlord” (village). But such owners invariably followed the

law or custom of joint inheritance, so that in the process of time it was a matter of
course that (not any single heir but) a growing body of co-sharing heirs should take the
place of the founder. If then these (constituting the “community”) had not happened to
divide the inheritance, they formed a joint landlord body; but the tenure was exactly the
same as in the first stage, except for the number; and the office term for it was
zamindari mushtarka, or the landlord village where the superior interest is held by an
undivided coparcenary body. The words have nothing whatever to do with
“communal” ownership. When such joint heirs partitioned their estate, the shares were

necessarily according to the ancestral scale which follows from the place in the table of
descent. Exactly the same development occurred in all that class of villages – some
earlier, some later, in point of time – in which there is a single dominant family from
which the existing proprietary body originated. The real truth seems to be that the idea
of “communal” holding – whatever may be meant by it – has been practically derived
from this one class of “joint” village (which has been alluded to as “manorial”),
ignoring the tribal and associate forms altogether. The mere consideration of these facts

seems enough to show that there is nothing really in the nature of a holding “in
common” or “collectively.”

But if such common holding cannot be asserted even in the case of a joint family
however expanded, what shall we say of that other large group of “joint” villages (still
referring only to the cases of known origin) in which there is no appearance of the
manorial growth, but the joint group is of the one or other of the various origins stated,
and where (it will be recollected) shares or lots have been arranged, declared, and

possessed, from the beginning of the village, and where the methods of allotment are
different from those in the “manorial” family village, and are sometimes curious and
specific, sometimes mere holdings adapted to the wants of each sharer. Reference of
these diverse forms to a single original type is simply out of the question; it is
inconsistent with facts. In some of these forms, it is clear, no trace of common
ownership can be discovered, and we must resort to the most unwarrantable
assumptions to make out that such a thing ever existed. It is true that in this division we

have included the important class (e.g., the tribal villages on the north-west frontier and
elsewhere, in which there has been a tribal allotment of lands among the members of a
settling and immigrant clan. And here the principle is just the same as that which I have
argued to be the basis of the original severalty village among the Dravidian population
of peninsular India. Only that in these northern parts circumstances and the character of
the people have preserved a greater unity of race and the ability to unite in sustaining a
common responsibility. Indeed this class of village only needs to be examined in detail,
and it will at once be apparent that there is nothing in the nature of cultivation in

common, although a part of the estate, being waste and kept for grazing, may be held as
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the common property because (until it is wanted for cultivation) its utility would be
diminished by partition. Nor can we assume, in the absence of any evidence, that any
holding “in common” preceded such allotment for cultivation. And if here also, a
custom of re-distribution or periodical exchange of holdings is observed, or is believed

to have existed at some former time, the value of this as an indication of “common
ownership” has already been discussed. The custom (a) of joint inheritance and (b) of
restricting the ownership of land to the agnatic group, or at least. within the tribe, are
not indications of “common ownership.”

These remarks incidentally dispose of the view that the existence of “shares” or “lots”
for cultivation is due to some kind of later modification – some stage supervening on a
primitive holding in common. Shares were always known; the very principle of the joint

family (where that was the basis) implies it. Shares (of another kind) were also the
original and necessary feature of that class of village which was last alluded to.

But there is one later development of the theory regarding shares (for which Sir H. S.
Maine is in no way responsible) which is altogether illusory. It is that the (imagined)
common holding has been changed by a serial “evolution” – first, a “common” holding,
then “regular” (i.e., ancestral) shares, and then “customary” shares, custom having

modified the original fractional (ancestral) shares scheme. This, in most cases, is
distinctly and historically inconsistent with fact. The (real) bhaiachara or “customary”
sharing as well as the modes of allotment other than the “ancestral” share-system, are
independent schemes evidently due to a special feeling of equality and membership
right among the clan or other group. Nothing can be said in favor of the view that they
are decayed forms of the “ancestral” share109.

But I must hasten to notice the further contention, which would compel us to infer that

“common holding” must once have existed, even where allotment has long taken place,
because the separate holdings are, it is supposed, still cultivated in common or in a
certain way, under control of the elders. It must be observed, shortly, that the existence
of any such control is a pure imagination. In the (rare) cases where there has been no
permanent allotment, and the cultivation is arranged for year by year, there will, of
course, be a preliminary agreement as to what fields each is to work, and how the
payment of burdens is to be made: that can hardly be what is meant. But in all cases

where partition has taken place, or where separate lots have always been held,
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everyone cultivates exactly as he pleases, subject only to a settlement of his
proportionate payment of the revenue, etc., if that is not already fixed. As to “minute”
or “multifarious” rules, intended “to reconcile the holding of separate fields with the
idea of common cultivation,” I should be completely at a loss to imagine how the idea

of such a thing originated, except that Sir H. S. Maine gives us a clue by showing that he
derived it from the cases he had heard of, of irrigated villages where the whole of the
holdings, sometimes comprising a number of scattered plots, had to be watered from a
single source. Sometimes this is a canal cut, or locally a stream, or a torrent only
occasionally flowing for limited periods. Sometimes a number of plots are watered from
one well. In such cases rules, or schemes of days and hours, and turns at the well, or the
order of damming up the stream or watercourse, are arranged (both for owners and
tenants), and they may appear complicated. These, no doubt, are not matters of mere

give-and-take – of independent contract110, because they all proceed on a well-known
existing scheme of shares and separate rights; and such arrangements are obviously
necessary when the source is one and the claimants many111. That the scheme of
distribution is often arranged without difficulty112 indicates a good deal of tribal or of
family union, or village solidarity, as the case may be; but how it indicates an idea of
“common cultivation” I fail to perceive. In other respects, cultivation of separate
holdings is entirely free; old-established agricultural rules and modes are usually

followed, but no one ever heard of a separate landholder being controlled or directed in
his cultivation by the panchayat or by anyone else.

Under this head I ought, perhaps, to mention that in most villages where the sharers are
of the same clan or are kinsmen, a custom of pre-emption prevails. This has nothing to
do with cultivating in common, but is a device to prevent strangers getting into the
village as purchasers of land, wherever there is a blood-relation or a co-sharing
connection willing to take the land offered for sale at a fair value. It is merely the

expression of that desire to preserve the union of a family, or of clansmen, which is
naturally expected in any village which has a really joint character.

It will perhaps be asked: If there is no common cultivation, what is it that holds the
village together? I reply that it is the fact of common tribe and often of common family,
with the customs that the remembrance of the fact preserves; reinforced, too, by
recollection of past days when union preserved the villages, alike in their internecine
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feuds and against the armies that traversed the northern plains, and against the
revenue-farmers. Indeed, I think Sir H. S. Maine is inclined very much to underrate the
reality of the common descent of village bodies, or at least a very practical belief in it, in
a large class of cases113. No doubt artificial additions to the families may be made by

adoption, or in some cases by giving the family Brahman a share, or by calling in
relations on the female side to help, and giving them shares; and these occurrences may
sometimes lead to a denial of this or that particular relationship as shown in the
genealogical tree; but that does not make the family groups generally artificial, and in
many cases the “genealogical tree” is one of the most instructive records in the volume
of Settlement papers, and explains the shares of the village body most completely. In
these cases actual family feeling does come in a good deal; and in others there is a wider
sense of clan union, which is something of the same kind. It is really only in a limited

class of cases that we can say “consanguinity” has nothing to do with it114.

And this naturally leads to the last point in the theory – the structure of the community
itself. It is, of course, true that in one sense we may speak of the “community” as
including everyone permanently resident in, or serving the village; and thus there are
varieties of caste and rank – artisans, village officers, tenants, and proprietors. If
wronged, the tenants and village helpers would find their cause locally espoused, and

protection and countenance readily afforded. But when it comes to including all classes
in the “brotherhood,’ that is quite contrary to the facts. Indeed, the idea of a proud
Rajput kindred or group of, say 80 or 100 co-sharing members, with 15 or 20 elders or
heads of houses, regarding their cultivating tenants and the village watchmen, not to
mention the washerman and the sweeper, as constituting part of the “brotherhood,” is
something quite grotesque. This “brotherhood” does not constitute any graded
“hierarchy” in any case whatever, nor has it any social strata in parallel layers,
representing the successive “amalgamation” of groups at remote periods. The

“brotherhood” consists of just as many families as have actual shares in the land – as are
existing co-proprietors, and no more.

The mistake, however, was a not unnatural one, and may have arisen partly from a
reminiscence of a feature in these villages which is of real interest. I have mentioned the
possibility of persons outside the agnatic group being admitted to a share. Sometimes,
too, at a not very remote period, under pressure of some extravagant demand for

revenue from a local governor, a number of persons will have been invited on to the
land to help cultivation, with the promise of never being asked to pay more than the
proprietors themselves paid; but, even so, I doubt whether these privileged helpers
would be considered as actually a part of the “brotherhood.” It is possible also that after
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a long course of harsh exaction – such as the Sikh rule produced in the Panjab –
difference of origin may have been forgotten. In those times, it is well-known, the
officials made no distinction between proprietor and tenant – they took from everyone
on the land, the utmost farthing that could be got. Separate grades of right might then

become confused; and ultimately, when the village was settled under happier auspices,
the “brotherhood,” or the group of co-sharers actually in possession of holdings, might
be allowed to include some families of different descent. But that is not always, or even
frequently, the case. So generally is the distinction between proprietary and non-
proprietary holders observed, that very often cases have occurred where a real
proprietor has left the village in debt – which debt his fellows have had to make good –
and he has sought re-entry after many years. In that case, unless he pays up the money,
he will very likely be re-admitted only to the holding of his own former fields, but

without a voice in the management or any share in profits – he remains outside the
“brotherhood.”

I must not omit to add a word about the tenants in such villages, for it is the existence of
degrees of right and privilege of this class that has led, principally, to the idea of
parallel layers or strata in the social constitution of communities. But let it be said at
once that tenants, even those paying no rent (only the revenue share), are only tenants –

not part of the “brotherhood.” It may be, and often is, the case – for instance, in the
Rajput communities of the N.W. Provinces – that the tenants are descendants of older
cultivating settlers who once had independent rights, over whom the landlord family
established its superiority. In other cases the “tenants” are a body of lower caste (or
poorer high caste) cultivators and dependents, established by the founder or
proprietary-family in the virgin waste, where there was no already existing body of
cultivators. And then there may not only be these two groups of interest, but a third or
more. For suppose a family settled in a village as “overlords” over an earlier group, and

soon fully recognized as landlords. After a longer or shorter term of prosperity, this
body has become overborne by some new conquest or usurpation; then the newcomers
will crystallize into the actual “proprietary brotherhood,” and the others will sink down
into the tenant rank, only not so completely as those first-mentioned, and will perhaps
retain rights of occupancy or other privilege115. But only the “actual proprietors” of the
time constitute the “brotherhood.” In all these matters the theory misrepresents the
actual joint village almost as seriously as it fails to correspond with the facts regarding

the severalty type. I fear there is no disguising the truth that the theory is based on a
radically defective view of the real principles which underlie the formation of either
kind of village.
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Chapter 7 – Ideas of “Property” or “Ownership”

There are a few general observations to be made regarding the development of ideas of
property in land; and how far “common” or “collective” ownership can be regarded as
a natural thing; and what is the effect of the “joint family” custom among agricultural
tribes. There are also some reflections which occur as to the practical uses of the
“village” form of landholding and its social and economic aspects.

From one point of view the idea of property “in common” is not a primitive or simple
one. It may be taken to imply a prior recognition of what “property” or “ownership” is;
and that, again, involves such an analysis as the Roman lawyers made when they
considered the intentions and powers existing in relation to land or other objects, which
distinguished an “owner” from a person who might have certain rights, and yet not be
the owner. The right to use, the right to destroy, the right to alienate, the right to enjoy
the produce, the right to defend the property against aggression, these combined and
permanent rights may originate in various ways. Until some such conception is realized

(and that is not likely in a very primitive stage), and there is a law and a system of
public justice to recognize and enforce it, “ownership,” it may be urged, can hardly be
said to exist at all. It is when “ownership” is regularly understood, that there arises the
further conception that the exercise of such a right may reside in one person or in a
body of co-sharers – whether divided in fact or not – or it may reside in a “common”
holding, in a body with no shares, but all receiving from the common fund such
amount as is needed for their support, without a thought that this man (from his place

in the family or otherwise) has a right to one-third or one-twentieth, or any other certain
proportion.

On the other hand, it may be urged that, as a matter of fact, long before any such legal
conception is elaborated, the earliest of mankind easily acquire an undefined but
operative sense of ownership, which they manifest by having a natural consciousness of
a sufficient justification, when they expel or put to death enemies who should attempt
to graze cattle, to dig wells, to cut trees, or to cultivate the soil, within the understood

limits of their settlement. This undefined idea of ownership seems to arise, naturally,
from some sense of labor undergone, or skill or velour exercised, in the acquisition. At a
time when almost boundless forest covers the land, no one is likely to regard a tree as
more the subject of ownership than the air or the water of a great river. But let one man
fell a tree, and prepare from the trunk a canoe, a rudely ornamented cup or platter, or a
club, and he naturally conceives himself entitled to the product of his workmanship in a
way that no one else is. And it is the same with a plot of land. A man and his family

laboriously clear it, dig up the stumps, level it, and make it into a maize field; they are
felt to have (in some sense) a special right to it, though no one could yet define the
elements of the conception of such ownership. And it depends on how the labor is
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expended, whether it is by an individual or a group, that the right is felt to reside in the
individual or the group. It is well-known that in the only place where the “Laws of
Manu” allude to a right in land, the title is an individual one, and is attributed to the
natural source – still so universally acknowledged throughout India – that a man was

the first to remove the stumps and prepare the land for the plough. At the same time we
see, from very early times, how the grain produce of every allotment is not all taken by
the owner of the land, but part of it is by custom assigned to this or that recipient. It is
not, observe, that the land allotment itself is not completely separated; but when the
crop is reaped, the owner (as we may call him) at once recognized that out of his grain
heap at the threshing floor, not only the great chief or Raja, and his own immediate
headman, but a variety of other villagers, have customary rights to certain shares – if it
is only sometimes a few double handfuls or other small measure. All this seems to

spring from the sense of co-operation (however indirect) in the work of settlement that
made the holding possible116. It seems to me quite clear that a sense of individual
“property” in land may arise coincidently with a sense of a certain right in others to
have a share of the produce (on the ground of cooperation), and that the two are not felt
to conflict. So far, the natural sentiment is one rather of individual right, tempered by
the obligation to give part of the produce to helpers and rulers, or for the needs of pious
charity or worship.

But settlements of agriculturists, in early times especially, do not usually begin with one
man or one family clearing a patch in an unoccupied country. A clan group, or perhaps
a still larger body, has marched to the place and has taken possession, either because
the land was uncleared or unoccupied, or because an enemy has been expelled or
enslaved. Then the feeling is that every tribesman who has taken part in the adventure
must have his equal share. And it is an observed fact (which will demand separate
notice) that often when a “close kindred” or existing family gets a lot, there is a further

internal sense of ownership by the whole family, which is in abeyance as long as the
head lives, but which takes effect (again in equal division) as soon as the head dies.
“Shares” in a village area, as I have already said, are no afterthought; they invariably
arise coevally with the appropriation of the site. In one class of cases they arise out of
the equal allotment of the territory among the tribesmen, the clan, and the smaller
group. No such thing as common holding can be traced for a time previous to such
allotment; it is made as soon as possible, or goes on continuously as the numbers grow.

In another class of cases shares arise from the fact that a particular person or family of
distinction has dominated the village, and the “family” together is regarded as a unit

116
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which is known to consist of sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons117, each of whose
proportional right depends on his birth and place in the table of descent. It is really this
latter class alone that furnished our theorists with their idea of the Indian village in
general.

It becomes necessary, then, to inquire a little into this matter of the “joint family,” and
how the conception arises that the undefined sort of “ownership,” of which I have
spoken, attaches (at least in some tribes and regions) to the family as a whole.

The custom that a body of agnates are co-heirs, that the father is head while he lives, but
that his sons have inchoate rights with him from the moment of their birth, is one that is
not distinctively Aryan. It is prominent in all the later agricultural tribes of the north –

Jat, Gujar, Rajput, etc. It is especially held to where the family has pretensions to rank
and dignity; but even should it be modified in some respects in the more “democratic”
clans or castes, still it affects the inheritance in the separated lots just as much as it may
affect the constitution of a property embracing the whole village. The same custom is
observed by the Muhammadan tribes – many of whom it is true are converts; but it is
also followed by Pathans and others, who were always Moslem, The fact is that the
strict Muhammadan law of inheritance, with its complicated exclusions of one branch

in the presence of another, and so forth, must have arisen among a people whose
property was chiefly in camels and merchandise, and perhaps houses; it is entirely
unsuited to dealing with ancestral land. So much is certain that the joint family custom
can exist in various forms, and need not exist at all.

Possibly the Roman idea of the father as absolute owner, and of his children as having
no rights at all, until they are emancipated or pass out of his hands by marriage, is a
later and quite special development. It never appeared, as far as we know, in India.

As known to our Hindu law books, and to the decisions of the Privy Council, the joint
family is a much more elaborated and more religious institution than as it exists among
the agricultural communities. In the same way the law of adoption, as known to the
Hindu commentators, is rather widely different to the custom prevailing among
agrarian tribes. The whole custom is directed to preserving land in the male agnate line;
or, at least (if that fails), in the wider kindred. Hence alienation is restricted; and so is

adoption, which practically might act as a kind of alienation out of the line of customary
heirs.

One of the interesting questions concerning the joint family is whether the earlier
Dravidian tribes in India possessed it? It does not seem necessarily to belong to a state
of life in which the patriarchal regime is established, though the rule as found in Hindu
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law, or in any of the Northern agricultural tribes, is certainly on a patriarchal basis.
There is reason to believe that the Kolarian tribes were once matriarchal, and yet the
little groups of descendants from a common mother might form a house communion,
which is a kind of enlarged joint family. That any of the real Turanians or Dravidians of

Central and Southern India were at one time matriarchal, does not seem to me at all
ascertained. And the later, organized, tribes to whom I have attributed the origin of the
“severalty” village, were certainly not so. If, as seems probable, they came from
countries not far removed from the original home of the Aryan tribes, and some of them
were more or less contemporaneous with the Yadava and other Aryans in their invasion
of India, it certainly seems likely that they had a patriarchal organisation, as the Aryans
(of the Veda) certainly had. If the later dominant Turanian tribes had exhibited a
matriarchal plan of relationship, it seems unlikely that it would escape all mention in

early literature. More, of course, cannot be said118. Whatever definitely Dravidian
custom we have traces of is on a patriarchal basis. Among the Kandhs, for example, the
father holds the family lot in complete control during his life; and his sons, even when
adult, live and work with him, forming a kind of house communion; only after his
death they will share the property equally. It is expressly stated that “the sons have no
property during their father’s lifetime119.” Nor is any restriction mentioned as to the
father’s alienating land. The Chota Nagpur village organization too is certainly

patriarchal.

Among the Jat, Rajput, and other tribes settled in the Panjab, the custom is also certainly
patriarchal; but here the father cannot alienate ancestral land (except under pressure of
necessity) without the consent of the family; and in general his power of defeating the
expectation of collaterals (where he has no son) by making an adoption, is variously
restricted. Evidently the custom of a joint family is closely connected with the future
joint inheritance. If a man acquires a village by grant or purchase, and proceeds, with

the aid of his sons and servants, to improve the waste, to acquire first this and then that
holding, and so become owner of the whole, it may be thought that he is naturally
entitled to dispose of the whole as “acquired” by himself alone; but the sons, having
helped in the establishment of the property, will probably regard themselves as having
a title to share in it, by virtue of participation in the work of “founding”; and so, in the
first degree, there is not much risk of the estate being lost before it comes to be inherited
by anyone. .And when once the land has descended to heirs, the next and following

series will regard it as “ancestral.” It is noteworthy that the superior (dominating)
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families and the conquering tribes always speak of their ownership right (whether in
the family or in the clan at large) as “the inheritance” (wirasat, mirasi, etc.). In these
cases the feeling that actuates a whole clan seems, in part, at least, to be the same as that
which appears in the microcosm of a single close-kindred. They are (ideally) joint-heirs

of the common ancestor, and as all represent him, all take their share. And this is
combined with the feeling that all have expended labor, skill, or money, and have
perhaps undergone personal risk, and so are still further entitled, on this ground, to an
equal share. Whether this is an equal share per capita at the moment of dividing the
acquisition, or whether it is the share that follows from the grade in the table of descent,
depends on the nature and origin of the family, or the clan group, whether they have a
monarchical, “feudal,” system or not.

We cannot tell whence the joint family and joint inheritance rules long observed in
India were originally derived. We know of no time when the custom can be affirmed to
have been non-existent among the tribes who formed the villages of Northern India.

As regards the general progress of ideas of ownership in India, we may resume the
whole subject by saying that it is quite possible – and indeed almost certain – that we
have first to allow for a nomadic stage, which gradually passes into an elementary form

of village settlements, or rather of little groups of hamlets, each having a patch of
cultivation only for its own common purposes; and that here it is likely that a
(barbarous) matriarchal rule will subsist. The people gather at a festival, and the men of
one village form temporary connections with the women of another (as Mr. Hewitt has
described). The children born know only their mothers, and become the “children of the
village,” in which the males (who are not their fathers) are the managers. No hereditary
or permanent chief can exist; but some one of the more capable persons is chosen as the
managing head. In such a stage, “property” can hardly exist at all; and there is little

objection to say that cultivation is practiced for the common support of the local group.
But the time comes when more advanced tribes, having the idea of marriage, and
consequently of “the family,” and of patriarchal society (with its elders and chiefs),
obtain the upper hand; and then it is that we see more a complete village, divided into
allotments, but still subject to customs of tribal union and redistribution of holdings – to
secure equality – becoming organized. This village it is that originates the plan of the
allotted or “severalty” village, which is the commonest form. In still later times another

series of tribes, or families with the joint inheritance custom, dominate Upper India; and
it is their family law, or their idea of allotting land to each member of the tribe or clan,
that produces the form of “joint” village known in the north.

The early condition of landed property in village groups is not then one of “communal
ownership,” but is one dependent on the tribal organization of society which provides
an equal subsistence lot for every member of the tribe. And if this is followed by further
developments of joint family inheritance and the domination of particular aristocratic or

influential families, we have co-sharing brotherhoods claiming landlord rights.
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Moreover, in all cases the circumstances of life demand a close union for defence, so
that, whether by tribal aggregation or family union, or by voluntary association, the
joint or cohesive village as we see it in the North of India is preserved.
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Chapter 8 – Some Practical Aspects of Village Institutions

It remains only to make a few remarks as to the social and political advantages (or
disadvantages) arising from the village organization of agrarian society, whether that
organization is in the form of the severalty village under a headman, or a body which,
organized under joint family custom, or under some other form of tribal or family
allotment, is in some sense “joint” and dealt with as a “proprietary unit” by the
Administration.

In early days, whenever a district came under the N.W. Provinces authorities, the
system required the village to be dealt with as a whole, as an unit, whether it was so
naturally or not; and the method of the (so-called) raiyatwari provinces, where each
holding was dealt with separately, was regarded by officials trained in the north-
western school with something like horror120. But all that has long passed away.

With the later well-organized establishments, it is just as easy to deal with thousands of

separate holdings, grouped in villages, as it is to deal with a number of whole villages.
And we have two Land-Revenue systems – one treating the village as a whole (but
carefully recording all shares and separate rights), the other frankly adapted to the
severalty village of the peninsula, and assessing each holding in complete
independence.

The village organization of society – whether the village itself is of one type or the other

– offers many facilities for rural administration, for repression of crime, and gradually
for bringing about attention to simple systems of sanitation. The village system also
enables the agrarian districts to dispense with a poor law. Each village will secure its
infirm and pauper inhabitants at least from starvation, without the intervention of any
poor-rate machinery.

Moreover, the district officers are much more readily brought into friendly contact with
the people, from village to village; each brings forward a new group of headmen and

local elders, from whom the state of the country, the prevalence of sickness or cattle
disease, or suffering from drought, or local famine, can be at once known. A vast
number of separate points of communication exist, and the whole area of a district is
divided up into small sections, which can be examined one by one, just as an engraver
divides a picture he has to copy into little squares, so as to concentrate attention, and
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direct it successively to every section in detail. In parts of Bengal, for example, the
district officer is almost dependent on the police officers scattered about at local stations
for information regarding the country affairs. There are no other points of
communication: the village organization has almost completely decayed under the

influence of the greater landlords. This, however, does not apply so much to those parts
where the landowners are really peasant proprietors, and no large estates exist.

The village system produces all the advantages, but also the disadvantages, of “peasant
proprietorship” in their full extent. For whether it is a separate (individual) holding, or
a whole village regarded as the estate of a joint group, the land may be subdivided
again and again, till the ultimate holding is so small that it barely affords the means of
subsistence. In much-divided joint villages, especially where the plan of division is at all

complicated, the whole of the co-sharers are really in the hands of the village
accountant (patwari), who alone knows all the details of the little scattered plots, and the

charge upon each. The joint village is also peculiarly liable to develop cliques and
parties, and even to split into fierce factions; and the co-sharer in one patti, or section,
hates the members of another section cordially121. The success of the northern village
largely depends on the energy and character of the tribe or family group holding it.
There is a vast difference – I must say superiority – for example, when one compares the

villagers of the West Panjab with those of Ambala, or – farther east – of Aligarh (for
example), or of Bihar: not that each race may not have some conspicuous good qualities
of its own.

When the village or the holding becomes much subdivided, the holders are sure to get
into debt. If the clan, caste, or tribe is of a good fibre, it does not allow such excessive
subdivision: the energetic members, who see that all cannot thrive on the paternal
inheritance, take service in the army, the police, or the numerous branches of minor

public service; but even so, the supply of occupation is limited, because all crafts and
industries are so tied to particular castes and hereditary groups and guilds that any
general turning of surplus hands to industrial occupations is hardly possible122.

But when a landholder gets into debt he generally ends by mortgaging his land, and
finally selling it. This does not always, or even frequently, involve his removal. The
purchaser, unless he is a richer co-sharer (under the operation of the custom of pre-

emption which prevails in many villages) will frequently be the village money-lender,
or some non-resident banker desirous of accumulating land as an investment. The old
owner or co-sharer resides still on the land, only he is now the tenant of the purchaser.
This plan is not likely to answer very long if the holding is such that it does not afford
more profit than suffices to support the tenant’s family. The tendency must be either for
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a whole village to fall piecemeal into the hands of some (non-agricultural) owner, or
else it will become held by absentee money-lenders and traders of various origin, and
having no connection one with the other.

It may seem strange that in the progress of ideas regarding the State’s dealing with the
land in India, it never occurred to anyone to utilize, rather than abandon, the State
ownership of the land. It is well known that when land administration first came under
the direct control of British officers in Bengal in the eighteenth century, it was a firmly-
established doctrine that the State was the owner of all land. Mr. James Grant, in
Bengal, even argued that this was legal and constitutional; and it is not certain whether
Lord Cornwallis took this view or not. It is not necessary here to discuss the question as
it may be argued from the texts of the Hindu or Muhammadan law. It is quite enough

to remember that long before the eighteenth century, de facto the right had been fully
established, and is asserted to this day by all the native states123. Lord Cornwallis
simply desired to abandon it, substituting the Zamindar landlords, whom he found in
managing possession of large estates in Central Bengal. These he hoped to see acting the
part of benevolent owners, at once securing the State revenues and blessing their
tenants by their liberality and kind dealing. When, in the N.W. Provinces (in the
absence of such landlords), attention was turned to establishing the independent rights

of the villages, it was still the policy to give up the State right. The “joint body,” dealt
with as the ideal landlord of the village, is not declared by the Regulation (of 1822), in
so many words, to be “actual proprietor”; but this right is implied, and the whole body,
as well as the several co-sharers, are treated in all respects as owners. Not only so, but
when in Bombay and Madras the individual holding was separately dealt with (without
the intervention of any middleman proprietor or joint responsibility), and when the
supreme ownership of the State was maintained, or at least not formally abrogated124,
still no restriction was placed on the power of alienating the permanent hereditary

occupancy, which for all practical purposes was as good as ownership. It might have
occurred to someone in authority to think that the State ownership should be formally
retained for beneficial purposes, to prevent the ignorant agricultural classes from losing
their lands. The State would, in fact, have retained the nuda proprietas – the bare

ownership of the soil – while giving all the practical benefits to the village co-sharer or
the ryot cultivator; and the effect would have been that the holder could not sell the
land which was not his; and moreover, by express enactment it might have been
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provided that he should not sell (or charge beyond his own lifetime) the occupancy or
cultivating right in the holding.

As it is, the “ryot,” no less than the co-sharing proprietor of the north, is free to lose his

right by mortgaging and ultimately selling it. Thus many agriculturists have got into
debt, and their lands became hopelessly encumbered, under either system. I am not
saying that this complete laissez faire to the ordinary action of economic forces was or
was not right; but no one seriously considered any other view. The “Ryots Relief
Acts125” and similar provisions have rarely had any great success. To some extent this is
due to the fact that they require very exceptional qualities in the officers who work
them – sympathy, resource, great knowledge of local conditions and the like. But the
provisions at best can only touch a part of the evil. When the debt burdening the share,

or holding, is examined, it is usually found to consist of a vast mass of interest piled up;
and the whole matter is complicated by the fact that the debtor’s payments on account
have been mostly in kind, that even if these have been fully credited in respect of
quantity – which is by no means always the case – the money-lender has put his own
market value on the credit items. The unfortunate debtor disputes both the smallness of
the quantity and the meagerness of the value allowed him; but, alas I he has no
evidence; – no receipts, no regular accounts of his own; and when the arbitrating judges

come to settle the account, though they can reduce the interest easily enough, they can
only deal with the items of the principal account, almost by guess. And even if the debt
is reduced to a reasonable, and per se tolerably accurate, figure, it may well be that the
holding is not capable of yielding enough to support the family, and also to give a
surplus for the installment of the debt besides the revenue and rates. In that case the
fixing of the debt, and even the advance of the whole from the public treasury – to be
repaid by fixed installments constituting a first charge on the land, and extending over a
number of years, at moderate (simple) interest – does not really relieve the holding,

unless the mouths to be fed from it can be largely reduced; and this is rarely practicable.
We have recently heard of proposals to restrict the alienation of land in India. The
difficulty is after the free property system has gone on so long – to introduce any
change. I am only here speaking of villages, and therefore do not allude to the cases of
landlords in Madras, Oudh, etc., where primogeniture prevails, and the owner may
have no power to alienate or charge the estate beyond his own lifetime. But in the
peasant class, any attempt to deal with the subject by a general law would, I fear, result

in a great difficulty. If any change is made, it must be very cautiously in separate
provinces; and even separate districts, and experimentally – first where the conditions
are such that it could be tried with the least appearance of a violent bouleversement.
Especially where many holdings have already passed into the hands of money-lenders
and others, an inquiry, unless very cautiously conducted, might have the effect of
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stirring up alarm and spreading excitement over the towns, in which the monied and
trading interest naturally congregates.

One very hopeful experiment has been made in the Panjab. Here there are in the great

“Doabs” or tracts between two rivers – in the central parts equally removed from the
moistening influence of either river – great stretches of alluvial land fertile enough if
artificially irrigated, but which can only be irrigated by expensive State-made canal
works. In some cases Government has been able to provide the water, laying out (with
reference to the straight canal cuts and cross channels) a number of rectangular blocks
suitable to form holdings, a number of which will aggregate into an (artificial) “village.”
Here the (originally waste) land belongs, without any question, to the State; and so (by
law) does the water; hence it is possible that all settlers, who can be tempted away from

the “congested” districts, can be located as Government tenants, at a very moderate tent
and revenue rate, and without any power of alienation. This plan, though recent, has
now been in working for some time. But we have not heard much of its results; but, as
far as I know, they have been very satisfactory. It is a great pity that this and similar
matters concerning the economic welfare of the peasantry are not thought more worthy
of occasional notice by local “correspondents.” The Panjab scheme has been worked on
a considerable scale. For example, the Doab near the Chinn River contains many

hundred thousand cultivable acres laid out in this way; and there are other centres. The
Panjab Government has to deal with (on the whole) varied and superior agricultural
races, a large proportion of whom cultivate their own lands.

In existing villages, the Panjab law does not encourage the dissolution of the bond of
joint responsibility; and a village cannot become separated completely into independent
parts, except when a “Settlement” is in progress, and then under special conditions. In
the N.W. Provinces, a much larger proportion of the village owners employ tenants,

and look to rental rather than to cultivating profits. Here there is hardly any restriction
on complete severance (including the revenue responsibility) so long as all concerned
agree in asking for it. And the plan is commonly adopted of allowing separate
landholders in the villages to pay their own share of the revenue and rates direct into
the local treasury126. The tendency of the N.W.P. villages is certainly towards their
becoming completely raiyatwari, though the title to the holding is that of complete
proprietary right. And in all cases where the owner is of a non-agricultural caste,

originally or by purchase, we shall have a series of small properties, often held by non-
resident owners, and worked by tenants, some having “occupancy” rights, and other

126
O rdinarily they pay to the lam bardarorrepresentative head ofthe village,orofthe section (patti)to w hich

they belong,the representative being personally responsible for the totalbeing paid in. Com plaintsbecam e
frequentthatthe paym entsm ade to thisperson w erem isapplied,on one pretextoranother;hence the rule that
perm issiontopay directm ightbegiven.Butthistendspow erfully tobreakuptheideaofa“ com m unity.”
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privileges under the Tenant Law127, some being tenants at will paying what is already,
virtually, a competition rent. Such properties will probably tend gradually to
reaccumulate in the hands of a few owners, who will buy up first one plot and then
another, and have estates scattered in plots through half-a-dozen villages or more; but

the “village” will be only a geographical or survey unit; it will hardly have any
meaning, except as a monument of some forgotten unity, which may be once more
gilded by the halo of theories.

127
Itw ould be beyond m y scope to explain the nature ofthe T enantL aw ,w hich,asm ay be supposed,ischiefly

needed in the N orthernP rovincesw here thereare landlords,orjoint-villagesem ployingtenants,and w here these
tenantsare often the rem ainsofoldersettlersw hose rightshave been overborne,but too long ago to m ake it
possible to do m ore than recognize certain privilegesattaching to long possession.T here isageneralaccount of
the T enancy L aw in m y little bookcalled “ A Short Account of the Land Administration of British India” (Clarendon
P ress,1894),pp.133– 144.
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Appendix I

It has been stated that the belief in an original “communal” form of village in peninsular
India was largely due to the conservation of some forms of joint village, which (without
asking anything in detail as to their date or other features), were at once assumed to be
ancient, and to represent relics of an early universal common ownership. I therefore
briefly sketch the different cases where such survivals occur.

I. In Bombay we find (a) in the Gujarat districts a limited number of actually existing
joint villages – in strong contrast with the “severalty” villages all round. In the Dakhan
districts there are only traces of a (more ancient) mirasi tenure prevailing from former
times down to the days of the Marathas.

II. In Madras, especially in the Chingleput district and the immediate vicinity, we have
(fast disappearing) traces of a privileged co-sharing tenure of villages, also Called by
the Moslems mirasi, and by the indigenous people kaniatsi.

I. (a) In some of the Gujarat districts a limited number of villages (narwadari and
bhagdari) are known to be comparatively modern, though a precise date is not
assignable. In both cases they represent the growth of certain dominant families over
the village. In the Broach district these are Bohra128 families, often descended from one
ancestor. In the Kaira district villages the families are of the Kunbi caste, and here
apparently (in some cases) several families had originally joined together for the

purpose of restoring cultivation or taking the revenue responsibility. In time, the
families multiplying in numbers, divided their interests and responsibilities in suitable
shares. But (as usual) they kept together as jointly liable bodies, without which they
would have soon lost their privileged position. As it was, these dominant bodies came
to constitute the corn; munity – the joint proprietors of the whole village. The Bohras
adopted the plan of dividing into fractional shares, according to the “ancestral” system,
following the table of descent – each share of the holding corresponds to a similar
fraction of the revenue liability129. The Kunbis (being probably associate groups of

different families) contracted for a lump sum of revenue on the whole village, and
proceeded to divide it and the cultivation – not by (ancestral) fractional shares – but by
arranging groups of cultivation (including portions of each kind of soil), and making
out a narwa or distribution scheme, which apportioned the revenue responsibility over
the holdings of the different sections or family groups.

128
T heBohraareacastepartly oftraders,partly ofagriculturists.T heKunbiarethew ell-know ncultivatingcaste

ofW esternIndia.T hetotalnum berofthesevillagesdoesnotexceed 347(“ L .S .B.I.,” Vol.III.,p.260).T helargest
num berisintheBroachdistrict,m uchfew erinKaira,andaboutadozeninS urat.

129
Fordetailsand exam ples,see“ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.386 ff.
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(b) The more interesting ancient mirasi traces in many Dakhan villages are fully
discussed in a paper contributed by me to the Royal Asiatic Society’s Journal in 1897130.
It was long ago noticed that in these villages certain lands were said to be minim, and

had once constituted shares in a property which, in fact, included the whole village. In
some cases the complete list of shares could still be traced, and they were all known by
Hindu-Aryan names, and the holders were superior in rank and dignity. Looking back
at the known early history of Western India, I think there can be no doubt that these
were the shares in villages which had become dominated by families of some rank,
perhaps connected with the Maya kingdom of Devagiri, or with the Chalukya or the
Rashtrakuta clans, all well known to history and to our epigraphists. These, being Of
Military; not agricultural caste, perished in the wars that (as a matter of fact) overthrew

the ‘Maya and Chalukya kingdoms in the Middle Ages. The names and locale of the
shares (bhag) remained, owing to the tenacity of tradition which is so notorious
throughout the East; and as the miras tenure was an advantageous one, it was found
possible (for a long time) to continue the privilege, and fill the vacant holdings by the
revenue authorities granting (or even selling) the miras title. Here, then, we have only
the “manorial” growth of dominant, co-sharing families over the villages. But in this
case the families shared the misfortunes of their race and disappeared; while in other

parts of India the joint families persisted, multiplied, and furnished quite numerous
“communities,” dominating the villages, and introducing their own co-sharing
constitution.

II. The vestiges of mirasi tenure in Madras are of a different order131. Tradition in this
case – as accepted by all the best authorities – is supported by the caste and other
features of the villages, which were still plainly in evidence at the end of the eighteenth
century. They were chiefly mediaeval villages established by a succession of

immigrants of a peculiar agricultural race (Vellalan) from North Kanara and elsewhere,
who were with difficulty induced to settle by the promise of exceptional privileges, and
a permanent interest in the villages they established. The success of this special
colonizing enterprise, after many failures, is referred to the efforts of one of the later
Chola kings who ruled in the eleventh century A.D. The case was altogether
exceptional; and the families appear to have found a close cooperation necessary, both
to insure a victory over the difficulties of the enterprise, and also to secure among

themselves the due sharing of the privileged tenure, with its partial exemption from
taxation. We have fair evidence of their mode of allotting the lands each year for

130
Vol.for1897,April,p.239.S eealsom y “ Ind.Vill.Com m .,” p.380 ff.

131
T hesearethetracesdiscussedinthevolum eentitled“ M irasiP apers,” M adras,1862,tow hichS irH.S .M aine

oncealludes.
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cultivation, and of sharing the profits. In some cases they actually divided the shares on
the ground permanently132.

In all these cases we have varieties of ways in which a special privilege, a grant, or even

the usurpation, of families of superior ability or rank, results in producing a joint body
of proprietors.

In some cases it is over existing severalty villages; in others, the dominant groups (with
the same sense of superiority) have occupied newly established villages, so that there
were no former landholders to become vassals, but only such slaves, tenants, and
helpers as the superior settlers themselves introduced and located. But the whole
circumstances in each case clearly negative the idea that in such traces we have a

primitive and general institution. The raiyatwari was the general form, the mirasi right
a special and privileged growth in and over it, and it certainly had nothing of a
communistic character. In so brief a note I have not attempted to allude to every
instance of an alleged mirasi interest in Madras; but an examination of any village to
which the term mirasi can properly be applied, in districts other than Chingleput, will
always show that it is a case of some grant or dominant right acquired.

132
O fcoursecolonistpartieshavebeenfound inotherpartsofIndia,m ostcom m only onasm allerscale,and w ith

no particulardifficultiesto contend w ith,so thatexceptionaladvantagesare notexpected orgranted.In the S .E.
P anjab m any (individual)villagesw ere founded by colonist bodies,w ho have fallen into the joint village class
becausethey readily accepted ajointliability forrevenue.


